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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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MEMORABILIA & AUTOGRAPHS

1939 World’s Fair
1

U.S., 1939 New York World’s Fair, Massive Memorabilia Collection. Originally contained in 11 cartons/
bins, each full to the brim, we espied every sort of collectible: dishware, glasses, spoons, picture postcards, programs,
records including Disney's “It's a Small Word” 45, a license plate for the 1939 Worlds Fair (dated 1940 as the Fair ran into
1940), promotional and advertising items galore, we note a tire display with a ferris wheel design, every sort of item one
can imagine under the sun and stars, viewing would do the lot justice and come up with a value likely a multiple of our
conservative estimate, this would be a humdinger to break up and sell on the internet, or to start your World Fair collection
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Autographs
Seward Political Collection including Alaska
2

U.S., William H. Seward, Alaska, 1839-68. A wonderful array of material spanning nearly the entirety
of Seward’s political career, consisting of a broad range of engravings, covers and letters; includes three engraved
portraits, one noted “320 American Bank Note Co.” and sunk on card, portraying Seward while Secretary of State; an
early cabinet photo of the Secretary; a letter from his governorship; an eight-page transcript of Senator Seward’s July
29, 1852, speech entitled “The Whale Fishery, and American Commerce in the Pacific Ocean”; a Department of State
affidavit (with paper seal and ribbons); numerous signature free franks, as Governor (2), Senator (7) and Secretary of
State (4); a December 30, 1867, letter regarding the Alaska Purchase and (reading between the lines) Seward’s attempt
to gain British Columbia for the US as well; an 1868 letter to President Johnson regarding Department of State officials w
hose commissions needed confirmed; a September 7, 1865, Department of State cover and enclosure, both black-edged
as a national mourning cover; no folly here—just a remarkable collection that would be impossible to duplicate today (photo
on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

3

U.S., Famous Statesmen Collection. 37 letters and covers signed by famous U.S. Statesman with many
Presidential signatures and heads of state with a few Astronauts, a few Military names of note and even a few infamous men
of corruption to make a fabulous collection of the men who shaped America, consisting of: James Buchanan free frank cover,
Millard Fillmore free frank cover, a signed letter on Princeton University President’s Room stationary by Woodrow Wilson,
Calvin Coolidge mourning cover, Eleanor Roosevelt signature on 2c FDR plate block, Franklin D. Roosevelt on New York
Governor letterhead, two John F. Kennedy on Senate letter, a Kennedy signed photo with letter on White House stationary
from Special Assistant to the President, a signed photo of the President and First Lady signed by both Jacqueline Kennedy
and John F. Kennedy, a Western Union telegraph sent by John F. Kennedy, a signed letter on Vice President letterhead
by Hubert H. Humphrey, a signed Inauguration Day post card of Nixon and Family by Richard Nixon, Gerald R. Ford
signature on 9th World Energy Conference program, two Robert F. Kennedy signatures on Senate letterhead, three Robert
F. Kenney signatures on Attorney General letterhead, a signed letter by John Wanamaker, Politician and Businessman, a
signed Privy Seal of the State of New York by Governor Alfred E. Smith, a 40th Anniversary of V-J Day cover signed by
Douglas MacArthur, a signed Photograph and signed card by General John J. Pershing, a signed letter to the Soldiers
of the United States by King George Vth, two Robert F. Kennedy on covers, cover signed by Astronauts John Young and
Bob Crippen, a cover signed by John Glenn, a signed letter by Ernest Thompson Seton, co-Founder of the Boy Scouts,
signed card and signed panel by Lord Baden-Powell founder of the Boy Scouts, two checks signed by the infamous membe
rs of the Tweed Ring (a name synonymous with New York City political corruption). Most covers appear to be signed by the
hand of the person, but a few might have been secretarial signatures, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1

COINS - UNITED STATES: General Collections
Coins
4

U.S., Morgan Dollar Collection, 1878-1921. 58 Morgan Dollars with better dates that include 1878 CC and
1892 O with several better coins including some AU and Unc’s plus 77 2007-2016 Presidential dollars (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

5

Great Britain, Coin Collection. Terrific lot in three binders, and in tubes, with large pennies, various silver
coins with half crowns, crowns, florins, shillings, excellent melt down value, have a cuppa and peruse, Fine to Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

6

German Area, 19th -20th Century Group. Exciting lot of over 70 Germany & States issues from the 1800s
thru mid 1900s with many silver pieces including commemorative and regular definitives, overall Fine to Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

7

Germany, Late 19th to Early 20th Century, Silver Coin Group. Selection of around 50 coins including
Davenport: #563; 565;568; 573; 574; 575, a generous group; some showing light evidence of cleaning, from Fine to Mint
State (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

United States

General Collections
8 HH/H

U.S., Fabulous Exhibition-Quality Collection of Coils, 1908-85. An amazingly diverse holding, with many
scarce and desirable items, with particular strength in paste-up pairs (many with plate numbers), leader and trailer strips
(including rare pieces), regular and line pairs, color varieties, perforation errors including imperforate and transitional strips,
miscuts showing partial plate numbers, splices, never hinged precancels, etc.; collection also includes on-cover examples,
test coils, a separate Prexie coil plate number study, and several literature volumes; singles, pairs and line pairs/strips
include items with plate number and star, private perforations (USAV, Brinkerhoff Type II), etc.; numerous paste-ups
(including with Schermack perforations); splice strips of four; leaders and trailers; and much, much more, including a
nearly complete collection of 1981-95 Transportation Coils with virtually all better plates present; numerous certificates
(for both good stamps and “doctored”—the latter not counted in our catalogue value or estimate) accompany, Very Fine, be
sure to wrap your head around this one.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
H. Scott $53,000 (photo on web site).
U.S., Great Regular Issues Collection, 1847-1958. In a Lindner hingeless album, an excellent offering of First
Issue through Liberty Series; earlies strong, with #1 (two pairs, one on piece, one on cover), a gorgeous #2, #3-4, 7, 8, 8A,
9, 28, 37, 39, 76, 70b, 83, 85B, 85E, 92-101, etc., wonderful array of cancels (c.d.s.’s, Fancies, accountancy marks, even
what appears to be a Japanese bota on #134), several double transfers noted, near-complete Continental and American
Bank Notes, 1902 Series complete, with most later material (including Kansas-Nebraskas) mint or never hinged—there’s
even a cover front to Germany franked #67 and 68; fresh looking throughout with tremendous catalogue value, F.-V.F. with
better, be sure to view online, where this is imaged in full.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

9 HH/H/m

HH/H/m. Scott $88,000+ (photo on web site).

2
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UNITED STATES: General Collections
10 HH/H/m

U.S., Extensive, Comprehensive Collection, 1847-1929. Neatly mounted in an American Heirloom album;
two stockpages with complete mint Columbians, Trans-Mississippis mint to $1 (barest trace of hinge), #369 lightly
hinged, and numerous blocks of four; album proper begins with used #1 and #2 (#2 four-margined, #1 just clear to touched
and tied on piece by magnificent red six-ring target), near-complete 1851 and 1857 issues, several exquisitely centered,
then complete up to the Grills; 1869s complete used, strong Bank Notes to 90¢, more Columbians (30¢-$2 used, no
$3-$5), #277 & 278 used, a second mint Pan-Am series lovely 1902s, highly complete Washington-Franklins, a never
hinged #369 as pretty as they come, 1922-25 Series mostly used, #630 “Dot over ‘S’” variety, Kansas-Nebraskas complete
mint (numerous never hinged), very pretty #C1-C6 and C10a mint or never hinged, #E1-E11 mint (#E10 notated “fake”);
outstanding quality throughout, with more than a couple looking like they could grade, Very Fine overall, here’s your chance
for the collection you’ve always wanted; imaged fully online.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

HH/H/m. Scott $75,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Outstanding Group of Mint and Used, 1847-1971. Presented on a dozen stockpages, a wonderful
selection of Classics, filled with sought-after material; includes full-margined examples of #12 and #17 used (the latter with
c.d.s. plus red “3” marking), #67 o.g. (with 2019 PF certificate), 70b used (2019 PF certificate), bright unused #73, gorgeous
#77 used, #84 & 95 used (each with 2019 PF certificate), two used #122, pretty Bank Notes, #205 mint pair with partially
doubled perforations at bottom, mint #C1, three never hinged #J56 (single and pair); plate blocks including #300 & 304
(each never hinged), 378, 658, C2, K7, Q5 (2, one with “FIVE” and 2016 PSAG certificate), and much more besides; the
occasional fault, but majority sound, fresh and desirable, F.-V.F. with better, inspection invited; see it all online.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
HH/H/m.
Scott $90,000+ (photo on web site).
12 HH/H/m
U.S., High-Value Group, 1847-1930. Presented on five stockpages, including used #1, #2 (3), #38, 39 and
122—and that’s just the first row; two more used #122 start the second, and are followed by 90¢ Perrys, nine (!) #241 (2
used, the others range never hinged to no gum), nine #242, three #243 (1 mint, 2 unused), five #244 (with shades), four
#292 (mint, unused, 2 used), no gum #293 and 311, 5¢ Washington red errors as singles and in strips, used #C13-C15 (with
additional #C13 and C15), even a South America Zeppelin flight cover with a plate number single #C14 (stamp off cover,
which shows signs of an encounter with water, but present and re-applicable); eight various certificates accompany, most
noting small faults, still a stunning offering, F.-V.F. appearance with better.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
HH/H/m. Scott approximately $70,000 (photo
on web site).
13 H/m
U.S., Premier Intact Collection, 1847-1990, (1/RWs + UN). Two volume Scott albums, the first three ring
binder with Airmail, Ducks and other Back-of-the-Book, used includes: 1; 7; 9; 13-5, 17; 18 (PF certificate); 20; 22; 24-25;
28; 29; 30A; 31; 32(2); 33; 35; 36b; 37-38; 63b; beautiful 64; 67-72; 70b (PSE certificate) 70c; 75-78; 87-91; 92-101; 11321; 134-38; 145-55; 157; 160; 162; 166; 179; 182-91; 208; 208a; 209; 211; 215-18; 221-27; 220c; 228-29; 246-61 (250,
253, 257 mint); 275-76A; 278; 342; 421-22; 440; 460; 477-80; 573; 634A, commemoratives used include: 240; 290-91
regular issue mint includes: 10(no gum looks unused); 11; 26-26a; 30; 36; 63; 68; 73; 77; 112; 133; 133a; 156; 158; 159; 161
(no gum); 178; 205-7; 210; 212-14; 219; 219D; 220; 220a; 227; 264; 267-72; 277; 179-84; 300-4; 306-9; 311; 314; 319-20;
331-5; 338-9; 341; 374-79; 381-2; 344-7 horizontal pairs; 343-7; 348-51; 352-55; 385-7; 390-6; 357-8; 348-9, 352, 385-6,
390-1, 392, 394-6, line pairs; 405-6; 410-3; 414-20; 423; 410-12, 441-42, 443-44 line pairs; 424-28; 430-32; 434-5; 437; 4413; 445-47; 450; 453-55; 457-58; 448, 450, 452, 454-55; 457-58 line pairs; 461; 462-63; 466; 468; 471; 473; 483-84; 486-89;
492; 494-97; 486-90, 492-97 line pairs; 501-4; 506-13; 515-16; 519; 523-24; 538; 542-43; 545-46; 547; 525-532; 534A-36;
551-71; 575-79; 581-91; 595; 597-606 singles and line pairs including 599A; 658-79; 692-701; 656 line pair; 803-34; 103053, commemoratives mint include: 230-39; 242; 285-89; 294-99; 325-27; 367-73; 397-400A; 401-3; 548-50; 610-12; 61416; 619; 620-21; 630; virtually complete from there, Airmails complete including Never Hinged C13-C15; Special Delivery
used except E7, a smattering of mostly used dues, Q1-11; JQ2; JQ4; Duck Stamps #RW7; RW12-13; RW15-19; RW21-22;
RW24-27; RW29-30; RW33; RW35-36; RW39; RW41-48; RW51-56 and ends with a nice selection of Plate Number Coils.
Volume two contains the various assundry from 1940 to 1990 looks about complete, plus a lovely section of Booklet
Panes including 331a-32a, 374a-75a; 405b-406a; 424d; 462a-63a; 498e-99e; 501b-502b; 552a; 554c; 632a; 634d; 720b;
804b-807a; plus a nice run of modern booklets including express mail high values; some airmails. The overall quality is
Fine-Very Fine, with some Very Fine or better, and the occasional fault, but a lovely collection that would be nice to break
down or as a solid start to a great hobby!
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

11 HH/H/m

H/m (photo on web site).
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14 HH/H

U.S., Essentially Complete Mint Collection, 1904-25, (323//573). An impressive achievement, this important
collection mostly formed in the 1970s through purchases at famous New York City auction houses, presented on Scott
hingeless pages; from the Louisiana Purchase issue through the 1922-25 definitive set, all but a handful of stamps are
here; collection is particularly strong in Washington-Franklins, with most sets complete including sheet stamps, coils and
imperforates, with many of the spaces for coil pairs holding line pairs; note a #369, 459 line pair (crease, never hinged),
460 (never hinged), 462-480 (#465, 473, 474 & 480 never hinged, #472 a plate number single, #467 in block of six, the
error never hinged), 505 in never hinged block of six, 523 never hinged, 524, and much more besides; clean and fresh
throughout; a remarkable holding, as it is difficult to find genuine Washington-Franklin coils in such abundance, F.-V.F. or
better, see it all online.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Specialized Collection, 1845-1980. In Scott Specialty album, in the old time style with duplication for
various shades, cancels, varieties, etc., well mixed between mint and used, and sometimes both, better highlights include
used: 9X1e with PF certificate, 1-2 both with blue cancels, 7, 9 with red circular grid cancel, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17 with massive
margins, 22, 25, 28, 30, 30A, 33, 36, 37, 38, 62B, 63, 67-72, 73 (2 shades), 76 (2), 77, 78, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92,
95 with hole in center, 96, 97, 98, 112-22, 119, 134, 135A, 137A, 138, 139, 140, 145-55, 160, 162, 163, 182-91, 212-18, 21929, 230-42, 261A, 276, 276-78, 285-93, 300-13, 341-42, 343-47, 367-73, 392-96, 523, 533, 534A, 534B schermack type III
single, 658-79, C1-6, C13-15, C18 flight cover, E1-5, E7, J6-7, J19-21, J43-44, J50 (2), J57-58, Q1-12, O3-4, O15-24, O2728, O37, O40-41, O43, O45, O49-56, O61-63, O72-82, 3LB1 on cover, PR9-10, RW2-5, RW8-10, Confederate States 1, 2,
7, and mint: 39, 133a, 230-31, 233-35, 237, 238, 263, 285-88, 289-90, 304-5, 308, 323-24, 326-27, 328-29, 338-40, 343-47,
357, 367-68, 370-73, 379-80, 382, 391 line pair, 397-99, 400A, 401, 468, 472, 475, 493 line pair, 505 mint strip of three with
5c in center and 2c on left and right sides, 515-18, 532, 538A pair, 541, 545-46, 548-50, 551-73, 571, 586-91, 595, 614-21,
630, 656 pair, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-2, C5, E11-13, J27-28, J52, J65, JQ4, O7, O29, O38, O44, O55-56,
O59-60, O64, O87, O90, O92, O93, O119, PR2-3, PR121-22, PR124-25, RW1, RW6-7, RW11-5, RW36, RW53-60, and
much face value postage; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

15 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Quality Collection/Stock, 1847-1930. Arranged on Hagner or Vario stockpages, a wonderful array
of desirable material; includes #1-2 used, #3 (2), 4, 69, 71, several E and F Grills, mint Bank Notes, Columbians mint
complete (less $3, #244 and 245 never hinged), Pan-Ams and Louisiana Purchase complete mint, Trans-Mississippis mint
to 10¢, fresh Panama-Pacifics mint (less #400), strong Washington-Franklins with #426 (pink back), two #442 line pairs
never hinged, 385 strip of four never hinged, #409V paste-up pair never hinged, #C1-C6 and C13-C15 mint, booklet panes
#279Bk (2, 1 never hinged), 301c (2 never hinged), 319g (2 never hinged), 319n never hinged (plate #4457), 331a, 374a
never hinged, C10a (4, 2 never hinged), and much, much more, F.-V.F. or better, worthy additions to your collection—or
valuable new stock; imaged in full online.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

16 HH/H/m

HH/H/m. Scott $40,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Pretty Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1947. Hinged on pages, a delightful and fresh collection; 19th
century a mix of mint and used (leaning toward the latter), with all but a handful of 20th century items mint; note pretty fancy
cancels on the Classics (including a blue asterisk), nice Grills, 1869s to the 30¢, nice Bank Notes including several Perrys,
a nicely centered Jamestown set, solid Washington-Franklins, #479-480 (each a real looker), 2¢ Reds, Kansas overprints
complete, Nebraska needing just the 9¢ & 10¢, various line pairs, a #C18, etc.; no great rarities, but a solid collection sure
to bring pleasure to collector or dealer alike, F.-V.F. or better, inspect.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

17 H/m

H/m. Scott $47,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Strong Pre-Bureau Collection, 1851-80. On Scott hingeless pages, starting with a fully margined #9
and running through Bank Notes and Re-issues and Special Printings; nice array of issues, including #27, 28, 32 (2), 35,
36B, 37, 69, 71, 76-77, 101 (o.g.), 102, 112-117 & 120, 129, 153, 164, and more; generally fresh with nice appearance;
2019 PF certificates accompany for #24, 26, 32 (2), 35, 36B, 37, 63, 65, 68, 69, 71, 73, 79-E15b, 102, 126 and 129; some
small faults, but an important balance from a leading US collection, F.-V.F., imaged in full online.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
H/(H). Scott approximately
$80,000 (photo on web site).

18 H/(H)
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19 H/m

U.S., High Catalog Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1999. A powerful collection in a 3-volume
Scott National albums, loaded throughout with $500-and-up stamps; many the more elusive ones with highlights include
(*=certificate) used: #1, 8A*, 12, 13, 16*, 21, 28, 64*, 67, 72, 78a, 91, 95, 100 and 1869 pictorials complete; unused (without
gum or regummed): 14*, 22, 25, 37, 38, 39, 69, 76, 78b, 86, 88, 89, 92, 151, 152, 187*, 243 & 245; mint o.g.: 40, 66TC6*,
160 (straight edge), 208, 241* (toned gum), 311 & 315; and finally mint, never hinged: 65, several lower value Columbians,
288-290, 296-299, 302-308, 326, 327, 330, 340, 358, 369, 407, 500*, 524, 547, 579, etc., etc. The Airmails are complete
less the 1929 Zeppelins (C18 is XF-S, NH), but the rest of the back-of-the-book is scattered and unremarkable except for a
never hinged J49 ($125). Now for the catch: condition was not always the top priority; most of the aforementioned numbers
prior to the Columbians have problems, sometimes not obvious, but often visible, most notably centering; beginning with
the top middle stamp, everything is generally clean and F-VF and the collection is essentially complete and never hinged
from 1929 onwards. A great lot for filling spaces or for an eBay marketeer. Scott value is well in excess of $65,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
H
.
20 HH/H/m
U.S., Selection of Singles, Blocks and Plates, 1857-1925. Arranged on Vario stockpages, a broad array of
early US issues; begins with a page of Classics running from #23 to #299 including an unused pair of #190 and a myriad
of cancels; followed by two pages of scarce o.g. Bank Note blocks of four, then plate number & inscription pair #289 (o.g.),
bottom plate block of ten #324 (never hinged), never hinged plates of #558, 567 & 569; #C2 plate block, plus some Backof-the-Book including #Q10-Q12 used and several nice cut squares; condition varies on the early material, later items fresh
and bright, F.-V.F. with better.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

21 HH/H

U.S., Prestigious Mint Collection, 1875-1985, (123//J101). On hingeless Scott album pages, noted #123;
182; 185; 187-89; 206-7; 209; 213 NH; 214; 216-7; 219 NH; 220 NH; 223-4 NH; 226; 246 NH; 247; 249-50; 251 NH; 252
NH; 253; 255 NH; 256; 264 NH; 267 NH; 271-2; 275 looks NH; 279; 279B NH; 280; 282C-283; 331-32; 334-37; 340 NH;
341; 374 NH; 375-77; 379; 382; 343-47 pairs; 348-9 NH; 350; 352 NH; 354; 355; 348 pair NH; 352 pair; 383 NH; 384; 385-6;
387 NH; 390 NH; 391; 392 NH; 393-4; 385, 390, 393 all line pairs NH; 405; 406 NH; 407; 408-9; 410-11 NH; 412-3; 414-6;
418; 419-20 look NH; 421; 441-2 NH; 443-7; 448, 450, 452 all NH; 454-59; 410-11, 441, 443, 448 line pairs NH; 442, 450,
452, 457 line pairs; 424-35, 427-440 (424, 427, 431 NH); 462-4, 465-74 (463, 469, 473 NH); 481-84 NH line pairs; 486-90,
492-97 NH; 486-89, 492-93, 495, 496(2) NH line pairs; 497 line pair; 498-99, 501-4, 506, 508-18 (511-2, 516-8 NH); 525-30
(527-30 NH); 531-34A; 535-6; 538; 540-1; 542-3 NH; J15 NH; J22-23 NH; J24; J38-39 Nh; J41; J45; J48; J52 NH; J61-65,
J67, J68 NH; J68-70, J73-4, J77 NH; J78; J79-82, J85-87 NH, J88-101 NH. Many Very Fine to Extra Fine and some worthy
of being graded, a choice overall collection with 16 mostly PF certificates., o.g., many never hinged, overall Very Fine or
better, a true quality collection.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., The Oldies but Goodies Classics Collection, 1845-69, (9X1//122). On Scott Specialty pages, a
wonderful holding of early US; starting with a #9X1, the collection offers a ton of value and some rather nice stamps,
including used #9 right margin single, a perfectly centered (and sound!) #12, and a complete set of the 1869 Pictorials; and
unused #24 (with 1983 PF certificate), 36, 37, 38 (the latter particularly nicely centered), 102 with great margins, and 123
(with 1984 PF certificate); plus three interesting covers, including one to San Francisco with green grid and postmark of
Mexico, NY; a lovely holding that must be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

22 H/m

H/m. Scott $32,000+ (photo on web site).
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23 m

U.S., Extensive Used Collection, Pre-Cancels Included, 1851-2006. On printed pages in 26 lovely albums,
a whopping 14 of which are solely pre-cancels—surely one of the largest holdings you’ll encounter for quite some time
(including even some Schermacks); regular issues are wonderfully fresh, a bit hit-and-miss for the 1850 issues, but picking
up steam with the Civil War with shade and perforation varieties, Grills, 1869s to the 12¢ (plus a 30¢ with the deepest red
you’ll ever see); Bank Notes highly complete, Columbians and Trans-Miss each to 50¢, with most series thereafter complete;
many coil and booklet pairs (including line pairs); Airs include complete less #C10a and C13-C15; Parcel Posts complete;
devilishly good Dues; Postal Note stamps complete (!), as are Special Delivery issues; #F1 is here, even nice groups of
Officials; and if you like puzzles…this collector had an eye; one volume is devoted to working his way around a pane: eight
stamps with either straight edge (see if you ever see them as “faults” again) or guide line at top, bottom, sides—and twoside-imperforate corners; he has them (none complete) for regular issues—and even for the 50¢ Columbian, imaged online;
bring your coffee.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

24 HH/H/m

m (photo on web site).

U.S., Solid Mint and Used Balance of Collection, 1846-1928. On black cards and stockpages, running from
Postmasters’ Provisionals on; note unused #10X2, a vertical strip of 6 1851 3¢ Washingtons (in at sides), many shades,
a multitude of cancels (including a boxed “RETOUR” on #117), #99 (no gum), 120 (o.g.), a never hinged plate block of
eight #542, several Kansas-Nebraska blocks of 4, plate blocks of #832g & 833; plate number single #1053, “Registered”
and “Parcel Post” boxed cancels on regular issues, #PR2 and PR3, some Dues, a few Ducks and a couple Possessions;
numerous certificates accompany; whatever your interest—stamps or cancels—this lot is sure to please, with many better
items not listed; a few questionable items found as well—not included in catalogue value or estimate, F.-V.F. with better,
inspection invited.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

HH/H/m. Scott $41,000+ (photo on web site).
25 HH/H/m
U.S., Mainly Mint Collection, 1861-1956. In a well-filled Scott National album, some used and even a nice
Civill War Patriotic cover, but the mint is the prize with many never hinged and well centered; includes: #63; 147; 220
never hinged; 227-228 never hinged; 230-234; 236-237 never hinged, 260-261 never hinged plus a few lower values;
various small Bureau and Trans-Miss; #294-297; 299; 300-305, 307-308; 323-330; 397-400; 414-420; various WashingtonFranklins including a few coils; #524 never hinged; 548-550; 551-573 (#571-573 are never hinged, the other values not
examined); 581-91; virtually complete from here with #630 included, missing a few Kansas-Nebraska; Airmails missing #C2C3 and C13-C15; a few decent Special Deliveries and Parcel Posts and Parcel Post Dues, Saving stamps include #WS7b;
a lovely section of full corner cut squares; Revenues with some better; Wines, Motor Vehicles, Ducks #RW2 (unused); RW6
used; RW7; RW9-RW23 mostly never hinged except #RW18 which is used; overall a lovely little collection from which some
plums to be plucked out, also some useful used here and there, fully imaged for your viewing pleasure, generally F.-V.F. or
better.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Pictorial Issue Group, Choice Regulars & Re-issues, 1869-75. Very useful lot offering items from both
sets; comprises #113, 114 (2) and 121 from 1869; and from 1875, #124, 126 (2), 127, 130-133; certificates accompany for
#121 (1992 PF), 127 (2007 PF), 131 (2008 PF) and 132 (2015 Weiss), F.-V.F. or better, great additions to your collection, or
to your stock.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

26 H/(H)

H/(H). Scott $8,200+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Extensive Collection of Singles, Plates and Sheets. All in 14 slipcased Scott Specialty albums (alone
costing over $1000); all mint, with all mounted but one album; fresh and clean throughout, the holding veers to the modern,
from the 3¢/4¢ period on, where it is complete for singles, apparently complete for plate blocks, and with a wealth of
complete panes and prestige booklets; to give a sense of its size, the face value is in excess of $6000 alone; a grand
opportunity to restock, Very Fine, ex Gottlieb.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

27 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
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28 HH/H/m

U.S., Old-Time Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1938. Much presented in an ancient and crumbling album
(we did say “old-time”), with some better material transferred to black stockpages; great material, including four #1 (one
four-margined, three nearly so), #2 (in at top), decent to very nice 19th century issues; complete mint Pan-Ams, Louisiana
Purchase, #369, Panama-Pacific (both sets), Jamestown, 3¢ Victory in definite shades, 1922 Series (less $5, used), KansasNebraskas complete (several noted “NH”), C1-C6, C7-C9 (blocks and singles), C13 mint, C14 used, Postage Due plates;
plus Special Delivery, Officials, Newspapers and Revenues; re-housing is in order, but material is generally fresh and sound,
F.-V.F. with better.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

HH/H/m. Scott $22,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Crisp Bank Notes and Solid Bureaus, 1879-1908. Mounted on Specialty pages, the stamps ranging
between #182 and 320; all fresh with most o.g.; comprises #182-186, 1882-93 issues complete (including 90¢ orange
Perry), First Bureau Issue complete less #261A and 263; 1895 issue needing just #276A and 278, plus 1898 and 1902
series complete with imperforates; clean and sound throughout; from an important American collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
H/(H). Scott
$20,000+ (photo on web site).
30 HH/H/m
U.S., Enticing Mint and Used Collection Balance, 1847-1947. Presented on a variety of pages; starts with a
four-margined #1 tied on piece by red grid and c.d.s.; used #23 (4, two with New York Local cancels in red), an impressive
#68 color changeling to blue, #240-242 & 244, 460, C1-C6, C13-C15 and C18; mint #393, 413 pair (never hinged), 348349 (never hinged), 443-446, 456-457, 519, 524-525, 545-546, 547, 1052-1053, and much more besides; solid condition
throughout, even among the earlies, F.-V.F. with better, a handsome lot; imaged in full.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
HH/H/m. Scott $20,000+ (photo
on web site).
31 H/m
U.S., Enticing Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1971. On White Ace pages in four very serviceable piano-hinged
binders; definitives mostly used, while commemoratives are overwhelmingly mint; note used #573, 834, C2, C4, many
Special Delivery issues, plus some very neat 19th century cancels and an interesting little mix of uncommon Revenues;
and mint #238-242, 244 and 245, 291, 292, 630, C1, C3, C5-C6, C10a, C13-C15, C18 (plus another used on Century of
Progress Zeppelin flight cover), Q1-Q12, nice selection of Farley Special Printings (gutters or line pairs), National Parks
imperforate blocks of 4, etc.; some out-of-the-ordinary material as well, including Red Cross seals starting in 1909 and
Christmas Seals between 1923 and the early ‘50s; generally clean and sound, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a surprise at
every turn; be sure to view.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

29 H/(H)

H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Compelling Compilation, 1847-1990s. Mostly on stockpages, a wonderful assortment of US issues,
ranging from a four-margined no gum #1 (close but clear at top left) to two Recalled Legends sheets in original folders; in
between we find, in the order presented, Prexie coil line pairs complete, mint Parcel Post Dues, a vertical strip of four 5¢
Postage Currency, #O15-O23 used, a page of #10/11 and 65 singles, pairs and strips with a wonderful range of shades and
variety of cancels including Fancies, plate number strips of three of early Bureaus, #300b, a full set of Columbians mint
(less 50¢, lightly cancelled), #C10a, arrow block of #C3, Washington-Franklin booklets, Q1-Q12 mint, block of nine #634
with first Electric Eye perforation, Washington Bicentennial and Lake Placid plate flaws, and much, much more, F.-V.F. with
better throughout, a truly lovely offering; imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

32 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Commemorative Collection, Mostly Mint, 1892-1962, (230//1206). Presented in a hingeless Lindner
album; begins with the Columbians and moves on through the start of the 1960s; while a handful of used items creep in, the
collection is overwhelmingly mint, including #230-235, 244 and 245 (#236-242 used, no #243); #285-290 (#291-292 used,
the $1 very pretty), 294-299, 323-327, 328-330 (with better centering than normally seen), 367-369 never hinged (!), 397400A, 630, Famous Americans complete, Overrun Countries name blocks of four, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better throughout,
worth a gander.
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

33 HH/H

HH/H. Scott approximately $11,000 (photo on web site).
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34 HH/H/m

U.S., Nice Collection Balance of Better Items, 1857-1930’s. Mostly mint on loose stock pages and stock
cards, with used: 33 pair, 599A pair, C5 block of four on piece, C5 on round trip to/from Cincinnati / Chicago cover, C6 with
plate number on cover, C13, and mint: 247 NH plate number strip of three, 291, 330, 439, 493 line pair, group of Washington
/ Franklin plate number strips of three (502-4, 506-12, 514, 516-17), 573, 589-591 blocks of four, 599A pair, 619 (5), 622-23
(blocks of four and four singles of each value), 630 (4), 651 (3 complete sheets), 661 block of four, 692-701 blocks of four,
720a unexploded booklet, with four panes, wholesale group of Farley souvenir sheets in small quantities of each and 80334; some usual mixed condition, but many of the stamps are fresh and sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m. Scott $15,000
(photo on web site).
35 HH/H/m
U.S., Washington-Franklin Old Time Stock, 1908-1930’s. Mint and used stock neatly arranged in small old
time stock book in order by Scott number, with some early perf 12 Washingtons with many mint low values and 341 (2 mint),
342, 343-47, some perf 12 coils (not counted in catalog value), 357 (3), 358 (5), decent early perf 12 single line watermark
lower values, good section of numeral type horizontal and vertical perf 8.5 coils, a few perf 12 Franklin types including
421, occasional perf 10 Washington / Franklins of various denomations and watermarks, decent amount of perf 10 flat and
watermarked rotary plate coils, good section of unwatermarked rotary coils and flat plate perf 11 singles to 50c, a few decent
offsets, perf and imperf including 534 mint left and right corner margin blocks, some coil waste issues, faded 547, followed
by a few pages of the 1920’s to 1930’s Bureau issues; some mixed condition with several useful key high values, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m. Scott $20,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Compelling Collection, 1847-2000. In nine Scott Platinum hingeless albums, all but one slipcased;
starts with a #1 (faulty) and runs through the modern, with coverage dropping off (but continuing) in the 1990s; note a
range of cancels on the Classics, including boxed “PAID”, grids, fancies, a San Francisco cogwheel, etc.; solid Bank Notes
including a couple 90¢ Perry; Columbians including used #241, 242 and 244; Trans-Mississippis complete, the $1 and
$2 used (the latter on piece), nice Washington-Franklins; Airs with #C1-C3 & C6 used, C4 & C18 mint, C5 never hinged;
nice Parcel Posts and Dues, very nice mint Offices in China (almost complete), Officials with a couple Specimens, some
Newspapers, and a nice first dozen years of Ducks, etc., etc.; generally fresh and sound, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a
worthwhile review.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

36 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Top-Notch Mostly Wide Top Plate Block Collection, 1895-1924. Presented on Prinz stockpages,
comprising #264 (block of 14), #295 plate of six with initials, 367, 527, 528, 528A, 537, 540 (narrow top with “S 30” imprint),
540 (narrow, star, heavily inked), 540a (narrow, star), 546 (narrow, “S 30”), and 616; most never hinged, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

37 HH/H a

HH/Ha. Scott $6,225 (photo on web site).
U.S., Superior Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1887-1950. Hundreds of choice stamps on G&K Hobby
Product pages, in a binder, with mint never hinged #210, 214, 219, 226, 231 “Broken Hat”, 240, 252, 255, 287, 288 (3), 290
(2), 353, 369, 571, 573 (2), 834, and mint hinged #211, 216, 238, 294-299, 324S-E “Specimen”, 387, etc.; a killer lot perfect
for your inventory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

38 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Mint Fin-de-siècle Commemoratives Collection, 1893-1901. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages,
covering the Columbians (complete less #241-242), Trans-Mississippis with #286-291 (#288-289 noted “NH”), plus PanAms complete; three highly desirable sets in sound condition from an important US collection, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H. Scott
$8,763 (photo on web site).
40 H/m
U.S., Mint and Used Collection Balance, 1870-1936. On cut-down Scott pages, with material between
#154 and #550, plus nice Back-of-the-Book; useful Bank Notes mint and used, mint Louisiana Purchase (less 2¢), strong
Dues with nearly all mint (those used mostly pre-cancelled), numerous Officials mostly mint, Postal Savings mint, #PR2 &
PR3 (faults), etc.; solid offering with massive catalogue value and much saleable material, F.-V.F. with better.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/m. Scott
$20,000+ (photo on web site).

39 H
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41 H/m/)

U.S., Quality Collectors Sampling with Value, 19th-20th Century. On double sided vario stocksheets,
starts with used lovely four margin #1, highlights include #15; 17; 76; mint #112, used 115-117; 119; various Banknotes,
Columbian postal cards (2- one used from the Fair), two registered envelopes to Europe, mint #230-232, 234, 241 (may be a
proof) the rest used to the 50¢ plus a $2, #292 very lightly canceled, 294-99, 300-311, 323-27, 328-30 plus other commems
and regulars, Airmails complete including a set of Zepps the #C15 mint, Shanghais 4 diff, Round-the-world Zeppelin flight
cover, Special Deliveries with mint #E7, Parcel Post complete with Q1-6 mint, a few pages of US Possessions, 3 Ducks,
Narcotics and some scattered Revenues, unused Lincoln patriotic ending with a few Locals and Carriers, condition well
above average with some choice items and only the occasional flaw, truly hand-picked by a scrutinizing collector.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m/)

42 m

U.S., A Half-Century of 90¢ Perry Issues, 1870-79, (155, 166, 191). 51 stamps on five quadrille pages, all
identified as to issue; offers shades, a worn plate #191, and a range of cancels including New York Registry, Boston dated
oval, New York Foreign Mail, duplexes and even a Fancy or two; a few faulty, but a nice little study—and plenty of stock of
this popular high value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

m. Scott $16,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Collection, 1847-1970’s. In two Hagner hingeless albums, with (used) 1, 9, 15 (2), 30A, 76, 78, 86, 8991, 113-20, 152, 153, 291, C4-6 and (mint) 551-67, 570 and C1-3, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m (photo on
web site).
44 HH/H
U.S., Regular Issue collection, 1883-1972. Quality collection, in Scott specialty (2 post) album, with slipcase,
containing: 214, 224-25, 230-34, 246, 270, 305, 308, 357, 390-94, 415, 417, 420, 424-29, 431, 435, 463-67, 474, 498//518
(only missing 500, 505), 532, 534A, 548-50, 551-71, 581-91, 614-21, 630, 658-78 (missing 666, 679 key values), 692-701,
1053 and much U.S. face value postage; most stamps are fresh and sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H. Scott $9,000 ++ (photo
on web site).
45 HH/H
U.S., Group of Better Items, 1893-1950’s. Nice quality group of better items on individual black approval
cards, with 238, 240, 241, 243, 288, 290, 299, 328-30, 309, 324 (2), 325-27, choice 479, 480, 524, 573, 834 plate block and
1053, handsome lot, great for resale, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

43 H/m

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Collection, 1847-1993. In 6 beautiful clean red Scott Platinum hingeless albums, with each stamp hand
picked for quality and freshness, with notable mint highlights: 73, 115 o.g. APS certificate, 234, 236-38, 288, 291, 369 with
o.g. APS certificate, 336, 343-47, 396, 479, 573, 701, C1 NH with PF certificate, C5, E7, J1, J16, J24, O4, PR2-4, PR7-8,
Q8, Q10-12 and Q12, condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

46 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Collection Balance 1904-1995. Mostly mint and mostly from 1904 to 1930’s, on black stock sheets, with
highlights that include: 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 397-400A, 498//518 (set is only missing 500, 505), 543 block of 28, 548-50,
581-91, 619 block of four, 622-23, 658-79, 692-701, 834, 1053, Legends of the West pane in original folder, C1-6, Q1-12
(Q10 with cert), plus a Safe hingeless album of mint stamps from 1931-1957 and several pages of loose postage; better
quality, with many fresh and sound stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

47 HH/H/m

HH/H/m. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
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UNITED STATES: General Collections
48 HH/H/m

U.S., Phenomenal Plate Number Single and Plate Block Collection, 1923-83. In 11 albums of thousands of
different plate numbers organized by plate number from number 20,000 to 41,303, with the occasional scarce plate number,
mostly plate number singles with the occasional plate block mounted on home made pages in Scott Specialty album, with
some notable items that include: 833 (1 plate number single, 1 plate number pair and 2 plate blocks), 834 (5 plate number
singles, 2 plate number pairs, 1 plate block), 1034 (the two scarce plate blocks numbers 27090-91), 1041 rare precancel
plate number 24913-24920 block, C18 (3 different) and PS15 (8 different). A great collection of the more modern issues that
would be great to fill in your plate number collection., generally F.-V.F., ex-Nogle.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Cheeky Collection, Mostly Mint Never Hinged, 1857-1930, (26//C15). Some used: #32; #35 and #291,
the rest is mint and the collector that formed it had an eye for quality, includes: #230-234; 285-288; 290; 294-299; 323; 325;
328-330; 397-399; 401; 502; 504; 506-7; 509-518; 548-50; 630; 658-679; C1-6; C13-C15; C18 we note many never hinged
and well-centered including a few certifictaes for #662-664, 678-679, occasional perforation or gum issues, #C15 brushed
gum, but this is prime and fine little lot, excellent for retailer or a nice start to USA collecting.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

49 HH/H/m

50 H

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Lovely All-Mint Collection, 1893-1931. Hinged on homemade quadrille pages, an exceptionally fresh
and clean collection of better, earlies mixed mint and used with later largely never hinged; includes Trans-Mississippis
complete (1¢ very lightly cancelled), blocks of four of 3¢ and 5¢ Columbians, 5¢ Pan-Am corner margin single with
registration “5c”; pretty 1902 Series selection, including a superlative #311; Louisiana Purchase complete, grand offering
of Washington-Franklins including imprint singles, coil pairs and strips (including Schermack Type III and US Automatic
Vending Type I private perforations), imperforate blocks of four (some with center lines); 1925 and later commemoratives
as blocks or strips with plate numbers, #C1-C6, top plate of ten #C11, etc., F.-V.F. or better, a truly handsome holding, well
worth review—imaged in full online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H (photo on web site).
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1970. Residing on Leuchtturm pages, we present mint 294-295, 298,
325-327, 328-330, 398-399, 551-573 less 562, 581-591, Kansas Nebraska complete, 595, 599A, 614-616, 617-619, 620621, C1-C6, used J21, Q1-Q11, a truly attractive lot with many choice items, careful inspection is required, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m.
Scott $7,600 (photo on web site).
52 HH/H
U.S., 1904 Louisiana Purchase group of imprint and plate number singles, (323-327). 323 (2 imprint
singles), 324 (2 imprint singles), 325 (2 imprint singles and 8 plate number singles), 326 (2 imprint singles and 8 plate
number singles), 327 (2 imprint singles and 5 plate number singles and two singles with detatched plate numbers); overall
mostly sound and fresh, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

51 HH/H/m

HH/H. Scott approximately $4,500 (photo on web site).
U.S., Imperforate Coil Collection, 1908-12, (343//408). Presented on Lindner stockpages, a wonderful and
wide-ranging selection of imperforate coils, majority mint with large part never hinged; note #343V, 343H, 344V, 344H, 346V,
347V (2005 PF certificate), 383V-384V, and more; pairs, strips of four, paste-up strips, multiples used, spacing varieties—
they’re all here, as are several private perforations and Test Stamps; clean and fresh throughout; additional APS certificates
for #343E (1979), 346V (2001) and 384V (2011), Very Fine overall, lovely material rarely offered thus; see the entire lot
online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

53 HH/H

HH/H. Scott $7,200+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Mint Coil Collection, 1908-38. Over 125 mint coils in singles and pairs mounted on Lighthouse pages;
includes #348 (pair), 349 (pair & single), 350, 351 (pair), 352 & 353, 354 & 355 (pairs), 385, 386, 390, 391, 394 (pair), 452,
456, 457 (single & pair), 458 (pair), pkus 1922 & Prexie issues; comprehensive and attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H (photo on web
site).

54 HH/H
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55 H

U.S., Essays, Proofs & Specimens, Premium Selection, 19th Century. Starting with 16 essays which
include two Turners, proofs with both card and india as noted #40-43, 45-47; 1861 (8), 1869 (3), Banknotes (25 includes a
trial color), Special Delivery, Officials (48), Newspapers (16) & Revenues(4), Specimens (14 which includes two envelopes
and a cut square), a very useful group with excellent sales potential or a nice start to this interesting area, that is Very Fine
with only the occasional flaw.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H (photo on web site).
U.S., Substantial, Clean Selection, 1920s-2007. A lovely and useful holding, including two volumes of
Minkus page collections for definitive issues, including a nice set of Kansas-Nebraskas and apparently complete from
the Prexies to 2007; in addition, there is a volume of Back-of-the-Book (with mint #C1-C6 and C18), three volumes of
commemoratives (substantially complete mint from the mid-1920s to 2007), plus a volume of modern sheetlets, booklets,
etc., with a collectively substantial amount of face value; finally, included are quantities of on-/off-paper, various seals,
several philatelic publications, binders, etc.; useful mix, generally clean, F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m (photo on web
site).
57 HH/H
U.S., Stupendous, Virtually Complete Collection, 1923-79. Meticulously mounted in a Scott brown US
album, needing less than a handful of items for completion; remarkable not just for its level of freshness, this collection is
completely mint, with much never hinged; beauties await throughout, including a #595, 599A line pair, 630 (never hinged),
634A, Kansas-Nebraskas complete, 1929-32 coil line pairs, Farley’s Follies (most as gutter pairs), all definitive series
complete (including Prexie coils all as line pairs), and everything else in between and beyond; no Back-of-the-Book, but
what a gorgeous front, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, well worth the time to inspect—you won’t be disappointed.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H
(p
U.S., Balance of Very Nice Essay Collection, (11-E4//182-E1b). 14 items neatly presented on two Vario
58 E
stockpages; comprises #11-E4 (green), 11-E7 (green), 11-E8 (blue), 11-E14a (brown), 11-E17c (dull green), 63-E2a (2, one
orange, one green), 63-E9e (scarlet), 63-E13g (pair, blue), 67-E3 (brown), 69-E3a (green), 70-E4f (lilac), 72-E5d (yellow
brown), and 182-E1b (light brown with master die “No. 14” below); all fresh, and an attractive look at what might have been,
Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

56 HH/H/m

59 HH

U.S., Modern Never Hinged Collection, 1958-2004. Presented in four Safe Dual hingeless albums (195891), all slipcased, plus a binder of manila pages with material from the intervening years and some loose; complete with
booklets, miniature panes, coils, etc., including an imperforate Bugs of 1; includes some high values with Trans-Miss
reissues and Priority/Express stamps; approximately $1400 face and over $1800 in catalogue value for just the better items,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

HH (photo on web site).
60 HH/H/m
U.S., Strong Earlies Collection, 1847-1995. In six Lighthouse hingeless albums (one missing its slipcase),
with the majority of the collection running to about 1980, with decent coverage thereafter; earlies, unsurprisingly, are used,
with mint picking up in the 1920s; note two #1 (shades, one appearing to be one of the oranges), 1869 issues to #118, a few
grills, nice Bank Notes, a lovely #311 with face-free magenta cancel, Columbians mint to 15¢, Trans-Miss to 10¢ & Pan-Ams
complete mint, a strip of 10 1¢ Washingtons with Schermack perforations never hinged, nice Washington-Franklins, #573
never hinged, 630 never hinged, C1-C6 mint, C18 never hinged and used, Q1-Q12 mint, nice Special Deliveries and Dues,
etc.; a pretty collection, F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
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UNITED STATES: General Collections
61 HH/)

U.S., Stratospheric Airmail Collection, 1918-2009. If you like all things Airmail, this lot will have you flying
high; a remarkably complete collection presented in nine pristine slipcased Scott binders, with nearly every US issue
represented; singles, multiples, plate blocks, complete panes, booklets, Post Office announcements, Souvenir Pages,
Commemorative Panels, First Day Ceremony Programs, First Day Covers…they’re all here; much better including #C1
plate block, booklets #BKC1-BKC23 (no #BKC14) duplicated, full panes starting with #C20 (spotty early on, but effectively
all here from the Transports on), a couple Crosby Real Photo and Anderson First Day Covers, a set of Transport First Days
signed by the designer, #C13-C15 on South America flight cover, #C18 on Zeppelin Century of Progress flight cover,
and on and on; even #C3a and #C13-C15 make appearances, though as Peter Winter forgeries (get ‘em as singles, plate
blocks, even panes of the Zepps!); albums and stockpages are a fortune on their own, with about $3500 in face value
present, Very Fine overall, a “wow!” collection, ex Gottlieb.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
HH/). Scott $16,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Virtually Complete Collection, Airs to Offices in China, 1879-1979. A breathtaking compilation, all
mounted on Specialty pages; Airs complete (less, oddly, 1979’s Wright Brothers pair) and include #C1-C6 mint, C13-C15
never hinged, with later coil pairs mostly line pairs; Special Delivery need just a handful to complete; #F1 is present, as are
Dues including #J1, J4-J5, J7, J15-J28 (less #J19 & J21; #J28 with 2019 PF certificate), #J30-J33, J35-J37 (#J36 with 2019
PF certificate), two #J44 (each with 2019 PF certificate), plus issues from 1917 on complete; plus complete Parcel Post,
Special Handling, Parcel Post Dues and Offices in China (including #8a and 11a); all remarkably fresh, with some exquisitely
centered sprinkled throughout; your chance to own part of this important US collection, F.-V.F. with better, a stunner—be
sure to see it all online.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

62 HH/H

HH/H. Scott approximately $30,000 (photo on web site).
U.S., Attempted Parallel Mint & Used Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1875-1960. Seldom seen this complete,
with mint and used sets of #E1-E7, Q1-Q12; mint #J1, J5-J6, J15-J20, J28, F1, O1-O7, O10-O11, O15-O24, O25-O34,
O35-O36, O38, O40-O42, O47-O56, O57-O67, O72-O75, O82, O83-O93, PR1-PR3, PR114-PR125; used #J1-J5, J18-J19,
J26-J27; plus a bonus group of Official Specimens #O1S, O2S, O10S, O11S, O14S, O25S, O26S, O35S, O36S, O57S,
O58S, and a selection of used Phillippines definitives with #223 and 236; you’ll be hard-pressed to duplicate this gem, F.V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

63 H/m

64 H

65 H

H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Back of the Book Collection Balance, 1902-1956. In Lindner hingeless album, with E6a with PF cert,
E7, E12, E13, J41, K2, K17 with PF cert, Q2-Q6, Q8 and Q10 with PF cert; high quality, mostly sound collection, generally
F.-V.F., ex Calvin Reater.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H (photo on web site).
Compelling Collection of Booklets and Booklet Panes. A lovely holding, including panes unused (nearly all
never hinged), used, and partial or full on cover; numerous varieties are present, including miscuts (many showing partial
or complete plate numbers or Electric Eye lines), rare colors, stapling at wrong end, plate number on wrong side, tab at
bottom, imperforate-between, dummy panes, never folded panes, scarce positions—most of which are selected for positive
identification of the position (i.e., they could not be from any other), and other rare varieties; too many highlights to mention,
but we note numerous scarce positions, a Canal Zone #C48a complete booklet, and several remarkable usages tied on
cover, including #279Be bottom pair from booklet, #300b horizontal booklet pair with guide line at left on postcard, #301
booklet single with tab, #319p bottom pair from booklet on cover to Switzerland, #634e full pane (no tab) with clear partial
(75%) plate number on cover and probably unique as such (certificate), #C10a position A full pane with tab on cover to Canal
Zone, #C10a position L full pane with tab on First Flight Cover to Venezuela, #C10a very scarce position M full pane with tab
on cover to Uruguay via Canal Zone (certificate), and much, much more, Very Fine, an impressive holding well worth your
perusal; be sure to view online.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
H. Scott $14,800 (photo on web site).
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66 HH/H

U.S., Massive Collection of Booklets and Panes, 1902-2001. In a filled-to-capacity Scott Specialty album on
homemade pages; nice array of early panes, starting with #279Bk plus offerings from the 1902 Series, good WashingtonFranklins (a few with plate number or part-arrow); various slogan panes from the 1960s and ‘70s; bulk of the material is
modern (1980 on), with better such as $9.75 and $10.75 (2) Express Mail booklets; set of seven Seashells booklets, the
covers creating the full design; a miscut 32¢ Pink Rose, small date 32¢ Flag over Porch, imperforate Bugs, serpentine diecut varieties, etc.; also note a never hinged #C10a; high catalogue value, with a total face of $955.69, Very Fine, nothing
small about these booklets; make room on your shelf.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

HH/H. Scott $7,700+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Christmas Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1989-1996. In two large binders, sorted by issue
folded and unfolded with various types of the different margin marks as listed in Furman, various plate numbers and a
selection of makeshift vending machine booklets, approximately $2,600 worth of face value postage alone, in $0.29 to
$0.33 denominations, without adding anything for the useful scarce items contained within, overall Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH (photo
on web site).
68 HH/H
U.S., Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1903-1991. 319g, 319gb, 319gc, 374a, 405b, 406a, 424d, 425e,
462a, 463a, 501b, 502b, 502b with plate number, 583a, 720b, C10a (with front and back booklet covers) and plenty of face
value postage; very nice quality, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

67 HH

HH/H. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
U.S., Collection of Locals, Ex Chase, 1840-75. Approximately 300 Locals, genuine or reprints, mounted on
pages; includes Hourly Express Post, Jenkin’s Camden Dispatch, Westervelt’s Post, Winan’s City Post, Chevon Delivery,
Metropolitan Express, California Penny Post, Chicago Penny Post, and many more; terrific reference material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
(photo on web site).
70 H/(H)
U.S., Virtually Complete Mint Officials Collection, 1873-1911. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages, part of
the important US collection offered throughout this catalogue; all with incredible color and crisp detail, nearly all fresh, with
several noted “NH”; needing just five stamps for completion; #O22 with 2019 PF certificate, #O36b with 1959 PF certificate;
a remarkable accomplishment, F.-V.F. with better.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

69 H

71

H/(H). Scott $57,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Impressive Collection of Newspapers Facsimiles. We were tempted to title this one “fake News”,
but thought better of it; a magnificent holding of reprints and other “copies” (facsimilies, counterfeits and otherwise bogus)
housed in a 1½-inch binder on a combination of stockpages and quadrille pages—the latter from the important Briceland
exhibition collection (which formed the basis for his two definitive articles in the January and April 1969 United States
Specialist); solid duplication allowing for compare-and-contrast exercises, with many plate flaws and tell-tale signs pointed
out; includes facsimile cardboard plate proofs (!), along with three forgery full sheets, Very Fine overall, a fascinating
collection, imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

72 HH/H/m

U.S., Impressive Revenues Compilation, 1862-1963. Presented in four slipcased Specialty albums, each
issue on its own Vario stockpage row; starts at the beginning with #R1 and runs through the RZs (for colored and uncolored
oleomargarine); in between we find a wealth of items with extensive bi-color issues, #R179 vertical pair, “I.R.” overprints;
high values such as #R102c, R648 (2), R709, RD333, RD338, RX16-RX20, RX43, RX45-46; Savings stamps including
several booklets; plus several pages of Postal Currency, Official Seals, Postal Notes and Savings, etc., etc.; meticulously
built collection with huge cumulative catalogue value, F.-V.F. with better throughout, ex Gottlieb.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
HH/H/m. Scott $30,000+
(photo on web site).
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UNITED STATES: Accumulations
73 HH

U.S., State and Modern Federal Duck Stamp Collection, 1980s-2010s. In Scott National album in three-ring
binder, with approximately $135 face worth of modern Federal and State Duck stamps, mostly from 1990s to early 2000s
with high level of completion of most states for this date range, tremendous face value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH. Scott $7,000
(photo on web site).
74 HH/H
U.S., Complete Duck Collection, 1934-2008, (RW1-RW75A). Including self-adhesive issues, only missing
the souvenir panes that started coming out in 2005; #RW3 and RW4 have clean PF or PSE certificates, #RW2-RW4, along
with many others, are never hinged; a few small flaws like gum bends/skips, but overall fresh and sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H. Scott $5,777 (photo on web site).
U.S., Outstanding Collection of Blocks and Plates, 1909-1960s. A sensational holding in glassines, on
stockpages, even in original Stampazine auction pages; extensive Washington-Franklins as blocks, position blocks, plates
and even a booklet pane (#499e, plate #13528), #499 misperforated block of 4, “A” and “S 30” plate markings, 2¢ Reds,
#701, backstamp 4 #658, 659 (2), 663 & 667; #634A plate block, 621 plate never hinged, 367 plate, selection of Prexie
plates (including $2), C7-C9 plates (three of #C7), C24 plate, etc., etc., with the latest item we found a $1 O’Neill plate; fresh
and bright throughout, some very nicely centered, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a must-see; imaged in full online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

75 HH/Ha

HH/Ha (photo on web site).

Accumulations

76 H/m

U.S., Accumulation Balance, 1840-1990’s. In ten albums, some loose pages, loose glassines and two boxes
of dealer stock cards and glassines, with some highlights that include: Bureau precancels with a couple stock pages of
perf and imperf Harding precancels, a quadrille album of used plate number singles from later Washington / Franklins to
Presidentials, perf and imperforate Park plate block sets and blocks, lots of Farley imperf park sets (in singles, blocks and
pairs) and many Farley souvenir sheets, early airmails, several stock cards full of mint and used banknote postage dues,
set of State Dept. dollar value Facsimile’s, group of Newspaper facsimiles, RI18 potato tax booklet of 16 panes, 15TO16
telegraph booklet, 1969 USPS year set, some Priority and Express first day covers, an album of a few thousand Bureau
precancels sorted by state, city and then by issue, Great Britain #1, and some better premium singles including used United
States: 1 (2), 17, 29, 70, 72, 75, 77 (4), 78, 96, 97, 98, 112, 115, 117, 119, 151 (2), 153, 155, 165 (2), 218, 239, 240 (2) and
mint: 159, 205, 220 block of four, 239, 240, 279-84, 294-99, 323-27, 330, 528 plate block with monogram, 614-19 blocks
of four, 630 (3 sheets), 658-68, 1053 (2), C2, C3 (2), C5, C18 (2) and E1. Centering and condition are both mixed, so
examination is recommended to properly evaluate. This is a bit of a treasure hunt with many little premium stamps among
many common stamps, so a little careful sorting and processing should be expected with the reward of substantial Scott or
retail value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Airmail, 1938 6¢ Eagle Plate Number Accumulation, (C23). In glassines sorted into plate number with
a total of 1,959 different plate # blocks of four Durland value is $33,623 and an estimated value of $3,020 ($4 per pair) for
the plate number pairs. A great hoard of plate numbers for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
HH/H. Durland C23; $33,623
(photo on web site).
78 HH/H/m
U.S., Primavera 19th & 20th Century Closet Accumulation. Presented in 15 albums, binders, stockbooks,
etc.; semi-organized holding of Classics to modern, with a bit of everything you might want: fancy cancels, Revenues, Dues,
cut squares, precancels, perfins, blocks of four, plates, and more; note of particular interest mint #C18 block of 4 with plate
number, #566-572 blocks of four, #832-834 never hinged plate blocks, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better, loads of interesting
material.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

77 HH/H

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
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79 HH a

U.S., Accumulation of 30 Complete Panes, 1924-34, full panes of 50 or 100. Just like the Post Office sold ‘em;
ranging between the 2¢ Huguenot-Walloon issue (#615) and the 3¢ Wisconsin Tercentenary (#739); a couple definitives, but
overwhelming commemoratives with many of the popular 2¢ Reds; review shows intact perforations; #739 missing bottom
selvage with plate number, all other panes with plates, several with initials and part-arrows; centering varies as expected,
but numerous singles noted that might benefit from grading, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. with better, imaged in full.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HHa
(photo on web site).

Dealers Stocks

80 HH/H/m

U.S., Your Stamp Store in a Single Lot. Simply massive stock selection of mint and used singles, plate
blocks from #551, Ducks, etc., all in 56 counter books fully identified as to catalogue number, gum, etc.—and priced; the
“US over $100” book we found includes a full four-margined #1 with blue cancel, a three-margined #2 with blue “PAID”,
pretty used #17, an exquisitely centered used #166, mint #226, plate/imprint strips of three, plate blocks, nice WashingtonFranklins and Airs; Dues, Ducks, various cut squares, Canal Zone #52b never hinged, etc., etc.; eye-watering value, F.-V.F.
with better throughout, ex Gottlieb.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

HH/H/m. Scott $91,000+ (photo on web site).
U.S., Triumphant Trio of Old Dealer’s Counter Books, 1847-1942. From a show dealer who knew his stuff;
a remarkable collection of sought-after Classics, many in exceptional quality; early material, unsurprisingly, used, with mint/
unused starting at #71; begins with (used, unless noted) two each of #1 and #2 (the latter each a show-stopper), then a
nice range of imperforate and perforated issues including #64, 70, two outstanding #77’s, #78, 78a (2), 78b, 120, 122; nice
Bank Notes, most mint, those used with striking Fancy cancels; Columbians including unused #242 and two used #245,
mint #292, a beautifully centered #311 used, mint #369, etc.; Back-of-the-Book includes #C1-C6 never hinged, C13-C15
never hinged, outstanding mint Dues, several outstanding Offices in China (including a top margin #K12 block of four);
plus Officials, Newspapers, Ducks, Confederate States, and Hawaii #30//82; much gradable material; conservatively worth
$25,000 per the consignors notes, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a must-see; we expect strong competition.
Estimate $12,000 - 16,000
HH/H/m
(photo on web site).
82 H/m
U.S., Mint and Used Dealers Lot, 1847-1925. A splendiferous stock that will put meat on your bones;
approximately three dozen stockpages in a binder, with a wide range of Classic US, from #1 through Back-of-the-Book;
many items duplicated, including #11A (4), 24 (5), 68 (13), 68a (10), 69 (8), 71 (8, 1 no gum), 73 (15, including a pair),
117 (25!)…you get the picture; if you like cancels, you’ll be tickled by these Fancies, with plenty of grids, geometrics, New
York Foreign Mail, “Steam/Boat”, “PAID”, colored, etc.; nice range of Bank Notes, Columbians to 15¢, a striking #276A
with magenta cancel, neat mix of Washington-Franklins, blocks and multiples (mint and used), plate strips, etc.; Backof-the-Book is present in volume as well, with very pretty Dues (including top margin pair of #J6, mint, with partial plate
number “32” captured); more Officials than you’ll find at a White House briefing these days, including Specimens and
blocks up to 40 (!); Newspapers with #PR114 in block of 20 with plate number and initials, PR115 with plate block of 20;
a nice page of Confederate States (some on piece with striking cancels); even Hawaii, Locals and a few Philippines
make an appearance; each item fully annotated, making selling a dream, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a not-to-miss
opportunity; imaged in full online.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000

81 HH/H/m

83 m

H/m (photo on web site).
U.S., Valuable Dealers Stock of Classics, 1851-ca. 1920. Approximately 800 stamps arranged on 16 sides
(8 pages) of a small-format stockbook, ranging from the 1851 3¢ Washington to the Washington-Franklins; solid but useful
duplication throughout, offering the opportunity for shades, plate varieties, etc.; cancel collectors will relish this, as there
are a myriad of types, towns and colors, some on piece, with numerous fancies (a couple quite magnificent); note distinct
shades of the 24¢ Washingtons, seven examples of #71, red brown and brown 5¢ Civil War-issue Jeffersons, enough
Black Jacks to take down the house; 1869 Pictorials to the 15¢, Bank Notes to the 30¢, First and Second Bureau issues,
Columbians to the 30¢, Trans-Mississippis to the 50¢, #479-480, etc., F.-V.F., a great opportunity to stock up and dig in.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
m
(photo on web site).
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UNITED STATES: Face Value Lots
84HH/H

U.S., Clean Early 20th Century Stock, (600//1091). Presented in a slipcased Specialty album on Vario
stockpages; includes coil pairs of #600 & 602-606; Kansas-Nebraska singles in quantity; line pairs #686 & 721-723; National
Parks perforated and imperforate; full runs of Prexies as singles (including a 30¢ Roosevelt “blue”) and plate blocks (2 plates
each #832-834), plus coils with line pairs; a full team plus relief hitter of #855; Famous Americans, #906, Overrun Countries,
Liberty Series singles (including two #1053) and coils (some line pairs), and much, much more; fantastic stock with a huge
cumulative catalogue value, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, well worth review.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
HH/H. Scott $10,000+ (photo on web
site).
85 HH/H a
U.S., Plate Block Stock, 1910-50s. Many choice hand picked plate blocks of high quality, with the following
plate blocks: 383, 542, 543, 552, 581, 595 with PSE certificate, 614, 628, 633, 646, 647, 654, 655, 658, 670, 682, 690, 699,
719, 832C, 833, 1053, 1132 with PSE graded 98 certificate, C21, C22, C46 and QE3a, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/Ha (photo on
web site).

Face Value Lots

86 HH a

U.S., Mint Sheet Extravaganza, 1931-2006. Phenomenal opportunity for the lucky buyer; over 1200 sheets
in total, arranged in 15 binders (all but one slipcased), filled with 75 years of US postage, plus additional oversized items;
starting with a 2¢ Red (Pulaski, #690) and running to #4001, this lot has it all, with commemoratives, definitives, Airs, Dues,
Officials and more; premium sheets abound such as #726, 818, several Overrun Countries (including a #921var “Korpa”),
#1105, 111, 1113-1116, 1148 (2), 1188, 1274, 1354d, 1381, 1448a, 1822, 1928, 2016, 2046 (2), 2089, 2097, 2481-2482
(2 each), 2842, 2870, C24, C95, C132, J79, R733 (2), R734, O148etc., etc.; high values including #2532, 2539, 2836,
2958, 2998, 3210, 3412-3413 (2 each), 3473…even some Rattlesnake Island sheets; total face value of $9638, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, a whopper of a lot; PDF of full inventory presented online.
Estimate $6,000 - 7,500
HHa (photo on web site).
U.S., Airmail and Back of the Book Face Value Accumulation, 1941-2012. Representing a lifetime of
searching for different plate numbers and positions, containing $10,500 of face value postage, $422.75 of which are
officials or a duck stamp and the remaining stamps airmails or semi postals, includes the scarce plate numbers C118 plate
number 999999-1 and C132 plate number S1111 plus many other premium items, a once-in-a-lifetime offering, F.-V.F., exNogle.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

87 HH

HH (photo on web site).
U.S., Gargantuan Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-2000’s. In over a couple dozen albums and large
stock books, 16 mint sheet files and many glassines and loose sheets packed with many thousands of dollars worth of
value approaching five figures is our best guesstimate, from early 3¢ purples to group of panes of forever stamps with the
occasional high dollar, priority or express value and even a press sheet in a tube, the value seems to be split pretty evenly
among scrap and mint sheets, plenty of value for the eagle eye postage counter, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

88 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Massive 6¢ 1969 Christmas Huck Printing, Plate Block Collection / Accumulation, (1384). Adding
up to approximately 12,000 plate blocks of various plate numbers in various settings with the occasional mint precancel and
many duplicates, adding up to $7,215 face value. Without a doubt, the most comprehensive plate block collection of this
issue that has come on the market in many years (and likely the only collection of this scope to have ever been formed).,
F.-V.F., ex-Nogle.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

89 HH

HH (photo on web site).
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90 HH

U.S., A Half-Century of Postage, 1960-2011. Being a complete, never hinged collection of the period, neatly
mounted in six Specialty albums (four of which with slipcase); everything is here, including high-value definitives of the
Prominent Americans, Americana, Distinguished Americans series, plus Priority and Express issues (including a plate block
or two); coil pairs, line pairs and plate number strips (unchecked for better); miniature panes, souvenir sheets, prestige
booklets—everything you remember getting at the post office or from the Stamp Cave; ready-made bourse or eBay offering,
or postage enough to allow you to avoid said for quite a while; total face $3870 per the consignor—and pricey albums to
boot, Very Fine, years of work to assemble—yours in the fall of a gavel.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

HH (photo on web site).
U.S., Face Value Lot of Booklets, 1980-2010. Approximately 2,000 booklets, with about $5,000 total face,
values from 25¢ to 44¢, with better booklets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., please see inventory list online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH (photo on
web site).
92 HH/H
U.S., Face Value Postage Accumulation, 1950’s-1980’s. High face value total in plate blocks, plate strips,
booklets and larger multiples in mint sheet and plate block files, face value with much duplication on each page, filling a
large bankers box full of postage, high face value, all you need is a calculator and an ability to do some quick estimating for
this lot to be yours, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

91 HH

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1945-2000. Thousands of singles all in glassines of 100 of the same value, with values
from 4¢ to 29¢, total face $4,100, make this a priority on your bidding list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

93 HH

HH.
U.S., Large Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s to early 2000’s. Large accumulation of many hundreds
(perhaps thousands) of glassines and a few mint sheet file folders and USPS large glassines filled with various multiples
from plate blocks to mint sheets adding up to substantial face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

94 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Face Value Collection, 1930’s-early 2000’s. Mostly full sheets and plate blocks in a large box of
sheets in sealed USPS retail packets, groups of sheets and plate blocks in large envelopes and a sheet file album of 3¢
commemorative sheets from 1930’s-1950’s, bring your calculator and be prepared for a few hours of counting to properly
break down, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

95 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Large Plate Block Stock, 1930’s-2003. Organized stock of 19 small boxes of plate blocks with a few
better plate blocks that have a cumulative Scott value of over $2,000 and the rest stamps figured at face value, with over
$2,000 worth of face value postage, beautiful organization.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

96 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., Face Value Lot of Booklets, 1980-2010. Close to 980 booklets, with about $2,800 total face, values
from 6¢ to 22¢, excellent mixture throughout, a great escape from the post office, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., please see
inventory list online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

97 HH

HH (photo on web site).
U.S., Large Face Value Mint Sheet and Large Multiple Accumulation, 1940’s to early 2000’s. In 26 mint
sheet files, plus many loose USPS envelopes filled with large sheets and larger multiples of various issues adding up to
substantial face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

98 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
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UNITED STATES: Postal Stationery - Postal History
99 HH

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2010. Made up of singles, pairs, blocks of four, plate blocks & strips, coils,
complete booklets, souvenir sheets & full sheets, 5¢ to $14.00 values, with self adhesives, loads of high values, with better
2542 plate block, 2194 sheet, 2482 sheet, held in (13) sheet files, in folders, tear sheets, & an album, stop wasting your time
at the Post Office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH (photo on web site).
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-1980. Made up plate blocks and strips and singles, with values from 4¢ to 20¢,
total face approximately $2,500.00, great time saver, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

100 HH/H

HH/H (photo on web site).
U.S., A Merriment of Mint Sheets, 1944-60. Gathered in ten sheet binders, ranging between #922 and
#1169 (the 3¢-4¢ period); quantities range from a couple each to bulging; the perfect lot to make up your discount postage
offerings—or to sell at your next bourse; total face (per consignor) is $2120.82, F.-V.F. or better. Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

101 HH a

Postal Stationery
102 H/m

U.S., Postal Stationery Cut Square Collection, 1853-1958. On Scott Specialty pages, starting with a good
selection of the early 3c and 6c large Nesbitt issues, then proceeding to a few of the small 1860 issues with a 10c cut to
shape, 1861 issues, a couple 3c pink issues, U38, J40-45 (U42 close cut), decent amount of Jacksons in various papers,
1864 issues up to 6c in various papers, U67a, U69-73, 1870 issues to 7c, U93, U96, U99, decent representation of 1874
Plimpton issues of various paper and dies (probably 50% complete to 10c), U198, U204, U211, and about 2/3rd’s complete
for the 1882-83 Plimpton issues, including complete 30c papers and a couple 90c - U343, U345 specimen, approximately
2/3rds complete 1899 issues, a little over a dozen of the 1920 surcharges, about a dozen 1925 surcharges, a few sparsely
filled officials, overall, plenty of nice areas to fill in some sections of a beginner or intermediate U.S. collection, some usual
mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m (photo on web site).

Postal History Collections
State/Provincial Postmarks
103 )

Colorado Postal History. About 90 covers, half of which are illustrated advertising covers, mainly 1870s
to the 1910s, some with Railroad cancels; the other half are 19th century Colorado town cancels beginning in the 1860s.
generally clean and F-VF.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
) (photo on web site).
Michigan Postal History Collection Balance. About 200 cards or covers including Fancy Cancels, R.P.O.s,
R.F.D.s, “Weather Forecast” cancels, County/Postmaster cancels, Small Towns, picture postcards including real photo, a
few advertising covers, etc., etc. Nothing really rare, but a great lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

104 )

) (photo on web site).

Railroad Covers
105 )

U.S., Seigle Railroad Corner Cards. Well over 600 19th century cards and covers packed into a long cover
box; with minimal duplication, all with Railroad Company corner cards and probably about half with Railroad cancels; dates
range from the 1860s thru the 1890s with most being from the Bank Note period and a few being illustrated; many have
original purchase details.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
) (photo on web site).
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106 )

U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Southwestern States. About 200 all different
markings with Towle numbers between 900.6-B-1 and 999-A-1; dates range from the 1870s to the 1930s, all housed in
various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and possibly a
handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; includes several illustrated
advertising covers scattered throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
) (photo on
web site).
107 )
U.S., Seigle Route Agent Markings. More than 600 cards and covers with “AGT.” or “R.R.” markings in a
long cover box; virtually all are 19th century, mostly 1870s & 1880s, many of them with original purchase details.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
) (photo
on web site).
108 )
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Upper Midwestern States. About 190 all different
markings with Towle numbers between 610-S-2 and 798-A-1; dates range from the 1850s to the 1930s, all housed in various
plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and possibly a handful
of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; includes several illustrated advertising
covers scattered throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
) (photo on web site).
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Balance lot #1. More than 600 cards and covers with minimal duplication,
all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early 20th, including
several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

109 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Balance lot #2. More than 600 cards and covers with minimal duplication,
all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early 20th, including
several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

110 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Balance lot #3. More than 600 cards and covers with minimal duplication,
all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early 20th, including
several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

111 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Balance lot #4. More than 600 cards and covers with minimal duplication,
all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early 20th, including
several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

112 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Seigle “R.P.O.” Covers - Balance lot #5. More than 600 cards and covers with minimal duplication,
all with “R.P.O.” markings, packed into a long cover box; late 19th to mid-20th century with most being early 20th, including
several illustrated advertising covers; many have original purchase details.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

113 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - The Balance. About 240 covers or cards including
Steamboat and Streetcar routes; only about 100 different Towle numbers with up to 10 of a number and all are duplicated in
the other groups lotted by geographical area listed elsewhere in the sale; dates range from the 1850s to the 1930s, and all
housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs, having
retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, generally F-VF. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

114 )

) (photo on web site).
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115 )

U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Mostly East of the Mississippi. About 145 all
different markings with Towle numbers between 4-A-1 and 793-A-1 plus 26 Mail Steamer routes btw A-14-a and Q-3-d—all
but the Steamboats are duplicated in the in the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, Southeast, Southern and Midwestern lots listed
elsewhere in the same number ranges—; dates range from the 1850s to the 1930s, all housed in various plastic sleeves or
glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100;
includes several illustrated advertising covers scattered throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but
generally F-VF.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Southern & Midwestern States. About 135
all different markings with Towle numbers between 401-B-1 and 599.1-A-1; dates range from the 1850s to the 1930s, all
housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and
possibly a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; includes several
illustrated advertising covers scattered throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
)
(photo on web site).
117 )
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Mid-Atlantic & Southeastern States. About
125 all different markings with Towle numbers between 201-B-1 and 400-B-1; dates range from the 1850s to the 1930s,
all housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and
possibly a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; includes several
illustrated advertising covers scattered throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
)
(photo on web site).
118 )
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Northeastern States. About 125 all different
markings with Towle numbers between 1-S-3 and 200-A-1 plus 12 Streetcars; dates range from the 1850s to the 1930s,
all housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs and
possibly a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; includes several
illustrated advertising covers scattered throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
)
(photo on web site).
119 )
U.S., Seigle Streetcar Markings Balance. About 450 covers and (mostly) postcards with markings from a
wide range of cities, all in a large cover box, many with original purchase details; includes moderate duplication.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
) (photo
on web site).
120 )
U.S., Balance of Railroad Covers from the Charles L. Towle Reference Collection. Over 3,000 covers and
cards from the Bank Note period until the 1960s sorted alphabetically by marking in four long cover boxes; these are the
“bulk” covers, most not in sleeves or glassines, likely because they are just about all common RF Is or IIs. Still should prove
to be a very interesting and useful lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

116 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Upper Midwest and Northwestern States.
About 100 all different markings with Towle numbers between 804-S-1 and 899.3-A-2; dates range from the 1860s to the
1930s, all housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V, with a few better IIIs
and possibly a handful of somewhat lesser-quality VIs or VIIs, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; includes several
illustrated advertising covers scattered throughout; condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
)
(photo on web site).

121 )
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122 )

U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Unlisted Markings. About 105, all with unlisted
Route Agent’s markings containing “AGT.” including a few manuscript; nearly all are from the 1870s or 1880s, and all are
housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes and have the marking identified as nearly as possible, depending
on the strike; theoretical retail values are virtually all $50-and-up and condition is typical of the genre: a little mixed, but
generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
) (photo on web site).
U.S., Illustrated Railroad Advertising Covers from the Seigle Collection. About 65 covers, some being
cameo-style or illustrated corner cards, some with large or all-over illustrations, all with Railroad advertising - either for
Railroad Companies or with Train-related designs, 11 featuring Mail Steamers; some have Railroad cancels, but most do
not; dates range from the 1860s to the 1910s; and condition is generally F-VF. An excellent lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

123 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Steamboats. About 80 all different markings with
Towle numbers between A-9-b and W-47-a; dates range from the 1870s to the 1930s, all housed in various plastic sleeves
or glassine envelopes; virtually all are Rarity Factor IV or V (25), plus a couple of RF VIs, having retail values of $25 to $75
or $100; condition is typical of the genre, being slightly mixed but generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

124 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Better Railroad Covers from the Seigle Collection - Alaska Steamboats. About 40 nearly all different
markings from Alaskan Steamer mail routes with Towle numbers between X-6-a and X-49-b; dates range from the 1903 to
1947, all housed in various plastic sleeves or glassine envelopes; Rarity Factor are mostly IV (19) with four RF V (25) and
two RF VI, the rest being II or III except for four unlisted, having retail values of $25 to $75 or $100; condition is typical of
the genre, being slightly mixed but generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

125 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., California R.P.O. Collection, 1874-1946. About 170 covers or cards from the Clarence D. Brenner
collection mounted alphabetically, two to a page, on plain 3-ring pages; runs from Alturas & Reno to Yosemite N.P. & Merced
and is loaded with RF III-V markings, including “SHINGLE SPG’S & SAC.” (981-A-1), “TOM. & SAN FRAN. AGT.” (985-C-1)
and “WILL. & WOOD’D AGT.” (986-D-1); condition is a little mixed, especially on the 1870s & ‘80s material (as usual), but
is generally clean and F-VF.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

126 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Colorado R.P.O. Covers. About 500 cards and covers from the 1880s to the 1950s in a long cover box;
the vast majority are 20th century with a few illustrated corner card scattered throughout; nice variety, but also, as you’d
expect with this many Colorado covers, a good bit of duplication; generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

127 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Oregon R.P.O. Covers. More than 600 cards and covers from the 1880s to the 1940s in a long cover
box; the vast majority are 20th century with a few illustrated corners card scattered throughout; nice variety, but also, as
you’d expect with this many Oregon covers, a good bit of duplication including about 25 1949 Portland-Corvallis H.P.O.
covers; generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

128 )

) (photo on web site).
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UNITED STATES: Postal History: Naval Covers to Fancy Cancels
Naval Ship Covers
129 )

U.S., Naval Collection & Stock, Admirals Assembly, 1900s to 1970s. 15,000 to 20,000 covers/ cards/
photos, mainly 1930s and 1940s, neatly organized and housed in 21 extra long boxes by ship, every conceivable cachet and
marking, plus 6 regular size boxes and albums of photos or ppcs of ships, the incredible part to this is that it encompasses
ships from every theater and continent, most astonishingly many of these have detailed write-ups from a few lines to
paragraphs, by-and-far the most comprehensive holding we have had the pleasure to offer in the market, instantaneous
sellers store and more contained within, premium items galore, cannot even begin to image this so we suggest viewing;
bring your lunch as this will take a while, internet sellers dream come true, Very Fine, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, exKlotzbach Family Estate.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
) (photo on web site).

Advertising/Illustrated Covers

130 )

U.S., Stock of Attractive Illustrated Advertising Covers. Group of 230 advertising covers from the 1880s
to the 1940s featuring a wide range of subjects and designs including several multicolored; generally clean and F-VF. An
exceptional lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
) (photo on web site).

Exposition Covers

131 )

U.S., Exposition & World’s Fair Covers Collection, 1893-1915. Nearly 30 in all, including 1893 Columbian
World’s Fair: #230 imprint pair with Fair machine cancel; #230 / 233 on cover to Berlin with Fair machine cancel; #234
on Oct. 9, 1893, Chicago Day Souvenir cover; #234 on Oct. 21, 1893, Manhattan Day Souvenir cover; #235 on Oct. 30,
1893, Columbus Day Souvenir cover; #235 on U349 as unaddressed cover front from World’s Fair Station; 1893 dateless
trial impression favor cancels to visitors to the Fair; #231, 233 & 236 on American Tobacco Co. cigarette cards; #234 with
Columbus cachet on Byrd Antarctic Expedition cover; #287 & 325 on U350 Registered; #U349 with special Columbian Issue
Wells Fargo cachet; #U349 uprated by #238 (small Cleveland to Louisville First Flight cover); 1898 Trans-Mississippi
Exposition: #285-289 with 1998 re-issue First Day Cover; photograph of the scene that inspired artwork for #286; #286
with Expo Station duplex cancels; 1900 Paris Expo: #285 pair with U.S. Postal Station slogan cancel; 1901 Pan-American
Exposition: #286 on Exposition cover; Canada 2¢ Victoria on Exposition cover; #294 tied to Official Souvenir Mailing Card,
Electric Town, with 1901 Buffalo duplex cancel; 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair: #323 on Official Souvenir postcard; #324 on
Fair cover; 1902 World’s Fair slogan cancel on 1903 star cachet cover for the Fair; 1905 Portland World’s Fair: #319 tied
to cover by Fair machine slogan cancel with Official Louis and Clark cachet; 1907 Jamestown Exposition: #328 tied to
“Landing of John Smith” postcard with 1907 Expo cancel; 1909 Hudson-Fulton Celebration: post card of Half Moon sailing
up the Hudson; 1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition: three postcards from Fair with Expo machine cancels; #397-400 tied to
Registered cover by 1914 duplex cancels with 1915 Panama-Pacific label on reverse, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
) (photo on web
site).

Fancy Cancels

132 ) U.S., Outstanding Collection of Waterbury Cancellations, ca. 1852-90. Comprising 20 loose stamps, pieces, or cut

squares, 60 franked covers, 17 stamped envelopes, 27 1873-81 Liberty 1¢ postal cards, Post Office Department Official envelope and 1871 Registered package envelope, featuring a magnificent array of these iconic cancellations beautifully carved by
John W. Hill—as well as a few earlier—depicting a multitude of different designs and types, including Arrowheads with Six Segments (Rohloff #B-7, RRR) complete strike on 3¢ green Banknote (#147), light crease (P.F. certificate), similar on 3¢ stamped
envelope and on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) used in 1877 (Aug. 21) to New York (illustrated in Rohloff, p. 30), and Eight Segments,
type 5 (Rohloff #B-12, RR) on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to Plymouth, type 8 (Rohloff #B-16, RRR) or similar type on 3¢ green
Banknote on cover to Mystic Bridge, and type 10 (Rohloff #B-18, RRR) on 3¢ green Banknote pair on cover to Bellows Falls,
Vt.; Crossroads with Four Hollow Segments (Rohloff #C-2, RRR) on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to Wakefield, R.I., Four Solid
Segments, type 1 (Rohloff #C-3, RRR) on 1¢ Banknote on 1873 (Sept. 2) local cover, Double Segments, type 1 (Rohloff #C-6,
RR) on 3¢ stamped envelope to Princeton, N.J., type 2 (Rohloff #C-7, RR) on 1¢ ultramarine Banknote pair and single on cover
to Wallingford (ex Houser, with 1990 P.F. certificate) and on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to Branford, type 4 (Rohloff #C-8, RRR)
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on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) and type 5 (Rohloff #C-9, RR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX5) to Stamford; Geometric designs with Garden
Paths, type 2 (Rohloff #D-2, RRR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) to Birmingham, Conn., type 3 (Rohloff #D-3, RRRR) and similar
on 3¢ rose on 1865 (Aug. 24) cover to Simonsville, Vt., on 3¢ green Banknote on separate covers to Litchfield and Woodbury
and on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) to Waterville, Ohio, type 5 (Rohloff #D-5, RRR) on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to New Haven,
and type 6 (Rohloff #D-6, RRR) on 1874 3¢ stamped envelope used in 1876 (Oct. 7) to Princeton, N.J. (illustrated in Rohloff, p.
52); Circle of Four Wedges (Rohloff #D-9, RRR) on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to Auburn, N.Y., Circle of Eight Triangles, type
3 (Rohloff #D-15, RR) on 3¢ stamped envelope to New York, Man Smoking Pipe (Rohloff #E-1, RRR) on 3¢ rose on 1867 (Feb.
19) cover to Blackstone, Mass., stamp damaged at top (with Weill Brothers handstamp on reverse and 1990 P.F. certificate);
Grids and Grills with Circular Grid, type 1 (Rohloff #H-1, RR) on 1¢ postal cards (2, both #UX3) to Massachusetts and used
locally respectively and on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to South Britain, type 5 (Rohloff #H-5, RR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX3)
used in 1875 (May 26) to Naugatuck (illustrated in Rohloff, p. 99), Oval Grid, type 1 (Rohloff #H-10, RR, not actually made by
Hill) on 3¢ stamped envelope to Rondout, N.Y., type 2 (Rohloff #H-11, RRR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) and on 1¢ Banknote on
1875 (Mar. 17) cover, both used locally, and on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to Poughkeepsie, type 3 (Rohloff #H-12, RRR) on
3¢ green Banknote on 1875 (Jan. 15) cover to New Haven, and similar to type 7 on 1869 3¢ ultramarine (#114) vertical pair on
cover to Castleton, Vt., Circular Grill, type 1 (Rohloff #H-18, RRR) on “F” grill 1¢ blue (#92) on local envelope (2002 P.F. certificate), Hearts (Rohloff #J-7 complete strike on 3¢ green (#136), with 2018 P.F. certificate); Initials with Negative “A” in octagon
(Rohloff #K-4) canceling 1¢ Banknote on local cover, Negative “D”, type 2 (Rohloff #K-5) on 1¢ postal card (#UX5) to Canajoharie, N.Y., “W” with serifs, type 1 (Rohloff #K-15, RR) canceling 3¢ on 1866 (May 23) cover to Bristol and type 4 (Rohloff #K-17,
RR) canceling 1¢ blue (small fault) on 1866 (July 12) local cover; Leaves with many including Three-Sectioned Leaf (Rohloff
#L-2) canceling 3¢ rose (#65) on 1868 (Aug. 28) piece (2018 P.F. certificate), Maple Leaf type 2 (Rohloff #L-7, RRR) on 1¢
stamped envelope, type 4 (Rohloff #L-9) two complete strikes on 3¢ blue green Banknote (#207) pair (2015 P.F. certificate) and
type 6 (Rohloff #L-11, RRR) on 3¢ stamped envelope to Princeton, N.J., Stylized Leaf, Six Segments, type 2 (Rohloff #L-23,
RRR) on 1¢ Banknote on cover to St. Margaret’s City, Stylized Leaf, Eight Segments, type 2 (Rohloff #L-26, RRR) on 3¢ green
Banknote on cover to Hartford, type 3 (Rohloff #L-27, RRR) on 3¢ Banknote on separate covers to Bethelehem, Conn. and
New York respectively, and type 5 (Rohloff #L-29, RRR) on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to Ramapo, N.Y., Stylized Leaf, Nine
Segments (Rohloff #L-31, RRR) on 1¢ postal card to Norwich, Stylized Leaf, Ten Segments, type 1 (Rohloff #L-32, RRR) on
separate 3¢ stamped envelopes to Cambridgeport, Mass. and Plymouth, Conn., type 5 (Rohloff #L-36, RRR) on 3¢ Banknote
on cover to Bethlehem, Conn., and type 6 (Rohloff #L-37, RRR) on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to New Haven, Stylized Leaf,
Eleven Segments, type 2 (Rohloff #L-42, RR) on 3¢ Banknote on cover to Middleboro, Mass., Stylized Leaf, Twelve Segments,
type 1 (Rohloff #L-43, RRR) on 3¢ stamped envelope to Princeton, N.J. and type 6 (Rohloff #L-48, RR) on 3¢ stamped envelope
to New Haven, and Stylized Leaf, Fifteen Segments (Rohloff #L-51, RRR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) to Middleton; Names “US”
(Rohloff #M-3, RR) two strikes of duplex on 1¢ blue vertical strip of three on 1866 (Feb. 5) cover (tears at top) to Livingstonville, N.Y. (2012 P.F. certificate); Numerals with negative “3” in octagon (Rohloff #N-1, RRRR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX5) used
in 1879 to Nangatuck, N.Y., and “185” (Rohloff #N-6, RRR) superb strike with matching Feb. 19 (1877) datestamp on 1¢ postal
card (#UX5) to South Monson, Mass. (2011 P.F. certificate), the “185” signifying the number of electoral votes awarded by the
special election commission to Rutherford B. Hayes in the 1876 presidential election; Barrel (Rohloff #O-1, RRR) complete
strike on 1861 3¢ rose (#65), with 1995 and 2015 P.F. certificates; Rosettes numerous examples including Eight Segments,
type 1 (Rohloff #P-10, RR) on 1¢ Banknote on local cover and on 3¢ Banknote on separate covers to Jersey City and Quitman,
Georgia, type 2 (Rohloff #P-11) on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) to New Albany, Ind., type 4 (Rohloff #P-13, RRR) on 3¢ rose on 1867
(May 31) cover to Livingston, N.J., and type 7 (Rohloff #P-16, RR) on 3¢ green Banknote on Jan. 21 (1877) “Waterbury Automatic Signal Telegraph Co.” yellow cover to Farnumsville, Mass. (illustrated in Rohloff, p. 198), Eight Hollow Segments, type 1
(Rohloff #P-25, RRR) on 3¢ green Banknote on cover to Bellows Falls, Vt. and type 2 (Rohloff #P-26, RR) on 3¢ green Banknote
on cover to Bridgeport; Shield Five Bars Solid Top, type 2 (Rohloff #Q-7) on 3¢ Banknote (#158), with 2016 P.F. certificate, and
3¢ cut square (#U161), with 2018 P.F. certificate, and Stars with Five-Pointed Star, type 2 (Rohloff #S-2, RRR) on 3¢ (small tear)
on 1865 (Sept. 18) cover to Milton (2011 P.F. certificate) and type 3 (Rohloff #S-3, RRRR) on 3¢ rose on June 12 (1868) cover
(a few faults) to Waukegan, Ill., Negative Five-Pointed Star in Circle (Rohloff #S-8, RRR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX7) to Montreal
and on 1¢ stamped envelope (#U74) used locally (1984 P.F. certificate) and Negative Six-Pointed Star in Circle (Rohloff #S-9,
RRRR) on 1¢ postal card (#UX3) used in 1879 (Dec. 30-31) from New York to Waterbury and then redirected; a few small faults
as to be expected, the quality of the strikes is predominantly Fine to Very Fine, with many choice and exceptional examples.
(photo on web site).

Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

An important nucleus for further study and expansion of this fascinating and unique chapter of Americana.
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133 )

U.S., Putnam, Connecticut, Cancellations Collection, 1857-1914. Comprising five loose stamps, 47 covers,
23 stamped envelopes (four uprated), and 19 1873-81 Liberty issue 1¢ postal cards (one a Grant 1¢ card); includes various
geometric types with patriotic, intaglio months (five examples on 1861 3¢, Skinner & Eno #ND-M 15, one with 1981 P.F.
certificate), stars with 1863 2¢ black tied by blue six-pointed star in frame on “American Telegraph Company” embossed
corner card local cover (Skinner & Eno #ST-E24), circular datestamp and duplex types with Bank Note-period duplexes in
violet, purple or magenta; a few minor faults which do not affect this splendid representation of cancellations which were
meticulously chosen for their quality, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

) (photo on web site).
U.S., Fancy Cancels Collection, 1857-93. Stockbook with over 350 classic stamps with various fancy
cancels, targets and starts included, a few more intricate and New York Foreign Mail, including a few on better stamps,
offered intact as received—we leave the picking to you, overall Very Fine, completely imaged online, so easy to figure.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
)
(photo on web site).
135 )
U.S., Assembly of Select Connecticut Cancels, 1861-1903. Comprising 50 stamps loose or on piece and
six covers, the majority being on issues to 1869; an excellent representation of various geometric, patriotic, numeral or letter
types, with stars in red or blue; the covers include 1863 envelope from Norwalk to France bearing 5¢ and 10¢, envelope
from Tariffville to Massachusetts bearing three 2¢ Black Jacks, and ca. 1863 Fort Monroe slavery patriotic envelope from
Hartford to Massachusetts bearing 3¢ rose; though there are small faults among the stamps, the cancels are of outstanding
visual and aesthetic appeal, with strikes mostly complete or large part so, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

134 )

) (photo on web site).
U.S., [Michigan] Fancy Cancels, 1860s-90s. About 130 cards or covers with a wide variety of cancels
including about 40 with various Letters - single of combination - and about 30 Stars; the rest are a mix of Geometrics and
Pictorials including Wheels of Fortune, Jack-O-Lanterns, Shields, etc. A great lot, generally F-VF throughout.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
) (photo on
web site).
137 )
U.S., Twentieth Century Fancy Cancels - Balance of a Large Collection. About 120 covers, virtually all
from the 1920s & ‘30s; while there is some duplication - including nearly 20 of the “He’s in Houston” Kicking Mule (LD 559)
- there is still nice variety from decent range of towns and including a good number of printed cachets; nothing rare, but a
good showing of this once-popular collecting area that is currently experiencing a rebirth.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

136 )

Airmail

) (photo on web site).

138 )

U.S., The Wham-Bam Thank You FAM Cover Collection, 1928-47. Over 400 covers, overwhelmingly FAM
flights, with some miscellaneous worldwide First Flight Covers thrown in as well; flights run between FAM-1 and FAM-24
and chart the growth of the modern air industry; most US Airmail-franked, but there are a wonderful array of foreign-franked
as well; note Nickles and Roessler covers, one cover to the SCADTA office in Armenia (!!!), many Lindbergh-related covers
(including some of the best and most desirabel), a lovely Bahamas War Tax-franked cover, a US cover with Postage Due,
at least one signed (we believe by the pilot, but the handwriting’s worse than this describer’s), Canadian First Flight Covers,
two India First Airmail First Day Covers, a few etiquettes, and much, much more; a colorful and generally clean compilation
of this popular material, Very Fine overall, see it online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

) (photo on web site).
139 )
U.S., Patriots CAM Cover Collection, 1926-30. Housed in two stockbooks holding approximately 365 covers,
plus a shoebox firmly stuffed with an additional 400-500 (our guess) or so; flights range between CAM-1 and CAM-32 in the
stockbooks, up to CAM-34 in the box; most Airmail-franked, but we note various commemoratives, definitives and uprated
stationery items as well; many of the notable early collectors/servicers are here, including Nickles, Worden, Truby, Klein and
Roessler; quantities for each flight varies, but a great mass of material with the potential for surprises; in need of rehousing,
but will bring hours of enjoyment to the lucky bidder, Very Fine overall, stockbooks imaged in full online.
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140 )

U.S., Monumental Collection of Bisects Used on Cover, 1857-1947. With nearly 400 covers in total,
this is a tremendous collection—no matter how you slice it. Including many scarce, valuable, and exhibition-worthy items
spanning both 19th and 20th Century issues, this is surely one of the most extensive holdings of these uncommon items
as you will ever see.
19th Century covers—all listed here accompanied by certificates—include (bisect type given in parentheses):
• #24 diagonally torn (appears bisect) with two normal tied on Valentine cover
• #650 Aeronautics diagonal tied on 1929 cover (certificate)
• #660 Kansas vertical tied on 1930 cover with normal #634
• #730 Century of Progress souvenir sheet block of 6 diagonally bisected and tied on 1933 philatelic cover (very scarce
usage)
• #797 National Parks full souvenir sheet diagonally bisected and tied on 1935 cover to Valdres, Norway, with proper
receiving c.d.s. on reverse, very scarce usage (certificate)
• #815 10c Prexie diagonal tied on 1940 cover to Paris, France, paying the 5¢ surface rate, scarce usage of this high
denomination
• #820 15¢ Prexie diagonal tied on 1945 cover with A.P.O. 1160 (Chungking, China) c.d.s. and straightline cancel,
with penned note next to stamp “No other postage available”, wonderful and scarce usage of this high denomination
(certificate)
• #825 20¢ Prexie vertical with penned “10 cts” on stamp, used with 1¢ and 2¢ Postage Dues with penned “13 cents”
across them, endorsed by Postmaster, used to pay the Special Delivery fee, with Spring Hill, TN Nov. 11, 1942 c.d.s.
and killer, with “Postage Due [3] cents” handstamp despite authorization, a wonderful usage of this high denomination
(certificate)
• Set of five covers with bisects of 1940s stamps, each cover signed by Postmaster, including additional penned
comments in some cases such as “Out of 1c stamps P.M.”, plus a 1945 enclosure from the Spring Hill, TN Postmaster
(J.W. Howard) explaining the reason for, and his authorization of, bisect usages during the period; fascinating material
providing rare documented insight into Postmaster exception allowances for bisects
• #948a 5¢ bisect from 1947 Centenary souvenir sheet used with normal #947 and #C31, tied on First Flight Cover to
Tokyo
• Matched set of #C7 vertical (two covers, each with half of the same stamp) sent from different post offices on the same
day Aug. 1, 1928 (first day of the new 5¢ Airmail rate), one with “Postage Due [10¢]” handstamp which was apparently
ignored, a great pair of covers
• #C8 diagonal tied on 1929 cover, scarce usage of this high denomination
• #C9 diagonal tied on 1926 cover with “Lindbergh Again Flies The Air Mail” handstamps in blue and purple, very scarce
usage of this high denomination
• #C10 diagonal bisect paying the 5¢ Airmail rate tied on 1932 cover with “Returned for Postage”, “Unknown Sender” and
“This Is The Mail For Which You Sent Postage” auxiliary handstamps
• #C17 vertical applied on 1935 business reply envelope as provisional Postage Due, with reference article and APEX
note included, interesting and scarce usage (certificate)
• #C21 diagonal used with normal example and tied on 1937 cover sent from Guam to New Jersey via Macau and signed
by Guam Postmaster, a wonderful and scarce usage of this high denomination (certificate)
• #CE2 vertical torn bisect tied on 1943 cover with purple Special Delivery handstamp and typed “AIRMAIL - SPECIAL
DELIVERY”
• Matched set of #E14 torn vertical bisects (two 1932 covers, each with half of the same stamp along with normal #707)
where apparently the recipient of the first letter sent a response letter using the second half of the same stamp, one cover
sent from an R.P.O., interesting pair of covers and rare usage of this Special Delivery stamp
• #Q1 vertical used along with a normal #581 to pay the new 3rd class rate of 1½¢ (which had gone into effect three
weeks earlier on April 15, 1925), interesting and rare use of the 1¢ Parcel Post stamp (certificate)
• Matched set of #Q4 perfin diagonal bisects (two 1920 local drop rate covers, each with half of the same stamp),
fascinating use (each with certificate)
• #QE1b diagonal used on 1942 cover along with normal 1¢ Postage Due, very scarce unauthorized usage (certificate)
• DWI #18c tied on partial cover with St. Thomas, DWI Jan. 23, 1903 c.d.s.
The collection also includes a study of some 30 covers showing #552 and other period stamps bisected on cover and
used from various post offices shortly after the new 1½¢ rate went into effect on April 15, 1925, along with many additional
covers. A remarkable holding not likely to be duplicated.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
). Scott $51,000 (photo on web site).
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Patent Envelope Exhibition Collection
141 H/m)

U.S., Opening Salvos: A Battery of 19th-Century US Patent Envelopes. This lot, consisting of well
over 60 items and built over many years, highlights the development of the American envelope—in myriad forms
and formats—from around 1860 to about 1913. The range of designs is fascinating, with envelopes for every
use imaginable. Their ingenuity and functionality are underlined by each having been granted a US patent.
Each item is annotated, with many identified by manufacturer, ranging from the American Bank Note Company’s
letter sheet essay to Weaver’s Mailing Envelope, with letter sheets, cabinet photo mailers, safety and sample
envelopes, and more in between. That said, roughly half the items have no maker’s mark on them—a ready-made
research project. There are wire-pull envelopes, perforated envelopes, amazing tab or flap arrangements and
more—including a not-for-the-cat-lover-in-your-life Valentine folded letter sheet with an ad for Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
In addition to these privately produced envelopes, the collection contains the first two US embossed entires by Nesbitt (Scott
#U1 and U2, both used, #U1 uprated by an imperforate 3-cent adhesive, being sent from New Hampshire to California)
plus two used copies of the 1887 Grant letter sheet (#U293), one of which never made it into the mail and is thus complete.
Two private wafer seals, a rivet envelope (advertising D.A. Comstock, NY, in surround), plus a stock certificate for
the United States Sealed Postal Card Company, ca. 1880. The latter is the copy described by Charles Fricke in The
American Philatelist. (This was the company that produced and provided the Grant sheet to the Post Office Department—
free of charge to the latter—and so capital had to be raised through stocks. A copy of Fricke’s article is included.)
And it must be noted: beyond the technical details, many of these covers are beautifully
illustrated
or
embellished
with
embossings,
clever
holding
devices
(come
dancing!),
etc.
After seeing these once-available envelopes, you’ll rue your next bill all the more.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

142 )

U.S., Seigle Balance of Better Covers, Etc. About 600 covers and cards, plus some paper ephemera; the
covers include Small-Town cancels, Territorials, County/Postmaster cancels, Special Delivery covers (including five E1, six
E2 & two E3, mixed condition), and better cancels and unusual usages of all kinds; much of the the ephemera is Railroadrelated, but also includes 32 old photographic stereo cards, most of New York’s Central Park; condition is generally F-VF. A
great lot with lots of little treasures scattered throughout.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
) (photo on web site).
U.S., Gigantic Jumble of Postal History, 1847-1960s. Well over 1100 covers in all, comprising commercial
mail, postal stationery of all descriptions, picture post cards, etc.; most items fall in the 1920s-40s range, with as rich a range
of frankings and usages as you could desire; note Columbians to the 10¢, barrels of Bureau issues, Washington-Franklins,
plenty of Prexies (solo, mixed and combined usages, plus perfined stamps), more commemoratives than you normally find
in such a mix, Airs, Dues, Special Deliveries, a Parcel Post used as postage, etc., etc., etc.; usages include Official Penalty
envelopes, Returned, Censored, First Flights, ship cancels, Free franks, meters (including some earlies), etc.; Possessions
and a Confederate are included as well; of special interest are a #1 tied to folded letter outer sheet sent New York City to
Albany, a 6¢ Bank Note to Nova Scotia, an undated stampless “Steamship/10” folded letter outer sheet, an 1848 “Paid” in
ribbon plus circled “10” stampless folded letter sent Milwaukee to Catskill, NY, and much, much more; presented untouched
in the collector’s glorious “I’ll get to this one day” disarray; a usage issue here or there, but nearly all sound, with many
foreign usages, F.-V.F. with much better, well worth the time to review; here be treasures.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

143 )

144 )

U.S., Massive & Valuable Cover Collection, 1850-1975. Several thousand covers and cards with most
identified, including 44 stampless, a #10 on cameo ad cover and #11 on ad cover; #65 offerings include six ad covers
with two illustrated and one cameo hotel; mourning covers, fancy cancels, Around-the-World Graf Zeppelin card, a box of
machine cancel covers, hundreds of picture postcards (about 60% views), a box of covers with slogan cancels; advertising,
Wells Fargo Columbia Issue cover, coils on cover, Pan-Am Expo cards; Special Delivery, naval covers, Parcel Post stamps
on cover, RPOs, Wells Fargo cover with Union Pacific cancel, and a box of mint and used postal stationery; extremely mixed
condition but well worth our low estimate—these lots are getting scarcer to find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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145 )

U.S., Postal History Smorgasbord. Received in a long box, our guess close to 1000 covers ranging from
leather postcards from 1904 and 1907 to mid-90s postcards, with the overwhelming majority of material being a postal
history of the 1930s and ‘40s; if you like postcards, we have a stack 1½ inches high; V-mail is here, as an unused letter
sheet and a (slightly cheeky) enclosure; we have rates’ first and last days, Post Office first (but mainly last) day covers,
some with witty typed corner cards; WWII Patriotics, a surprisingly strong accumulation of plate number singles or blocks
on cover; slogan cancels, a few pre-cancels, Prexie usages (solo, single and mixed); Airs, Special Delivery, etc., etc., F.-V.F.
or better, a fun lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

146 )

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1909-1960. A few hundred covers, the majority are either Prexie first days
or coils on cover, better includes Macon memorial with coil strip of four (598), registered cover with strip of three (383) &
(493), first flight with pair & block of four (531) and pair (611), first flight with strip of four (496), pair (383) on cover from Vera
Cruz, air mail with block of five (482), and first flight with block of ten (408), lots of choice material for little money, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

147 )

U.S., Exquisite Collection of Postal History, 1825-1960. Over 190 covers and cards in two binders and a
cover “flip book”; better includes 1859 illustrated lettersheet, 1889 illustrated letterhead, stampless, #9 on cover, #11 on
petite lady’s cover, pair #17, #26 on cameo ad cover, nice groups of #11, 26 and 65; #26 cracked plate, 15 used Civil War
patriots, CSA #10, #69 on #U82 to Italy, #112 & 113 on cover, pair #113 on legal-size cover, #73 on ad cover, Expo cards,
two 1850 illustrated Bank Note lettersheets, even an 1830 letter on illustrated Rawden, Wright, Hatch & Edson stationery;
mixed condition, a delightful selection of choice material for your inventory, F.-V.F

Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

First Day Cover Collections
148 )

U.S., First Day Covers, Valuable Old Time Stock, 1920’s-40’s. Klotzbach was one of the early Pioneers
who serviced first day covers mostly from the 1920’s to the 1940’s from Buffalo NY, this is his back up stock that has been
untouched by collectors hands these many years, approximately 5,000 First Day Covers starting with mostly 2¢ Reds, 3¢
Purples, and early 3¢ Commemoratives, containing four partial White Plains souvenir sheets on cover, hundreds of 2¢ red’s
including #690 (22 sets of covers from each of the 12 different cities), 728-29 on approximately 50-60 Chicago World’s Fair
post cards, approximately 40 sets of perforated Parks, 70+ Army Navy sets, a huge amount of retail / online sales potential
from one of the early pioneers of First Days, generally F.-V.F., ex- Klotzbach.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
) (photo on web site).
U.S., First Day Covers, The (Nearly) Bi-Millennium Collection, 1934-60. In four large binders and nine
paper ream boxes, spanning #735a-1172; our count (forgive us if we’re off by a handful) came to a whopping 1,983 covers—
nearly all of them bearing plate blocks of four (!); with just a couple exceptions, all are cacheted, the majority being Artcraft or
Artmaster, but with better throughout including Anderson, Fluegel and Cachetcraft (several being Staehle designs), Nickles,
Roessler, Crosby Real Photo, even a Knapp (for Fleetwood); as for the period, most are commemoratives, including Farley
“Philatelic Reissues”, National Parks, Baseball (#955, 14 covers), Famous Americans (with at least one plate block of each
of the 10¢ values), Chinese Resistance (#906, 9 covers)…but also includes a solid run of the Liberty series, including two
plate blocks each of the 30¢ Lee through $5 Hamilton (#1069-1073; #1072 a single plus a plate block); majority are in
matched set and/or round-robin plates, often all on matching cachets; additional shoebox offers an additional 400+ duplicate
covers from 1936-48; a labor of love and dedication that would take ages to repeat today—even with online sellers, Very
Fine, a remarkable and valuable holding.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

149 )
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150 )

U.S., First Day Covers, Fantastic Collection of Classic Covers, 1922-34. 376 by our count, in two binders,
running between #551 and 734; many early cachets (handstamped or pre-printed), many franked with blocks or plates, and
many with complete (or nearly so) sets of official issuing cities; much, much better, including (DC cancel, unless noted) #555
(2, 1 Hodgenville, KY), 557, 559 (Niles, OH), 561, 562, 604 (strip of 8, including line pair), 610-612, 614-616 (2 each plus
set on one cover), 617-619 (singles, plus set on one cover), 620-621 (complete set of seven cities, each bearing complete
set), 628 (complete set of cities, franked singles or blocks), 632-642 (less #638), 655, 656, 672 (block of 4, Beatrice, NE),
674 (2), Washington Bicentennials complete, etc., with Roessler and Nickles sprinkled throughout; a magnificent, hard-toduplicate old-time collection, Very Fine on the whole.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Confederate States
151 H/(H) a

Confederate States, Collection of Blocks, 1861-64. On two stockpages presenting #1-11, less #5 and #9, in
blocks of four, six or ten, some marginal; note #8 with double transfer, #8 with impressive pre-printing paper fold, and a block
of ten #4,with left margin and full o.g. that includes a few nice sound stamps, F.-V.F., worth a look.

Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
/(H)a. Scott $16,475 (phot

152 H/(H)

Confederate States, Complete Collection, 1861-64. Mounted on a single Scott Specialty page from an
important US collection, #1-14 unused, many with o.g.; typical flaws, but a holding you’d be proud to present, F.-V.F. or
better.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/(H). Scott $11,200 (photo on web site).

U.S. and Foreign
153 H/m

U.S. and Foreign, Goodie Lot, 1850’s-1960’s. Various better stamps that have been culled and sorted
into a box of better items for breakdown, with notable items: U.S. 69, 73, 113, 151, 162, 214, 228 (2), 1053 FDC, C13 on
postal card to Austria, Aden 1-12 mint, Australia £1 Kangaroo Specimen, Austria M49-68, Barbados 38 mint, Barbuda 1-11
mint, Basutoland 1-10 mint, Bosnia and Herzegovina 85, Canada 126a mint, 203 NH, France 1100 folded sheet of 8, N1,
Great Britain 2 (8 used, Scott $700 each), Grenada group of perforated Chalon heads, Manchukuo group of nearly 200
mint stamps in large blocks, St. Lucia 56 mint Specimen, Singapore 28-42 on FDC, Switzerland, three coat of arms and
three early imperf seated Helvetia, 242 (2), B144, B206, U.N. West New Guinea UNTEA 1-19 and 1a-19a, as with most
accumulations of this type, most stamps were unidentified, so we couldn’t list everything so a little sorting and processing
is still necessary to properly break down, some mixed condition generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/m (photo on web site).
U.S. and Foreign, Nifty Collection, 1945-2010. Eclectic holding that consists of thousands of foreign mint
& used including PRC, binder of souvenir sheets with Macau #610, PRC #2067, also mint postal stationery, US First Day
Covers, Postal Buddy cards, Hong Kong souvenir sheets; U.S. postage is over $1,800 and mostly higher values, with full
sheets of 6 Trans-Miss reissue, plus roll sheets in volume of Disney stamps and souvenir sheets; a tremendous acquisition,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

154 H/m/)

/) (photo on web site).

155 HH/H/m

U.S. Possessions

U.S. Possessions, Mostly Mint Collection, 1864-1937. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album; plenty of room
for expansion, but what is here is top-notch, nearly all mint, from Canal Zone to Puerto Rico; fresh and clean throughout,
with many certificates accompanying: Canal Zone #21 (1990 PF photocopy), C2 (1989 PF), J2 (2006 PF); Guam #3, 4, 7, 8,
11, 12 (all PF save #4, APS); Hawaii #46 & 52C (each 2006 PF), 69 (2014 PSE); Philippines #233 (2005 PF photocopy), 237
(1984 PF); plus much other impressive material, including exceptionally fresh and well-centered DWI; high catalogue value
for the dealer, and a solid foundation for the collector, Very Fine overall.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
HH/H/m. Scott $13,000+ (photo on web site).
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156 HH/H/m

U.S. Possessions, Extensive Mint and Used Collection. Presented on Vario stockpages (all fully identified)
or on Specialty pages in seven slipcased Scott binders; Possessions and Trust Territories, old and new are all here; strong
Canal Zone with overprints, Cuba with mint stationery, impressive DWI including blocks of 4, Packet Company stamps
and mint and used stationery; Hawaii starting with #30 and mint postal cards, Ryukyus complete sheets and panes, plus
Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau; all identified by Scott, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a must-see, ex Gottlieb.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/H/m. Scott $17,000 (photo on web site).

157 HH/H

Philippines, Large Multiples and Plate Blocks, 1903-1937. Balance of plate blocks from an advanced major
collection, mostly mounted to Scott pages, with several very scarce items, with Scott 220 plate and imprint block, 230 plate
and imprint block, 354-60 plate block set, 383-396 plate block set, 393-96 high value plate blocks of 8, 397 signed by first
President of the Philippines - Manual Quezon, 408-410 blocks of four, each signed by Manual Quezon, first President of the
Philippines, 411-424 (missing 419) plate block mostly complete set, 424 complete sheet of 25, 431 two large oversize plate
blocks of 18 and 16 and E5b plate and imprint block, a highlight of any Philippine specialist collection; most stamps appear
sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
HH/H. Scott $7,145 (photo on web sit

British Commonwealth Country Collections
158 HH/H/m

Great Britain

Great Britain, Mint and Used Holding, 1840-1969. With each stamp individually mounted on annotated
stockcard according to owner’s classification; includes 1840 1d black (16, one with four margins), 1847-54 Embossed 4d (2)
and 1sh (3, one with four margins) used, 1854 bluish paper 1d red brown unused, 1857 4d used (2), 1856 6d (3) and 1sh
(2) used, 1859 line engraved perf 14 2d unused (3), 1862 6d unused and used (5); 1865 3d and 1sh used, 1867 3d plate 5
o.g., 9d unused and 2sh blue plate 7 used (7); 1867 watermarked Maltese Cross 2sh plate 1 (3) and plate 2 (4) used; 1870
½d (6) o.g.; 1873 6d gray plate 16 o.g., and various plates used (5, with pair); 1876-80 4d vermilion, 4d pale olive green (4)
and 8d orange (3) used; 1880-81 5d deep indigo used (9), 6d gray plate 18 o.g., and 1sh salmon used (5); 1881 1d unused
(3, one o.g.); 1883 3d on 3d (6) and 6d on 6d (3) used; 1883 2sh6d (18, one o.g., 17 used); 1883-84 5d (19, with a pair), 6d
(9), 9d and 1sh (12) used; 1884 5sh (7) and 10sh (5) used; 1887-92 1sh green unused; 1902-11 King Edward VII 2sh6d (2)
o.g., 5sh used (3) and 10sh used; 1913 Seahorses 2sh6d o.g. (tone spots) and used; 1919 2sh6d o.g., 5sh used (6) and
10sh unused; Officials with various 1883-92 issues; Ireland with 1935 Seahorse overprint 5sh used, 1937 2sh6d (2) and
5sh used and 1940-42 ½d to 1sh mint with additional 1sh mint (4); and Offices in Turkish Empire and Morocco; the quality
is mixed with faults throughout, with these particularly noticeable on the earlier issues, but with many collectible examples;
astronomical catalog value with so many difficult stamps to be found in this unusual and desirable holding, F.-V.F.

Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
HH/H/m
(photo on web site).
Great Britain, Wonderful Semi-Specialized Queen Victoria Collection, 1840-1901. A substantial and clean,
mostly used collection of many hundreds keenly presented in a single three-ring binder; well-annotated, the holding begins
with six Penny Blacks, plus another example on cover, then continues on to include nice imperforate 2d Blues and a lovely
set of embossed issues, #5-7, then exhaustive coverage (six pages) of the imperforate 1d Reds with many ivory heads,
alphabet types, etc.; the perforated 1d Reds fill seven pages by plate, letters A-T, with some nice items of postal history
accenting the collection throughout; condition varies as nearly always, bulk F.-V.F., an ideal lot for the Victoria enthusiast.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

159 H/m/)

H/m/) (photo on web site).
Great Britain, Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1966. With extensive line-engraved and surface-printed
issues, including 1840 Penny Black and 2d Blue used; 1841 2d blue block of four (one stamp touched) used; 1847-54
embossed 6d and 1sh cut square (both touched) on separate covers to Jamaica and the US respectively; 1864 1d plate
number study; 1865 9d straw plate 4 wing margin used; 1867 5sh plate 2 used; 1873-80 6d gray plate 14 wing margin
regummed; 1876 8d orange plate 1 used; 1878 watermarked Maltese Cross 10sh greenish gray plate 1 used; 1883-84
2sh6d (2), 5sh (2) and 10sh used; 1902-11 KEVII 2sh6d (2), 5sh and £1 used; plus some Offices Abroad; faults, though
there are numerous fine examples to be found throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

160 HH/H/m
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161 )

Great Britain, Compelling Mostly Victorian Postal History Collection, 1830-1971. Over 75 items on
pages; begins with three stampless folded letter sheets (1830 with handstamped “2” rating; 1839 Crowned Circle “Free”;
1846 double-circle “PAID” London to Bermuda “by Halifax Mail”), followed by a nice selection of Mulready 1d (Stereos A18,
A23, A51, A174, all used) and 2d (Stereo a97, mint) items; a Penny Black on cover with black Maltese Cross cancel (May 7,
1841); wide-ranging Surface-Printed issues, including ten Penny Red imperforates (including an 1845 gridded “10” cancel
with magenta daub), an 1853 1d Red with experimental perforating; perforated 1d Reds include a cover to Philadelphia with
two strips of three, etc.; nice mixed-frankings, uprated stationery, Registered, Mourning, Official and Postage Due covers,
with destinations including Montevideo (#59b strip of four), several to Buenos Aires (including one with wing margin vertical
pair #43a), 1899 cover to Egypt, 1909 cover to Philadelphia “per Lucitania”, 1966 Rhodesia cover with “Invalid Stamps
Used” Due handstamp in green, three “Emergency Mail” covers from 1971, etc., etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better, an intriguing
lot; see it all online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
(photo on web site).
Great Britain, Postal History Melange, 1850-1980s. A massive accumulation of what must be thousands
of covers, spanning nearly the entire range of British stamped mail; the earliest cover we spotted was an 1850 folded
letter sheet bearing an imperforate Penny Red (nicely margined); solid offering of Surface-Printed issues on covers sent
domestically and abroad, with a variety of frankings, markings, usages, etc.; most items 20th century, the vast majority of
pre-Elizabethan covers commercial or personal mail, with a solid dose of QEII First Day Covers; a bit of a jumble (you never
know what you’ll find), but a great lot for the postal historian or bourse/eBay dealer, F.-V.F. or better, well worth the rummage.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

162 )

(photo on web site).
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Plate Number Study, 1865-83, (43//95). Neatly arranged on quadrille pages,
with values to the 2s; highly complete plate collection with immense cumulative catalogue value; well worth a look, F.-V.F.
or better.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

163 m

m. Scott $11,828 (photo on web site).

Australian States

164 HH/H/m

Australian States: Queensland, Substantial Specialized Collection, 1862-1908. On homemade quadrille
pages in sheet protectors; a lovely display of Chalon Heads and Cameos, most used with an interesting array of cancels;
better include (used, unless noted) #12, 17, 18, 20, 23, 31a on piece, 49 (mint), 50B, 51, 52, 65 (mint), 81, 96 and 122; beyond
the “usual”, we find a beautiful page of Government Railways and Newspapers & Parcels stamps, a page of Travelling Post
Office cancels, unlisted ten-bar Railway numerical cancels plus nine-bar Post Office cancels, State Officials, Fiscals and
Revenues (including a lovely eight-gallons Beer Duty stamp at 2/-); vibrant color and generally sound throughout, F.-V.F.,
unusual material; inspect.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,200

165 H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).

Australian States: South Australia, Specialized Collection, 1855-1912. Neatly presented on homemade
pages in sheet protectors; begins with a nice range of imperforate and early perforated issues, Postal-Fiscals, Officials,
perfined State Officials, a solid collection of diamond cancels, and Revenues, including an 1885 Railway Fee stamp; better
items include (used, unless noted) #3, 7, 10, 10b, 24, 45 (margin thin), 50, 85, 156 (mint), 157 (mint), plus a £1 King Edward
VII Duty Stamp of 1902; generally fresh with solid color, F.-V.F. or better, see it all online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m (photo on web sit
Australian States: South Australia, Postal History Collection. On homemade pages in sheet protectors,
housed in regular binder; 48 items in total, offering postal cards (regular and message/reply), wrappers (some uprated),
franked post cards, etc.; nice mix of cancels, several Specimens, domestic and international usages, “OS”-overprinted
wrappers, plus premium stamped covers (including an 1854 stampless); in addition, the collection includes 14 Railway
cancels off-cover (some items on piece); generally clean and sound, F.-V.F. or better, an excellent specialized lot; see it all

166 H/m)

Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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Bahamas
167 HH/H/m

Bahamas, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1966. Including 1860 Queen Victoria thick paper 1d dull lake
(2 shades) unused; 1861 rough perf 14-16 1d unused and used; 1862 perf 11½-12 1d (3), 4d and 6d used and perf 14 1d
(4, with a pair) used, 4d regummed and 6d (2 shades) used; 1863-65 watermarked Crown CC perf 12½ 1d (5, shades), 4d
rose unused (2, one rose lake shade) and used (3), 6d deep violet unused (3, with pair and reversed watermark on single)
and used (7, with pair), and 1sh used (2); 1882-89 watermarked Crown CC perf 14 1d unused (2) and 4d used (6); 1863-65
watermarked Crown CA perf 14 1d vermilion unused, perf 12 1d vermilion unused (6) and 4d used (3); 1883 surcharged
4d on 6d used; 1884-90 De La Rue 1d to £1 o.g., with shades and £1 used with fiscal cancels (2); 1901 Queen’s Staircase
1d specialized study (33, with 16 mint) with plate varieties and cancellations; 1902 KEVII 1d to £1 mint; 1912-19 KGV ½d
to £1 mint; 1917-19 Queen’s Staircase 3d to 3sh mint; 1921-34 KGV values to 5sh (2) and £1 mint; 1930 Seal of Bahamas
3sh marginal imprint block of 12 mint; 1938-46 KGVI values to £1 (2) mint; nice array of 1954-66 QEII plate number corner
blocks of four never hinged; and War Tax stamps with 1918 1sh mint; also various covers; faults to be expected among the
early issues, generally F.-V.F., an ideal nucleus for further study or specialization.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Barbados
168 H/m/)

Barbados, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1965. Including 1852 blued paper imperf (1d) deep blue block of
four and (4d) brown red o.g.; 1855-58 white paper imperf (1d) yellow green (2) lightly cancelled (1d) blue top margin block of
four o.g.; 1859 6d rose red (2) and 1sh black (2) used; 1860 pin-perf 14 (1d) blue used; 1861 clean cut perf 14-16 (½d) green
o.g., and rough perf 14-16 (½d) green blocks of six (2 shades) mint (4d) rose red (2 shades) o.g. and used (4) (6d) orange
vermilion unused and 1sh (2) o.g.; 1870 watermarked large Star rough perf 14-16 (½d) green unused and (1d) blue (4d)
dull red and 6d orange vermilion (2) used; 1871 watermarked small Star rough perf 14-16 (1d) blue unused and (4d) rose
red used and perf 12 x 15 (½d) blue green and (4d) vermilion used; 1873 watermarked small Star 3d claret used; 1873 5sh
dull rose used; 1875 watermarked Crown CC perf 12½ ½d yellow green o.g., 4d (2) and 6d used, and perf 14 1d gray blue
and 1sh purple unused; 1878 large surcharge 1d on 5sh used (soiled); 1882-85 De La Rue 5sh with “Specimen” overprint;
1897 Diamond Jubilee watermarked Crown CC ¼d to 8d, 10d (“Specimen” overprint) and 2sh6d (2, one with “Specimen”
overprint) mint, and bluish paper 8d mint; and later mint blocks and covers including First Day Covers, generally F.-V.F.,
desirable early issues.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
m/) (photo on web site).

Bermuda
Pitt’s Collection Balance

169 )

Bermuda, Collection of Early Postal History, 1810-76. Balance of a specialized collection comprising about
60-65 covers, mainly stampless, and just about all between England and Bermuda, with examples of various transatlantic
rates and routes; also includes an 1836 letter datelined Melville, Bermuda concerning a captured Portuguese brig with
African slaves onboard; 1824 & 1830 “Bootleg” covers from Halifax, Nova Scotia to St. Georges; an 1824 cover handcarried from Bermuda to England and placed in the Two-Penny Post in London; 1832 & 1837 Ship Letters from Bermuda to
Norfolk, Va. and to Boston, respectively; a May 1812 Bill of Lading for the Thetis from Bermuda to New York a month prior
to the outbreak of the War of 1812, and another from 1864 for the Henrietta from New York to Bermuda; a “BERMUDA/SHIP
LETTER” on an 1845 cover from New York to St. Georges and a “HAMILTON BERMUDA/SHIP LETTER” on a mourning
cover, also from New York to St. Georges (small piece of a corner missing); additionally we note an 1856 cover from
Bermuda to England franked with six G.B. 1d reds canceled on arrival in Liverpool (one stamp and corner of cover missing);
an 1868 cover from St. Georges to Halifax, Nova Scotia franked with a 6d dull purple (SG 6); an 1861 mourning cover
from England to “Ireland Island, Bermuda” franked with a G.B. 6d pale lilac (SG 70); an 1842 stampless folded letter from
St. John, Newfoundland to Bermuda via Halifax; three 1840s covers from Jamaica to Bermuda, two via Havana, the other
via St. Thomas; Collaterally, included are two folded address leaves, 1811 & 1825, with manuscript Free Franks of U.S.
Treasurer, Thomas T. Tucker, who was born in Bermuda, both postmarked Washington, 1811 to Philadelphia and 1825 to
Portsmouth; there are also a handful of later covers addressed to Bermuda. All-in-all, a most interesting and unusual lot of
this seldom-seen material.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
(photo on web site).
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170 )

Bermuda, group of 46 WWI censored covers to, from and within Bermuda, 1914-18. Neatly arranged on
two-pocket heavy paper stock pages, with descriptions for each; note triangular Postal Censor and circled “P.C.” handstamps
in a variety of colors (several noted as “rare” by the collector); mostly US or Canadian destinations, though Great Britain
and British Guiana are here as well; incoming covers from Antigua, Barbados, Canada (3), England (2), US, two from British
Army Post Offices (one S.11), F.-V.F., a delightful compilation; imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Canada & Provinces
171 HH/H/m

Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1941. With some proofs and four
covers; includes 1857 imperforate 1d brown violet o.g.; 1860 3d green block of eight mint and 5d violet brown o.g.; 1861-62
imperforate 1d violet brown o.g. (3) and used, and 2d to 1sh o.g., except the 6d used; 1865-94 2¢ (2, one with imprint), 10¢,
12¢ (3, one with imprint) and 24¢ all o.g., 13¢ used and 12¢ single franking used on Feb. 1895 Registered cover from St.
Johns to Ottawa; 1868-94 1¢ to 6¢ set of six o.g., with additional 3¢ showing part imprint and imperforate 6¢ orange proof
on India paper; 1880-96 1¢ violet brown and gray brown shades (6), 3¢ (2) and 5¢ bright blue (all o.g.); 1887-96 10¢ black
o.g.; 1897 400th Anniversary of Discovery of Newfoundland 1¢ to 60¢ mint; 1897-1901 ½¢ to 5¢ o.g.; 1910 Tercentenary
3¢, 4¢ and 5¢ blocks of four mint (the 5¢ is perf 12 from the top left corner of the sheet (stamps never hinged)), and 8¢,
12¢ and 15¢ singles all mint; 1911 Coronation 1¢ to 15¢ mint, missing 5¢ black but with the 5¢ greenish blue shade; 1919
Newfoundland Contingent 1¢ to 36¢ mint; 1923-24 1¢ to 11¢ and 15¢ to 24¢ mint; 1928 surcharge 3¢ on 6¢ block of 25 from
the right of the sheet never hinged; and Air Post with 1919 surcharged “Trans-Atlantic/Air Post/1919” $1 on 15¢ mint, 1921
overprinted “Air Mail/to Halifax, N.S./1921” on 35¢ used on 1923 (Nov. 23) cover (roughly opened) from St. John’s to Halifax,
endorsed “1st Air Mail to Halifax/B.P. only”, 1931 unwatermarked $1 mint and watermarked 50¢ and $1 never hinged, 1933
5¢ to 75¢ mint, and 1933 Balbo Flight $4.50 on 75¢ mint; a few small faults, generally F.-V.F., a truly exceptional quality
collection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/H/m (photo on web site).
Canada, Stupendous Old-Time Classics Collection, 1851-1974. This is your grandfather’s collection—and
gramps had knowledge, taste and resources; a remarkable holding in that its strength, unlike so many such collections, is in
the early issues (there’s comparatively little Queen Elizabeth II material); everything is neatly mounted on a variety of pages
in a slipcased Scott Specialty album with each page presenting a new “wow!”; the opening page is covered with Beavers
(including #1, pin hole), Queens and Consorts and Cartiers, mint and used, in shades and paper types; followed by Large
and Small Queens in quantities again with shades, paper and perforation varieties, several watermarked noted, Ottawa
and Montreal printings, etc.; Victorians end strong with Jubilees to the $1, “Widow’s Weeds” mint and used, and duplicated
Maple Leaves and Numerals; King Edward VII strong with wet and dry printings, with Dies and plate flaws (hairlines, etc.)
noted, etc.; four Bluenoses (two each mint and used), two $1 Parliaments mint, three Grand Prés (two mint), Mt. Edith Cavell
mint plus a used block of six (!); three Kings with coils that offer singles and strips mint and used, line pairs, paste-up pairs,
and more; several King George V plate blocks or strips used, and more; Back-of-the-Book with solid Airs, Dues, heavily
duplicated Registration stamps used, perfined Officials (both five-hole and four-hole), and so much more, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, a truly stunning lot; be sure to view online.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

172 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
Canada, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1853-2009. Fairly complete from the Small Queens onward in two
Scott Specialty albums; there are a few earlier issues, including a used #4 with a P.S.E. certificate as “VF 80” (this is just
about the only used stamp except for a few items that are both mint & used); the 1897 Jubilees are complete to the 50¢,
all with 2017 P.F. certificates, the 1¢, 5¢, 6¢ & 10¢ are never hinged, the 5¢ graded “VF-XF 85” and the 20¢ “VF 80”; then
there are 15 different Queen Victoria “Numerals” and “Maple Leafs”, the Quebec Tercentenary issue is complete, and the
Edwards go to the 10¢; from the Admirals onward the collection is complete except for a few back-of-the-book issues,
and, beginning in 1946 thru 2009, everything appears to be never hinged, plus there are a number of earlier never hinged
scattered throughout. A great lot, just about all clean and F-VF or very fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

173 H

Scott $18,000 ++ (pho
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174 HH

Canada, Superb Booklets Collection, 1911-2000. One for the specialist; four 14-inch glassines boxes filled
with nothing but booklets, nearly all in glassines and identified by Unitrade number; range extends from #BK3c to BK240a;
varieties throughout, with many of the earliest books present in covers with English, French and/or bilingual inscriptions;
fluor varieties on later issues, counting marks on mid-period booklets, and much, much more; if the sheer variety weren’t
enough, quite a few booklets are duplicated; includes a number of Unitrade-unlisted varieties (given with McCann numbers),
etc., etc., not to mention a high amount of post office (face) value, pristine throughout, Very Fine, you’ll need to bid high to
make book on this lot.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H (photo on web site).
Canada, Collection, 1897-1981. In a mix of White Ace and Scott pages, in three nice Scott Specialty binders
with slipcases, containing 50, 57, 59, 85-86, 122, 139-40, 157, 176, 200-1, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, C1-9, E3,
several mint blocks, plus $163 worth of face value postage and a complete British Commonwealth 1948 Royal Wedding
Omnibus set; very fresh with many attractive and sound stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

175 HH/H

176 )

Canada, Comprehensive Cover Compilation, 1885-1987. In two long boxes, everything you could wish for
in Canadian postal history beginning with Large Queens and running to the recent present; a huge amount of material—our
estimate is over 1000 items—semi-sorted; note a nice range of Victoria and Edward covers, with various cancel types and a
wide range of locations; picture post cards (several real photos); slogan cancels; Registered and Official covers plus a few
Airs; coils on cover; postal stationery (cards, entires, lettersheets, aerogrammes, etc.); plus a slew of First Day Covers from
King George V on (most, unsurprisingly, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II); an outstanding old-time offering that will
please the most die-hard dealer or collector, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, inspection invited.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

177 HH

Canada, Compelling Compilation of Classic Carnets, 1913-71. Or a beautiful basket of booklets, if you
prefer; 90 glassines or dealer’s cards (give or take a few), each fully identified, holding one or more examples; bulk of items
date from Wartime King George VI booklets to Centennial issues, but a healthy handful of premium early items are included
as well, comprising English #BK3, BK5, BK8a, BK9, BK10, BK11, BK12, BK23b, BK27, BK28, BK29; and French #BK9
(dryish o.g., minor back cover edge flaws), BK28, BK29—these Classics’ catalogue value tallying $4,500; useful duplication
among the George VIs and Elizabeths, helpful for your stock book or your stock box, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine,
see the full array online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

(photo on web site).
178 HH/H a
Canada, Excellent and Valuable Holding of Multiples, 1928-80. All in individually identified glassines,
ranging from the 1928 Pictorial issue through the Flowers definitives; most all in blocks of four, with many plate or inscription
blocks, or as booklet panes or complete unexploded booklets; a few singles among the early material, including two
Bluenoses, plus 13¢, 50¢ (2) and $1 1938 Pictorials; solid array of booklet panes of 3, 4 and 6 from King George V through
Queen Elizabeth II, full sets as blocks, some coils, plus Airs, Dues and imprinted Officials (all as plates); condition varies,
but overall this material was chosen with an eye to quality, with several items verging on the sublime, Very Fine overall, see
the lot online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/Ha (photo on web site).
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179 HH/H/m

Canada & Provinces, Stockcard Holding of Mint and Used, 1859-1951. Includes 1861 1¢ rose unused and
10¢ to 17¢ (2) used; 1866-75 1¢ black block of four unused, 1¢ brown red used, 6¢ brown (4) and 12½¢ used; 1870-79 1¢
(6, with block of four), 4¢ (4, with pair), 5¢ slate green (3, one regummed) and 6¢ unused; 1888-97 5¢ (3), 6¢, 10¢ and 20¢
(2) unused; 1897 Jubilee ½¢ mint (5, one never hinged) and used, 5¢ mint (5), 6¢ mint (2) and used, 8¢ mint, 10¢ used,
15¢ mint (2, one no gum) and used, 20¢ mint (2) and used (2) and 50¢ mint and used (2); 1897-98 1¢ plate block of six mint
(hinged in selvage only), 3¢ block of six never hinged; 1898-1902 1¢ block of four never hinged, 5¢ (3, two without gum),
7¢ (no gum), 8¢ (3, one without gum), 10¢ (4) and 20¢, mint or unused, and 20¢ used (6); 1898 Map 2¢ mint (8, one never
hinged); 1903-08 King Edward VII 5¢ mint and 10¢ unused (2, one part gum); 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 5¢ (2), 7¢, 10¢
(5), 15¢ (5, two without gum) and 20¢ (6, one without gum) o.g., and 20¢ used; 1911-25 5¢ (2), 10¢ plum (4), 20¢, 50¢ (3)
and $1 (3, one without gum), mint or unused; 1928-29 25¢ (3, gum skips) never hinged, 50¢ mint (3, one never hinged) and
$1 used (3); 1942-43 $1 mint (7, one never hinged), and Special Delivery 1898 10¢ mint, 1922 20¢ mint and 1930 20¢ mint
(3, one never hinged), War Tax stamps 1916 2¢ + 1¢ carmine, a quantity never hinged, which includes blocks of four (3,
one stamp has small toned inclusion) and pairs (4) never hinged, and coil 2¢ + 1¢ mint; Provinces include New Brunswick
with 1860-63 17¢ block of four mint (lower pair never hinged), and Newfoundland with 1861-62 1d violet brown unused and
1897 400th Anniversary of Cabot’s Discovery of Newfoundland 35¢ (3) o.g.; the quality is mixed throughout with faults, yet
there are many collectible stamps, as well as fine and desirable examples to be found among most issues (more apparent
in respect to later issues), F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H/m (photo on web site).
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1947. Including Canada 1897 Jubilee 6¢ to $1 fresh
mint, 1908 Quebec Tercentenary ½¢ to 2¢ and 10¢ mint plus 5¢, 7¢, 15¢ and 20¢ used; 1930 King Edward VII Revenues:
12 Weights and Measures values to $10 black, four Electricity and Gas Inspection values to $10 blue mint, and seven
values to $10 orange all never hinged, with 20 1930-37 First Flight cacheted covers; Newfoundland with 1861-62 1d violet
brown, 4d, 6d and 6½d unused, 1897 400th Anniversary of Cabot’s Discovery 35¢ mint, 1910 Tercentenary of Colonization
of Newfoundland, 1931 Airmail 15¢ to $1 mint (both unwatermarked and watermarked sets), and 1933 Airmail 5¢ to 75¢
mint; Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

180 HH/H/m

H/H/m (photo on web site).

Egypt
181 H/m

Egypt, Valuable Old-Time Accumulation, 1920s-40s. A wonderful the-way-it-used-to-be-done horde,
including three counter books packed with mostly control number blocks of four, including commemorative issues of the
period from #118-120- on, plus extensive ca. 1937-44 Young King Farouk definitive blocks; we also note better premium
mint sets and singles such as #105-107, 114, 168-171, 172-176, 189-190, 224 (never hinged), 234-240, Airs like #C3-C4,
C5-C25, and much, much more, F.-V.F. or better, an excellent lot of this popular country.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Malay States
182 )

Malay States, The Soldier of Philately Collection, 1891-1970. Approximately 1400-500 covers from different
Malayan/Malaysian States, including Perak, Negri Sembilan and Selangor; many different usages and frankings, including
Registered, Airmail and aerogrammes, etc., with scarce cancels to be found; a genuine philatelic treasure for the specialist,
F.-V.F. or better, see it all online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Malta
183 HH/H/m

Malta, Mostly Mint Collection, 1860-1987. Mounted on pages, includes 3-6, 14, 17-18, 21-27, 28-45, 72-73,
77-84, 85, 93, 98-114, 116-129, 131-147, 167-183, 224, 246-262, J11-J20, a lovely & attractive collection, a pleasure to
view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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184 HH/H/m

New Zealand, Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1855-2011. Housed in seven binders and a large
stockbook, the last containing a multitude of stamps from all periods, including used 1855-73 Chalon Heads with 1855
Auckland printing on blued paper 2d (2, one with 2015 A.P.S. certificate, but small closed tear); 1857-61 unwatermarked 2d;
1862 rouletted 7 1s (faulty); 1863 perf 13 6d; 1864 watermarked imperforate 2d and 1s; 1864-71 watermarked perf 12½ 4d
deep rose and 1s; 1874 1d to 1s; 1878 2s and 5s used; 1898 ½d to 2s used and 5s with light crayon stroke; 1935 ½d to 3s
used; mint 1874 3d, 6d and 1s; 1882-98 values (5) to 8d; 1899-1900 2s; 1902-07 ½d to 9d and 2s (plus ½d to 5s used);
1906 3d (thin spot; plus 3d and 6d both with traces of c.d.s. (not guaranteed)); 1926 King George V Admiral 2s and 3s (plus
3s used); and never hinged 1941 surcharges and redrawn set of five; 1953-57 Queen Elizabeth II ½d to 10s; plus many
later; Semi-Postals, Airmails, Postal-Fiscals, Officials with 1922 8d, 1927-28 2s and 1940 ½d to 1s (all never hinged); Life
Insurance stamps with 1891 1s and 1905 2d red brown used; along with a sampling of Ross Dependency and Tokelau
Islands, F.-V.F., an excellent nucleus for further study of this fascinating country.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

185 HH/H/m

New Zealand, Antipodean Accolades Collection, 1856-1994. In a filled-to-capacity Scott Specialty album;
begins with a nice mix of Chalon Heads (various duplicated), with solid late-19th century Pictorials; much mint after 1906,
with the vast majority of post-1935 material mint never hinged; Semi-Postals (from 1932) include miniature sheets both mint
and used, with Airs, Dues, Officials, Postal Fiscals and solid Life Insurance issues present as well; everything you could
want is here, including unexploded booklets, booklet panes, blocks, souvenir sheets (including Expo-canclled), etc., along
with Ross Dependency to 1982; pages continue to 2000, making expansion easy, F.-V.F. with much better.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH/H/m (photo

186 HH/H

New Zealand Dependancies, Highly Complete All-Mint Collection, 1893-1994. Comprising Aitutaki (190384) and Cook Islands (1893-1994), each in its own Scott Specialty album (the Cooks binder over-stuffed), plus a third
Specialty album containing Niue (1902-93), Penrhyn Island (1902-83), and Tokelau Islands (1948-94); each country’s pages
continuing to 1999 or 2000; mint and mostly never hinged throughout, with some pre-Elizabeths presented both mint and
used, while Her Majesty’s issues are essentially complete mint never hinged; note souvenir and miniature sheets, complete
panes (many!), se-tenants and gutter pairs throughout, with relevant Semi-Postals, Airs and Officials included as well (note
some Cook Officials used); no great rarities, but the occasional surprise (as Niue #208 with shifted overprint), Very Fine
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

St. Vincent
187 HH/H/m

St. Vincent, Sea Breeze Collection, 1861-1993. An intoxicating, nearly all-mint collection in two Scott
Specialty albums, with pages through 1998; the bulk of the collection is mint never hinged Elizabeth issues, including
souvenir and miniature sheets, imperforates, Specimens (several 1989 issues, including the Voyages of Columbus sheet,
plus 1993’s Shells issue), etc., with impressive pre-1953 material as well; strong from the very start, with the handful or two
of missing items spread across all reigns; Queen Victoria present mint and used, offering an interesting mix of barred-oval
and c.d.s. cancels, with much mint even here from about 1883 on; Edward missing just a couple items, and the Georges
nearly complete and never hinged from 1935 on, F.-V.F. with much better.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

South Africa & States

188 HH/H/m

South Africa & States plus SWA/Zimbabwe, Jumbo Collection, 1910-91. In a filled-to-bursting Scott
Specialty album; highly complete throughout, including the States (some better filled than others); good runs of early South
Africa and South West Africa bilingual pairs, mostly mint but some used as pairs; JIPEX souvenir sheets, wartime smallformats, etc.; some early material parallel mint and used, the majority of the holding mint with much never hinged; a joy to
view, with much of Topical interest; pages continue to 1994 for the States, to 2000 for South Africa and Zimbabwe, allowing
you to build and expand, F.-V.F. or better.
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189 H/m

South Africa States: Cape of Good Hope, Mainly Used Holding, 1853-87. Each stamp individually mounted
on annotated stockcard, with shades and impressions; including 1853 Perkins, Bacon blued paper 1d (4, one deeply blued
paper) and 4d; 1855-58 white paper 1d (20), 4d (22, five with full to clear margins), 6d (24, eight with full to clear margins)
and 1sh (7); 1863-64 De La Rue 1d (6), 4d (20, four with large to clear margins) and 1sh (3); 1864-67 rectangular 6d and
1sh o.g.; and 1879 3d on 4d unused; faults throughout with the three-margin Triangles specifically mentioned; a noteworthy
reference for study of this captivating classic subject, F.-V.F.
/m (photo on web site).

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
190 H/m

British America, Accumulation, 1850’s-1980’s. Filled with loose old album pages and stock pages,
accumulated over many years to form the base of an exceptional collection (if the collector ever had time to organize
everything), many higher or key values floating about, with some notable items and sections that include: Antigua a couple
stock pages and old time album pages with some promising Victoria issues, Bahamas, many used Victoria Chalon heads,
mint George V in mixed watermarks up to £1, Barbados several used seated Britiania’s, Bermuda 71-79 mint, Canada
group of large queens from 1c to 15c, British Guiana, three old quadrille pages filled with old Seal of the Colony issues, plus
10+ pages of early town cancels, sorted by town of various (mostly 19th century) issues, Dominica a few better early (mint
and used) Victoria’s, great variety of mint Roseau issues, Grenada several early used Victoria Chalon’s, Edward VII mint
key plate issues up to 2s, mint George V to 10s, 114-23 mint, Nevis album pages of early 1861 medicinal spring issues in
various papers and shades, St. Lucia group of better 1860’s Victoria’s and section of promising key plate issues, St. Vincent,
several early Victoria’s and Tobago, three black stock pages filled with mint and used Victoria’s plus a section of surcharges,
generally F.-V.F., This is the kind of lot that can really be a bonanza for the specialist, with great diversity of shades and
possible varieties. There could be one stamp that to the trained eye, might pay for the entire lot, so view carefully.

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

191 HH/H/m

British Asia & Pacific, Seven Nations Mostly Mint Collection, 1881-1993. In three Scott Specialty albums,
comprising Bangladesh (1971-90), Nepal (1881-1990) & Pakistan (1947-91); Brunei (1906-92), Pitcairn Islands (194093) & Vanuatu (1980-86); plus Niuafo’ou (Tin Can Island, 1983-92); all countries w pristine, unused pages to 2000; highly
complete throughout, w souvenir and miniature sheets, gutter pairs, booklets, etc., w both regular issues and Officials; of
particular interest are Brunei, complete mostly never hinged from the 1922 Exposition ops onward (and needing just a
handful of earlier items—most of which present are mint—to complete); Nepal with a nice array of mint or used early issues
w paper and shade varieties; Pakistan nicely filled, w Bahawalpur complete less #O10; etc., etc. Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

192 HH/H/m

British Commonwealth, Imperial Dealers Stock. You’ll be glad the sun never sets on this Empire, because
you’ll need the live-long day to sort this material into your inventory; on a variety of cards in two long glassines boxes plus a
binder of larger material on stockpages; everything from Aden Kathiri State to Indian States to Swaziland is here, identified
and Scott-numbered; sets, singles, souvenir and miniature sheets are all here with limited but useful duplication; among the
more exotic we note a 1948 India Gandhi First Day Cover (along with a new issue Presentation Folder, the stamps affixed
mint), a Bundi Official sheet of four with inverted overprint, several complete sheets of Jammu & Kashmir; Egypt mint #291a
and 298a; Falklands Churchill Memorial in bottom margin blocks of ten; and even (*ahem*) puffin up the offering—a set
of Lundy marginal blocks of four; tends to the modern, but includes a used Penny Black along with other Queen Victorias
through King George VIs, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a must-see holding of valuable and salable material.

Estimate $8,000 - 10,000
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193 HH/H/m

British Commonwealth, Extensive Collection, 1903-80. In 18 binders or albums, on printed pages, black
Lighthouse-style stocksheets, 102 cards and glassine-pouch sales sheets; mainly mint, and most since 1950s never hinged;
many apparently complete omnibus issues, such as George VI Coronation, Peace and Victory, University of West Indies,
1954 Royal Visit, Freedom from Hunger, West Indies Federation, Shakespeare, Princess Anne Wedding, etc.; extensive
runs of sets from many Colonies, including smaller and more popular ones, with very little duplication; strong specialized
Great Britain collection from 1952 with many Wilding and Machin issues, including high-values and specialized varieties;
includes some booklets, gutter pairs (regular and/or traffic light); some earlier material (such as Gambia #12-19 and Trinidad
and Tobago #21-33 mint, Tristan da Cunha, Falklands, Cayman, St. Helena including 1903 to 2sh, 1912 to 3sh, 1922 to
7sh6d and 10sh, but mainly early and mid-Elizabethan; many popular Topicals with bonus two albums of better French
Colonies, mainly TAAF (including sheetlets etc.), Very Fine overall, valuable lot; imaged in full online.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
m (photo on web
site).
194 H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Superb and Valuable Stockbook Collection. An exceptionally clean collection
comprising select areas of interest, keenly assembled and organized; coverage begins with a lovely all-used selection of
King George V Seahorses, highlighted by an attractive £1 green (tiny thin speck); from there we note a beautiful, complete
mint set of the always-popular 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee issue (fresh and lightly hinged) including a Gilbert & Ellice
“Specimen”-perfined set; continuing, we note a 1951 University set, lots of Queen Elizabeth II Castle issues, a lovely offering
with King George VI issues with better, plus excellent and extensive coverage in the popular Queen Elizabeth II definitives
with complete sets, graphites, training stamps, Machins, etc., F.-V.F. or better, a terrific lot to be sure.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
m/) (photo on web
site).
195 H/m
British Commonwealth, Beguiling Britannic Bulge, 19th & 20th Century. Filling two large cartons, and
includes singles, nicer complete sets, omnibus issues, circuit books, envelopes, stock sheets, stockbooks, folders, and
shoeboxes with all mostly identified in glassines, tremendous range of Countries and values all adding up to a large value
and of a useful nature, a kindler gentler lot may not be found, have a look-see, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
/m (photo on web site).

196 HH/H/m a British Commonwealth, Wide-ranging and Useful Compilation. Hundreds of issues in all, each in its

own glassine with much identified—and nearly all blocks of four, most of which with plate or other marginal markings;
overwhelmingly pre-decimal Elizabethan (through about 1967) and King George VI, though earlier material crops up when
you least expect it; fresh throughout, with very little faulty given the quantities; better noted includes a glassine of Britain #33
used (“100” is noted, but it looks thinner to us; unchecked for quantity or plates), multiple full sets of King George V and King
George VI Nyasaland definitives to the shilling plus various Keyplates to the pound; Falklands King George VI definitives
to the £1 (multiple sets, one used); Bahamas and Jamaica booklets (!), some Specimen overprints, two 1¢ on $1 British
Guiana “Inland Revenue” blocks of six with control number; Bahamas Chalon Heads (1d, mint; 4d unused but creased); and
so much more; great ancillary material for your collection, or outstanding stock for the discerning dealer, Very Fine overall,
well worth review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/ma (photo on web site).
British Commonwealth, Postal History Collection, 1900-65. A few thousand covers and cards; includes
nice earlier usages from Antigua; excellent & substantial Australia which includes some better earlier First Day Covers like
#163-165 (2); good Bahamas, Barbados & Bermuda with town & slogan cancels; a few Hawaii items; Gibraltar, Grenada,
Hong Kong, India, and Ireland; excellent Jamaica, Newfoundland, New Zealand, omnibus covers & First Days; includes a
touch of non-British, mostly to the 1950s; a cracking good selection for your pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

197 )

) (photo on web site).
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198 HH/H

British Commonwealth, Fantastic, Keenly Assembled Omnibus Collection, 1937-53. Splendid and wellpresented, housed in a Supersafe stockbook; comprises the complete 1937 Coronation (never hinged), 1946 Peace (never
hinged), 1949 Silver Wedding (lightly hinged), 1949 UPU (lightly hinged), and 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation (some
lightly hinged), etc.; additionally, we note a nice range of ca. 1940-90s Colonies postage stamp centenary issues and more,
Very Fine on the whole, a lovely lot of popular material.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/H (photo on web site).

199 HH/H/m

British Middle East, The Caliphate Collection, 1918-77. In a Scott Specialty album, including the soughtafter wealthy Sheikdoms by Scott numbers, mint and used, mainly mint, later apparently mint never hinged in black
Showguard-style mounts, with some scarce postally used stamps, some mint AND used, many souvenir sheets and some
scarce imperforate stamps and souvenir sheets; highlights include: Abu Dhabi almost complete through 1970 (mint never
hinged unless noted): #12-14, 15-25 mint o.g., 26-37, 38-41, 45-48, 49-51, 52-55; Ajman complete mint never hinged; Dubai
virtually complete mint never hinged through early 1970s (with some scarce imperforate singles and souvenir sheets),
including mint never hinged: #1-17, C1-C8, J1-14; Fujeira complete mint never hinged; Iraq (1923-77) largely complete mint
and/or used, including mint o.g.: #11, 110-129, 141A-157, 317-332, O90-O114, O206-221; mint never hinged: #506-509,
608-612, 696-709; used: #RA7-RA12, RA15-RA16; Mesopotamia (1918-22) mostly used; Palestine (1918-41) mint and
used; Ras Al Khaima with mint never hinged #6-8; South Arabia mint; Sharjah looks complete mint (except for Officials),
including mint never hinged #C6-C11; Trans-Jordan (1920-75) very extensive mint and/or used (with many scarce mint
never hinged imperforated stamps and souvenir sheet varieties), including mint o.g: #3B, 121, 352-367, B12, C26-C28,
J5-J11; used: #183, 220, 268, 318, 336-337; mint never hinged: #457-462, 527-527E, 532F (three examples), 534J, 535536D, 552-558, 574-574E & 575-576 strips-of-five, 631N, 772-80, 786-797, 870-875 strips-of-five; Trucial States #1-11 mint
never hinged; Umm Al Qiwain complete mint never hinged, including souvenir sheets (except #43-48); United Arab Emirates
(1972-77) mint or used, including #6-7 used and #13-24 mint never hinged. Not the unofficial wallpaper, but the solid Scottlisted items! generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

H/H/m (photo on web site).
200 H/m
British Middle East, Collection, 1933-2000. Neatly hinged or mounted in Scott Specialty album, containing
many of the difficult mint sets (moderately filled to approximately 1990 and sparse after), with many great 1960’s to 1980’s
sets which tend to have higher Scott value and cumulatively add up to high value, containing Aden 48-61A mint, Quaiti State
of Shihr and Mukalla 1-11 mint, Bahrain 28 mint, 31 mint, 38-51 mint, 61A used, 78-80 mint, 270a, Oman 35-41, 79-93,
94-105, Qatar 26-36, 37-41, 1965 Scouts perf and imperf souvenir sheets, 68a perf and imperf souvenir sheets, 69-85, 9999L, various JFK and ICY souvenir sheets and sheetlets, 111B-D, 113-13G and souvenir sheets, 114-14G, 119B, 121-21A,
232-37, 238-43, 279-86, 292-98, 354-60C and 494-99, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

201 HH/H

British Pacific, Sunny Collection. From Aitutaki to Tonga with much else between; clean and bright throughout,
with lovely Classics through much modern; note Rarotonga-overprinted and -inscribed issues, Niue 1s King George V (2)
plus several overprinted New Zealand Postal-Fiscals, Victorian Fiji, Samoa (including Kingdom), Nauru steamers to 5s plus
an overprinted 5s Seahorses (no gum), Norfolk Island blocks, good Papua, Tongan foil and die-cut stamps, and more; great
Topical interest, and nice, solid material for your collection, F.-V.F. with better, inspect.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

202 HH/H

British Pacific, Better Quality Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1910’s-80’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of
glassines and dealer “104 cards”, with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values from a little under a dollar to
a little over $100, consisting of: Aitutaki, Australia, Australia Antarctic Territory, Cook Islands, Christmas Islands, Fiji, Gilbert
and Ellice Islands, Gilbert Islands, Kiribati, Nauru, British New Hebrides New Zealand (including 288-89, 291-92, 297-301),
Ross Dependency, Niue, Norfolk Islands, North Borneo, North West Pacific Islands, Penrhyn Islands, Papua New Guinea,
Pitcairn Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
+ (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
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203 HH/H/m

British West Indies, Bursting with Interest Collection, 1861-1994. In three Scott Specialty albums
comprising Anguilla, Barbuda, Leeward Islands, Montserrat and Nevis; Anguilla highly complete 1967-85 (missing the
“Independent Anguilla” overprints) with souvenir sheets, booklets and booklet panes, then sporadic to 1991 with untouched
pages continuing to 2000; Barbuda 1922 set mint complete less #8; Leewards highly complete with lovely mint Queen
Victorias and King Edward VIIs; Montserrat (1876-1994, pages to 2000) starts with a mint #1, the Victorias and Edwards
lovely (and much mint); highly complete from 1929 with never hinged from about 1958, and including Back-of-the-Book from
Dues to War Tax, with Specimens, souvenir sheets, booklets and gutter pairs adding interest; Nevis (1861-1992, pages to
2000) a real beauty, especially the Queen Victorias which are all mint (less one, another overprinted “Revenue”), with gutter
pairs, Specimens and Officials; exceptionally clean and fresh, F.-V.F. with much better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

204 H/m

British West Indies, Mint and Used Holding on Stockcards, 1852-1989. Each card annotated according to
owner’s classification; comprises Antigua with 1863-67 1d dull rose unused (3, one o.g.) and used (2) and 6d green used
(5); 1872 1d lake unused; 1873-79 perf 14 1d lake o.g. and 1912 2sh o.g. and used; Bahamas with 1863-65 perf 12½ 1d
unused (2), 4d (9) and 6d (8) used; 1863-81 perf 14 1d vermilion unused (3), and 1954-63 Queen Elizabeth II ½d to £1 mint
(2 sets); Barbados 1855-59 (½d) yellow green used; 1870 rough perf 14-16 (½d) green o.g., and clean-cut perf 14½-16 6d
vermilion used; 1873 5sh unused; 1875-79 3d o.g.; 1882-85 De La Rue 2½d unused; Bermuda with 1855-74 1d unused
(2); 1883-1904 4d blue (3) o.g., 1910-24 King George V 10sh mint; 1938-51 King George VI perf 14 10sh red & green and
£1 black & purple on red mint; Falkland Islands with 1878 6d o.g.; 1886 1d claret unused (2, one o.g.); and Grenada with
1861 unwatermarked 6d used; 1873-78 watermarked small star 1d green (3) and 6d unused; 1873 watermarked large star
1d deep green o.g.; 1886 watermarked small star 1d on 4d part o.g.; the quality is mixed throughout with faults, yet there
are many collectible stamps, as well as fine and desirable examples to be found among most issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
m (photo on
web site).

Europe and Colonies Country Collections
Austria

205 H/m)

Austria, Awesome Cover Compilation, 1861-1970s. Collector-built over a lifetime with, by our estimate,
well over 2500 items in total, roughly one-third of which are early Franz Josef postal stationery items, both mint and used;
the collection generally falls either side of WWII (only a handful of Reich-era material is included), but everything you could
want is here: definitives (including examples from better issues), commemoratives, Semi-Postals, Airs, Express, etc., along
with perfins, Feldpost, mixed frankings, and more; very small part philatelic in nature, the overwhelming majority real-world
mail, including a nice array of stampless and early Franz Josef adhesives (including Anniversary issues); perhaps most
impressive is the geographical breadth of the collection, for while Vienna is the origin on many, we also find Krakow and
Prague, Brno Mesto and Trieste; Sarajevo, Dubrovnik, Bihac and Mostar; Gracenica and Olmutz plus—before they took
on darker tones, Theresienstadt and Oswiecem Railway Station cancels; a small selection of Bosnia & Herzegovina postal
stationery is an unexpected bonus, F.-V.F. with better, Tyrol your friends about this one.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

206 HH/H/m

Austria, Bulging Binder of Better, 1850-1992. Material fully identified and presented on black cards, housed
in a large three-ring binder on stockpages; includes a few early Austria issues, with the bulk of the material from about 1919
onwards, with Airs (e.g., #C1-C3 and C1a-C3a mint), Dues, Newspapers, Lombardy-Venezia, an Occupation or Office or
two, etc.; Bosnia centers on WWI-era issues, some used, some in blocks, etc.; light duplication throughout, with a number
of sets present parallel mint and used, F.-V.F. with much better, well worth a look; see it all online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
/H/m. Scott $9,500+
(photo on web site

Belgium
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207 H/m

Belgium, Gorgeous Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1980. Hinged in three binders, with used #2, 3-4,
6-8, 10-12, 17-22, 24b-25b, 45-48, and mint #124-137 (less #135), 435-445, B17-B24, B28-B30, B69-B77, B99-B104,
B107-B113, B125-B131, B199, B250-B255, B460-B461, B480-B484, and dozen of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets;
an uncommonly handsome collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
(photo on web site).

Bulgaria
208 HH/H/m

Bulgaria, The Sunny Beach, 1879-1977. Very extensive, in a jammed Scott Specialty album, over 95%
complete from the early classics onwards; majority mint, from about 1950s on most appear mint never hinged; in black
Showguard-style mounts, including several scarcer sets imperforate and some better souvenir sheets; looks like a couple
thousand stamps from an undervalued area that has many important topical issues, F.-V.F. with better throughout.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
(photo on web site).

Czechoslovakia

209 HH/H/m

Czechoslovakia, Wenceslas Wonder, 1918-91. Mainly mint (but many used, with many both mint and used),
in large bulging Scott album; primarily mint o.g. before 1950, from then many mint never hinged; a couple thousand stamps,
largely complete through the late 1970s, with a few more elusive items (such as #429A mint never hinged); strong Back-ofthe-Book, with almost complete Airmails mint and/or used, many Postage Dues; Bohemia & Moravia apparently complete
and Eastern Silesia largely complete mint, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
HH/H/m (photo on web site).

France & Colonies
France

210 HH/H/m

France, Magnificent Two-Volume Collection, 1849-1999. A superb, keenly built, virtually all mint (save for
the 19th century issues) holding, housed in a pair of three-ring Scott Specialty albums; it’s not often that you come across a
collection that’s easier to note what’s not there, as opposed to what is—but this is certainly of them, with the 19th century
issues missing only four stamps (#4 and 8, each offered as singles in our Flagship sale, plus #71 and 87); although the
1800s are primarily used, be sure to note the occasional mint surprise; moving into the 20th century, there’s little to say
other than it is complete mint less only four items, three of which will appear in our Flagship sales as well; this section is not
only impressive and exhaustive in its coverage, but the percentage of never hinged items—even from the early 1900s—is
astounding; Semi-Postals are complete mint less about a dozen items (see our Flagship again), with early never hinged
sets which you rarely find; Airs are complete mint from #C5 on, and the Officials and Postage Dues are nicely represented
as well, mostly F.-V.F. or better, a fabulous basis to just go ahead and finish; be sure to enjoy the imaging of this exceptional
collection on the web.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
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211 m

France, Magnificent Collection of Postal Stationery and Formular Cards, 1870-1916. Containing a
diverse range of exceptional usages with both proper and improper frankings, a wealth of cancellations, domestic and
foreign origins with Offices Abroad, as well as unusual destinations, commencing with Alsace Lorraine 1870-71 “FeldpostCorrespondenzekarte” (2) from Marcham to a French P.O.W. in Germany bearing Alsace 10c and from Hagenau to Weilburg,
Nassau, Germany bearing Alsace 5c and 10c, followed by an outstanding section of the 1873-76 first period with various types
of formular cards for the 10c and 15c rates, including 1873 privately subsidized advertizing card used within Paris bearing
Ceres 10c sold at discounted 5c and therefore with incised “CA” initials (early form of perfin) to prevent use at full value on
envelope, 1873 privately subsidized advertizing card from Lyon to Paris bearing 10c with incised lines + normal 5c and 1874
illegal usage of “CA” 15c stamp on similar type advertising card from Rouen to Paris after these were prohibited from Jan. 1,
1874, and 1874-76 cards paying the 15c intercity rate with a marvelous array of frankings including Bordeaux 4c. + Ceres 1c
+ 10c, Ceres 1c + 2c + 4c pair + single, Ceres 1c + 4c +10c, and Ceres 5c strip of three, underpaid and taxed usages, rural
cancellations, T.P.O., Boite Mobile, registered usage with 1876 card from Rouen to Thonon (returned to sender) bearing
Ceres 15c and 25c, and two international usages with 1876-78 cards from Paris to Switzerland and Constantinople each
bearing 15c (the latter a late usage of the interbureau card), then a section of the 1876-78 second period of formular cards
showing the three printed rates of 10c, 15c and 20c with another excellent range of frankings and usages including first day
usages of rate reductions (2, both May 1, 1878, one at old rate and the other at new rate), mixed issue frankings, registered
with 1877 card from Rouen to Le Havre bearing Sage 15c + 25c (returned to sender), and the 20c foreign rate for the rare
“voie de mer” surtax (required on mail traveling more than 300 miles overseas) with 1876 card from Paris to Georgia via
New York bearing Sage 5c + 15c, 1878 card from Paris to the US franked with two Sage 10c (2004 Roumet certificate) and
incorrect payment of the surtax on 1876 card from Nancy to Switzerland bearing Sage 5c and 15c, 1878-1901 10c and 15c
postal stationery cards with commercial use of 10c card showing variety double printing (one inverted), 1879 registered
10c card from the French Post Office in Shanghai to Belgium bearing Sage 3c (two different) + 4c + 15c, 1890 10c card to
Great Britain cancelled by “Southampton/France/M.B” octagonal datestamp, 1897 pair of 10c cards to Great Britain uprated
with 5c and cancelled by “F Paris-1F/Place de la Bourse” octagonal datestamps, commemorative cards with Exhibition
usages, redirected and registered usages, illegal and taxed mail, “voie de mer” surtaxes (2), destinations with Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Danish West Indies, German East Africa, Greece, Japan, and Venezuela, used abroad
with Algeria, Egypt, Madagascar to South Africa, Trebizonde, Tripoli Barbary Coast, Tripoli Syria, Zanzibar, 1897 10c card
from Senegal to Argentina cancelled by “Ligne J/Paq. Fr. No. 5” octagonal datestamp, reply paid double cards with a couple
of extra frankings on reply cards, a few interesting foreign cards used in France, and a fine section of formular postcards
with a diverse range of usages, F.-V.F., a remarkable collection replete with the rare and unusual. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
m (photo on web site).
France, The Louis XVII Collection, 1849-1991. The promised deluge, filling a Scott Specialty album to
bursting point; starts with a gorgeous array of Cérès and Napoléon issues (including a repaired #37), strong Navigation
& Commerce issues (including an 1879-90 25c on piece cancelled Constantinople/Galata), full Blanc/Mouchon/Merson
series, Blanc and Sower gutter blocks of eight, much inter-war material present parallel mint and used including a FIPEX
sheet, Normandie dark blue mint plus three shades used, several imperforates, with most post-WWII issues mint and
overwhelmingly never hinged; Semis, near-complete and with numerous Red Cross booklets of the 1960s, include #B1-B2
and B11 parallel mint and used; beautiful Airs with #C2, C5-C6, C7, C8-C13, C16-C17 and C18-C21, etc., parallel; strong
Dues including #J1-J4; Military Franks, Officials, Newspapers, Occupations and Offices round out the lot; 19th century
used offer an array of cancels including Small and Large Numeral, Star-with-Numeral, c.d.s., etc., F.-V.F. with much better
throughout, grab your wellies for this one.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

212HH/H/m

H/H/m (photo on web site).
France, Stockbook Selection, 1849-1915. From the First Issue on, with #1, 2 (2, one on cover), 3 (3), 4 (2 on
piece) and 9 (4, 2 faulty), plus imperforate and perforated Cérès and Napoléons, including 5F #37 (signed Calves); several
Bordeaux issues plus Back-of-the-Book including Newspapers, Telegraphs, Dues, Alsace-Lorraine Occupations (including
#N1 in a signed block of nine)…even a few General Colonies Eagles (including a double-impression pair of #4); numerous
covers, a lovely range of cancels (grids, stars, Numerals Large and Small, in red, three handsome Colmar horseshoes, a
“Ligne-de-Lyon” railway, etc.), F.-V.F., a pretty lot; inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

213 H/m/)

/) (photo on web site).
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214 HH/H/m

France, Compelling Collection, 1849-1984. In two Scott Specialty albums, issues up to the Franco-Prussian
War on homemade pages and identified by Cérès catalogue numbers; exceptional quality for the most part, with light
duplication (and mint!!) among the Classics; note a variety of shades and cancel types and locales, a facially pretty #37
(central thin, invisible from the front), nicely centered Mersons, a never hinged PEXIP sheet (few light creases in top margin),
etc., etc., with most mint or never hinged from the Sowers onwards; note also gutter pairs (one or two with millésime), an
advertising tab, nice Airs, Dues, General Colonies, and other Back-of-the-Book; pages continue to 2003, giving you plenty
of space to expand on this solid foundation, F.-V.F. with better, review will not disappoint.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
France, Extensive Trans-Atlantic Mail to the US Exhibition Collection, 1926-37. A six-frame exhibit, neatly
presented to the highest standards, covering the remarkable 11-year time period through a worldwide depression, when,
though transatlantic shipping increased greatly, the international postal rates remained constant, except for registration
fees and post-crossing airmail rates; on display being both proper and improper usages of various stamps and markings
on a wide range of covers. The exhibit commences with the 1.50F letter rate including an illegal usage of Social Security
Insurance fiscal stamp, then the 2.40F double rate, 90c postcard rate, 30c printed matter rate, 60c sample rate, 1.50F and
2F registration rates with large envelopes paying both rates with nice frankings, and concluding with various airmail rates
and usages including 1928 first commercial airmail to the U.S. on catapult mail from the S.S. Ile de France by express mail
10F catapult rate, as well as other such flights at both 10F and 3F rates, and in particular the 25c experimental rate on
mail collected on board ship and transferred to airlift, also another 20 envelopes either on or off pages, further enhancing
character to the exhibit with Zeppelin, catapult, and Postage Due usages, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

215 )

216 HH/H/m

France, Multi-Volume Stock to Whet Your Appetite, 1849-1970s. Offering enough soup to nuts to satisfy the
hungriest of dealers; ten albums or binders of various makes (one no stamps) from the First Issue on; note an Yvert album
collection, 1849-1949, several 1950s-70s collections, a sparsely filled three-volume Scott Specialty album, and more; nice
Classics with wide range of cancels (including a Large Numeral 5098 (Smyrna)), solid shade and Type varieties, a reduced
PEXIP sheet cancelled at corners, etc.; thick binder of Vario pages with full range of material, with many margin examples,
a strip of ten each 1F50 and 2Fr Dulac Mariannes never hinged with full De La Rue imprint and plate numbers, and much,
much more, F.-V.F., feast your eyes on this lot.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

217 )

France, Captivating Cover Collection. In three binders plus loose, over 120 classic folded letter sheets or
covers; includes one stampless, but most franked by Cérès or Napoléon issues; majority are domestic usages, but note
destinations to all the neighbors (Britain, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland), one incoming Swiss (franked
by pretty Seated Helvetia), plus later Indochina Airmail, Senegal to France, etc.; a wealth of cancels and additional markings
including two with boxed “Après/le/départ”, railway cancels, Dues (several with adhesives), a Pneumatic card, a declaration
of value coupon, etc.; several Napoléon-franked covers enhanced by specialized presentation of singles with plate and
shade varieties; additional material in a single-row book and loose, including modern First Day Covers, maximum cards, an
illustrated cover, and the like, F.-V.F. with better, a lovely holding; inspection sure to please.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
) (photo on web site).
France, Sumptuous Sesquicentennial Selection, 1849-1993. Presented in three Lighthouse hingeless
albums (two with slipcases), a riveting review of France; begins with nicely filled Classics displaying lozenge, star, Small
and Large Numeral and c.d.s. cancels; stamps generally sound and nicely margined, all bright and fresh; note a #37 with
face-free cancel, 1Fr First Issue and 80c values for remaining Cérès and Napoléons, well-chosen Sages, pretty 1900-03
series, a 1925 Paris sheet (faults at bottom, stamps hinge-reinforced at corners) and never hinged PEXIP sheet, nice Semis
including a near-perfectly centered mint Smile of Reims, lovely Airs, etc.; light in the 1980s, but more than compensated for
by the binder of complete booklets, many of which are Red Cross Semis; a solid collection on which to build—or a great
opportunity for the dealer, F.-V.F. with better throughout, be sure to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

218 HH/H/m
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France, Maritime Service of the 15c Sage, from Marseilles to and from Corsica and
North Africa, 1876-1901. A single-frame (16-page) exhibit showing the Peace and Commerce issue’s use
on the high seas. Issued to pay the domestic single-letter rate, the 15c was also valid for Corsica, Algeria
and, from 1881-83, Tunisia, as each territory was considered part of Metropolitan France. Unlike the prephilatelic and Classics periods, the postal history of the Sage issues on these routes has been largely ignored.
This collection, focusing on the single value for the specific time period, with usage solely (or nearly so) to or from
Marseilles, is a tour de force of dogged determination and the quest for scarce material. Built, as the exhibitor
notes, over decades, the presentation focuses first on Corsican service and then on North African routes, with
each of the 11 Mediterranean port locations represented. A total of 27 covers—eight of which are designated
as particularly elusive to scarce—illustrate the markings used, many of which for only very short periods.
Beginning with legacy “Bateau à Vapeur” (in full or abbreviated) markings, the collection continues with the “Ligne de
[port]” cancels. Numerous corner cards and company cachets adorn the covers, all of which are in exceptionally
bright and clean condition. Most are singly franked by either gray or blue 15c, though one cover bears an additional
10c to meet the pre-1878 letter rate t Algeria, and another bears a pair of 15c to Genoa (from Philippeville, Algeria).

219 )

We note one cover (December 13, 1880) addressed to Marseilles, with two strikes of the red
octagonal “Alger à Port Vendres” dater, known only outbound from Algiers and used only
occasionally between August 1880 and July 1881. This is accompanied by a 2014 Roumet certificate.
There are also two incredibly difficult-to-find “Boîte Mobile” or “B.M.” cancels, one on a cover to Algiers, the
second to Bône, both from Marseilles. These “Moveable Boxes” were located either on the dock or at the shipping
line’s offices, with mail collected from them before the ship sailed. As their name states, these boxes were never
stationary, making the discovery of one cover (much less two!) for a given route that much more improbable.
A very pretty compilation of difficult maritime postal history material. Available online for viewing in full.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
(photo on web site).
220 H/m
France, Booklet Collection, 1926-2010. In two old time Lindner hingeless albums, an outstanding collection
of mostly complete booklets (with several duplicate panes thrown in); note Sowers, Mariannes from 1960s, Red Cross
booklets from 1952 (1952 a First Day cancelled booklet), plus plenty of recent vending, commemorative and self-adhesive
items, some early booklets with advertising or designed covers, in addition to postage stamp booklets, there are a variety
of rarely seen Girl Scout and three students’ “Belle France” Cinderella booklets, Tuberculosis issues of the 1940s and ‘50s,
etc., most booklets complete and unexploded with a couple exploded (but include the original staple); generally fresh and
clean, overall Very Fine, interesting lot with several unusual pieces, please inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
/m (photo on web site).
221 m
France, Au revoir Les Semi-Postaux, Complete Semi-Postal Collection, 1914-40, (#B1-B102). On
immaculate Scott Specialty pages, from meticulous old-time collector; key items are scarce in used condition, Very Fine and
choice.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
m. 2020 Scott $4,300 (photo on web site).
222 H/m/)
France, Outstanding One-Frame Exhibit on the Paris Philatelic Exhibition, 1925. A major philatelic event,
held just prior to the famous Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes; the collection here written
up to the highest exhibition standard, and includes relevant official invitation letter, programs, and promotional labels with
proofs; a wealth of special usages during the Exhibition and related events with numerous special-printed “Exposition
Philatélique Internationale…” corner card envelopes appropriately franked and canceled, with Registered, Airmail usages
and overseas destinations; among the specially issued 5F stamps is an imperforate marginal example unused (2003 Behr
certificate), the perforated stamps used on four envelopes and a postcard, with one cover franked by a block of four to the
Netherlands; plus its accompanying souvenir sheet mint, used with special cancel applied outside the stamps, and a late
use on a 1928 Registered commercial cover from Paris to New York (some faults); there is also a range of other material,
both philatelic and of a collateral nature, not included in the actual exhibit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/) (photo on web site).
An important, highly original presentation, the history of which is published in the erudite article by Professor Tom Broadhead,
“Paris 1925 - The Exposition Internationale de Timbres-Postes,” American Philatelist (August 2003), pp. 728-732.
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223 H/m

France, Well-Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1990. Housed in a Koch and two Lighthouse hingeless
albums; starting with the First Issue, solid 19th century items with a variety of cancels; 20th century equally strong, with
nicely centered Mersons, a Strasbourg souvenir sheet (previously hinged in margins only), etc., with nearly everything postWWII mint or never hinged; includes nice Semis and Airs, some Dues, even a few Newspapers—there’s even a 5 livres
Assignat tucked into the front cover; the occasional condition issue on the earliest material, but generally bright and fresh,
F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
m (photo on web site).
France & Colonies, “They Call Me Méli-Mélo” Stock Surprise. Massive mish-mash of 18 albums or binders,
plus several mart books, all filled with La Francophonie; majority Colonies, with most material being mid-period, but with
Navigation & Commerce, Blanc, Merson, Rights of Man issues as well; note overprints, Airs, several “France Libre” items,
centrally cancelled New Caledonia blocks of 4, many colorful Pictorials with great Topical appeal, etc.; France proper
includes early Cérès and Napoléons on through, with the French equivalent of Souvenir Panels for numerous 1980s issues,
plus some Back-of-the-Book and Colonies General Issues, etc., etc.; each volume arranged alphabetically, making for a
fairly clean sort into your stock, F.-V.F. or better, well worth perusing.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

224 H/m

H/m (photo on web site).
France & Colonies, The Bastille Selection, 1849-1922. And like its namesake, ready to be broken down;
in two small ledger books, the first entitled “France” and valued by Thiaude at 43,212FFr, the second “French Colonies”
and valued by 1942 Yvert at 9,246FFr; both marked “Second Choice”—but you’d be hard-pressed to prove that by some of
what’s here; France includes a solid array of various printings of Cérès and Napoléon issues (including a #37 with burelage
lines doubled plus socked-on-the-nose Paw c.d.s.), 1900-03 series items, some Sowers and later issues, plus Dues, 1921
and 1922 “Postes Paris” precancels, etc., with several covers plus a range of cancels including grids, stars, c.d.s.’s, Large
and Small Numerals, in red, “5098” Smyrna, “5119” Cairo, anchors, Algeria, and more; Colonies offer a nice array of
General Issues (Eagle and Cérès), Offices (China, Zanzibar, Cavalle, Alexandria) plus solid examples from around the
Francophone area with many choice cancels, F.-V.F. with better, nice stock selection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

225 H/m/)

226 F

H/m/) (photo on web site).
France & Colonies, Fakes and Forgeries Reference Collection. Stockbook with over 80 faux stamps and/
or cancels, plus reprints, of France and Colonies from Classics to the early 20th century; a few “Polish overprints” included
as well, overall Very Fine, tremendous reference material; imaged in full online (photo on web site).Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Colonies
227 H/m

French Colonies, Fantastic Old-Time Collection, 1859-1930s. On homemade quadrille pages, fully
annotated; a stunning holding last catalogued in 1942 (no, that’s not a typo: 1942) and valued at the time at 91,525FFr; a
Francophonie-wide collection beginning with General Issues, followed by Offices and specific Colonies; material throughout
strongest in earlier issues, with useful duplication and a wealth of cancel types and locales; note Navigation & Commerce,
France and Blancs/Mouchons/Mersons imprinted and inscribed throughout, Offices in China with some choice cancels,
multiples including French Guiana millésime blocks, Airs, Dues, Obock #50 one-third tied on piece, Tunisia “T”-perfined
Dues, etc., etc.; condition varies as one would expect, and stamps here and there are toned, but our review turned up
nothing damaged; a remarkable collection to thrill collector and dealer alike, F.-V.F. with better, a must-see.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
m (photo on
web site).

Somali Coast

228 HH a

French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1c-4c & 20c-5Fr Pictorials Collection of Half-Sheets, 1909, (64-66, 6979). Half-sheetlets of 25 (with margins or gutters) mint never hinged in a stockbook; an extraordinary holding, with all the
key and high-values, Very Fine, enormous catalogue value; see the entire stock online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HHa. Scott $12,850. Yvert 67-69,
72-82; €10,500 ($11,770) (photo on web site).
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Tunisia
229 HH/H/m

French Colonies: Tunisia, Mint & Used Collection, 1888-1997. Several hundred stamps and souvenir
sheets housed in an Yvert & Tellier album, including used #1-7, 9-25, J10, Parcel Posts complete, and mint #122-142,
B3-B11, B12-B16, B37-B46, B54-B73, Airmails complete, and most souvenir sheets perforated and imperforate, F.-V.F., a
brilliant collection not needing much for completion; examine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
HH/H/m (photo on web site).

German Area
230 H/m

German Area, Zusammendrucke, Dealer’s eBay Stock, 1910-58. Each item/set in glassines, each identified
with descriptions and prices with only slight duplication, using Michel numbers and catalog value, containing: used: KZ1,
KZ2.1, KZ13 (2), KZ15, KZ17-19 strips, KZ29 strip (2), RL12 (2 strips), RL15.2, S1-4 pairs and strips, S7 ba, S11a-14a pairs
and strips, S18 (2 strips), S20 (2 strips), S22 (2 strip), S23, S24 strip, S37, S39 block of six, S43 strip, S45 strip, S46-49
pairs and strips, S47 strip of 3, S60, S63 strip, S71 and S75 block of six, S76 a, S80, S85 (2), S87 strip, S88-91 pair and
strips, S93 strip on piece, S94 used pair on piece, S95, S95 strip, S97 strip, S98 pair, S99 strip, S102-5, S106-9 pairs and
strips, S110 pairs and strips, S112, S124 strip, S124 block of six, S126, S223-26, S239-42 pair and strips, S253-56 pairs
and strips, SK19 pair, SK19 block of four, SK20 pair, SK20 block of four, W1.1, W2.7, W6 ba, W7 1 ab, W9 aa (2), W21.2,
W21.3 (2), W22 (2), W22 block of four, W23 (2), W24.1 (2), W25, W34-35, W37 (2), W38, W45, W52, W53, WK1, WZ8 strip,
WZ10, WZ9-11, and mint: HB2 I a A, HB27 af A, HB47 B, HB49 B, HB64 B (NH booklet pane), K7 tete beche pair, K7-8
Tete beche pairs, KZ12 strip, KZ15 NH strip, KZ15 block of four with gutter between, KZ15 (2 tete beche strips), RL1-2 NH,
RL15.2, S4 I ab, S4 II ac, S5 fa, S6 ab pair, S7, S11 a-14 b pairs and strips, S14 block of eight, S19 F, S37, S38-39, S38-39
pairs and strips, S41, S48-49 pair and strip, S54 (2), S58, S58 (2 NH), S59 strip, S60, S62, S63 strip, S73 strip, S73 NH
strip, S75 strip, S80 NH, S80 NH in block of four, S82 (2), S84, S85, S86, S88-92 pairs and strips, S94, S98 (2), S102-5,
SK19-20 blocks of four, W4 c, W6 ba (3), W7 aa, W8 fa, W10-11 pairs, W10 aa, W11 ba (2), W12 fa, W13, W13 aa (3), W13
ba, W22 pair and strip of four, W23 (2 NH), W24.1, W25 (2 NH), W32, W32 NH, W37 (2 NH), WZ5 NH strip, WZ6 strip, WZ7
strip and WZ8 strip (2). Viewing is recommended to double check identification or condition., generally F.-V.F., A great stock
of better items and excellent sales potential.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

/m. Michel €65,250+ ($73,140) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
231 H/m
German Area, Broad-Ranging and Valuable Stock. From States to Bund, a wonderful offering of definitive
issues; early Empire present used (and usefully duplicated) with some striking shade varieties present; Reich includes various
regular issues, including a few overprinted sets and a couple Inflations; Bund continues this trend with various Buildings
groups (including Mark values identified by Michel type) and imperforate and part-perf varieties, Posthorn overprints, etc.;
several West German items present in larger multiples; fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F. with better, inspection invited;
see it all online.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
/m. 2019 Scott $23,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
232 H/m/)
German Area, Impressive Collection, 1933-71. In four springback albums covering issues from the Reich
(including Nothilfe sheet hinged, Chicago Flight Zeppelins mint and used, Ostropa sheet used, etc., etc.); French Zone and
American/Bi-Zone Occupations (with nearly all of the popular souvenir sheets from the Zones, a nice Buildings offering,
Posthorn overprints, and much, much more); plus Bund and Berlin (featuring most early issues, black “Berlin” overprints,
#9NB1-9NB3 & 9NB3a never hinged, etc.); generally bright and fresh, with some wonderfully centered examples throughout;
a modest number of covers complement the collection, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, well worth inspecting online—
you won’t be disappointed.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
/m/) (photo on web site).
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233 H/m

German Area, Serious Representation, 1850-1935. With loose old album pages comprising the contents
of several old time collections and stock pages, with all states represented, acquired over the years to form the base of an
exce
arious issues by country on old time 19th century album pages with seven mint, French Alsace and Lorraine
occupation issues, group of black stockpages with 22 early Bavaria numeral issues, Wurtemberg group of early classic
issues from early numeral, through coat of arms, to later issues with several better, group of three stockpages filled with
various Hanover issues, group of old time quadrille album pages and black album pages from a couple old time albums
filled with various classic states issues, group of a little over a dozen large quadrille pages filled with decent states and
early empire, a few early album pages filled with better identified issues, containing: Brunswick 1, 3, 4-11, 16, 17, Prussia
1-5, 9-13, 21-22 and more, generally F.-V.F., This is the kind of lot that can really be a bonanza for the specialist, with great
diversity of shades and possible varieties. There could be one stamp that to the trained eye, might pay for the entire lot, so
view carefully.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
/m (photo on web site).
German Area, Se-tenant Dealers Stock. From Empire to Bund, a two-inch binder filled with stock pages of
Germany’s Zusammendrücke, mint and used, all fully identified; begins with a selection of Germania booklet panes, and
then runs through Reich and West Germany’s Michel-prefixed K, KZ, RL, S, SK, W and WZ issues; interesting variety,
several of the used items with no-nonsense cancels; generally fresh and sound, with bright colors and clean paper, F.-V.F.
with better, a nice find for the specialist—and useful and valuable stock for the dealer.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

234 HH/H/m

HH/H/m. Scott $10,300+ (photo on w
German Area, Dealers Stock, 1860’s-1950’s. In nine dealer counter books, full of tear sheets, identified
and priced Scott and partially with Deutschmarks many years ago, with (used) 667-68, 669 (7), B309, B313 (2), B314-15,
B316-17, B320-23, B330, C35-37 (3), C35 (3), C37 (2), C38, 9N61-63 and (mint) 351-62, 667-68, B107-15, B309, B314-15,
B334-37, C31-34, 9N35-41, 9N68, 9N76-79 (2), DDR B21a and Danzig 1-15, some typical faults you usually see in dealer
stocks, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

235 H/m

/m. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
German Area, Interesting Back-of-the-Book Collection. Presented ready for sale in a binder on stockpages,
each item or set identified by Scott or Michel and priced; begins with a selection of booklet panes, and includes several
States issues, a neat array of post-War Locals, Feldpost issues (some used), various Occupations, a lightly hinged 10¢
Hamburg American Packet, etc.; fresh and clean throughout, with all appearing sound, F.-V.F. or better, material not always
offered; worth viewing (all imaged online).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

236 H/m

/m. Scott $7,154 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
German Area, Excellent Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1986. Mounted in an album, mostly all mint with
a high degree of completion, includes great coverage in post-WWII from the Posthorns on, with very strong semi-postal,
Occupations, etc., a few better mint noted is 665-666, 667-668, 670-685, B49-B57, B310-B313, B320-B323, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/H/m
(photo on web site).

237 HH/H/m

Germany

238 )

Germany, Sensational Postal History Collection, 1933-45. In five stockbooks, two cover albums and a
stack of homemade album/exhibition pages 10 inches thick; stockbooks contain stamps mint and used and used on piece,
meter strips, additional cards and covers, etc., but the main body of the collection is the pages: everything you could imagine
is here: postal and post cards depicting Hitler (portraits, with Mussolini, with children, etc.), generals, battle themes, Party
propaganda, 700th anniversary of Berlin, stamp collecting (!), even some SS Feldpost; postal cards bear imprints of Third
Reich stamps plus various nationalist-themed or historical illustrations; many, if not most, of the most popular and desirable
postcards are here, and there is bound to be some duplication, Very Fine overall, with cards pristine and corners sharp, one
of the finest such collections we’ve ever offered.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
(photo on web site).
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239 m

Germany, The King Tiger, 1872-1945. Very extensive stock in six fat stockbooks; contains only high-quality
stamps and souvenir sheets with nice cancellations; our estimate is conservative, with each stamp assumed to be the least
expensive type and color; well worth a close review, Very Fine, see it all on our website.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
m. Michel €51,500 ($57,730) (phot
Germany, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1960. Mounted in a stockbook & an album, with Baden, Bavaria
with imperf varieties, Schleswig-Holstein, C24-C26, C27-C34, C35-C37, C44-C45, C46-C56, Saar with mint 99-116, B1-B4,
B5-B8, B16-B22, B23-B29, Upper Silesia 38-42, a nifty grouping, review is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

240 HH/H

241

HH/H. Scott $24,000 (photo on we
Germany, Zeppelin Flight Cachets, 1929-38, Proofs, Specimens & Forgeries. A small-format cover album
holding 76 examples of mostly Graf Zeppelin-related cachets; among the material here are 1929 Around-the-World Flight
“Tokio C.P.O.” cancel on postal card corner with full additional markings; 1929 Mediterranean Flight; 1929 Orient Flight
(pair on piece); 1931 Egypt Flight (2); North America Flights including 1929 First Flight of the season; South America
Flights from 1930 and ‘31, plus covers from Argentina and Paraguay; about a half-dozen Condor-Zeppelin Flight items; a
1934 Brazil “Autograph book” with variously dated or designed handstamps; multiple Germany and European Flights
(including five Iceland Flight items); plus collateral material including a Görlitz 17 Oct. 1929 mail drop cancel, forged onboard 8 Aug 1929 cancels, scarce Graf Zeppelin- and DZR-themed meter cancels from 1928 and 1938, etc., etc., Very Fine,
an incredible gathering of beautiful material that could be an exhibition-quality collection in its own right; see it all online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

242 HH a

Germany, Inflation-Era Sheets Collection, 1921-23. Stunning group of mint never hinged material, many
in sheets/panes of 100, plus a stockbook with other multiples, such as margin blocks and strips and part-sheetlets, Very
Fine overall, many desirable marginal and inscription blocks/multiples; see the entire holding online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Ha. Michel €32,000
($35,870) (photo on web site).
243 m
Germany, Used in Stockbook, 1871-1944. From #1 on; extremely extensive in Shield issues, with later high
values, Semi-Postals, souvenir sheets, some Airmails, etc.; many choice, beautiful cancels, Very Fine, highly collectable
material; imaged in full online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
. Michel €33,000 ($36,990) (photo on web site).
German Occupations, plus Plebiscites, Master Collection, 1918-39. On Ka-Be hingeless pages; includes
Allenstein complete mint; Marienwerder complete mint but for #29 (#28 used on piece, signed); Schleswig complete mint;
Upper Silesia complete mint or used; Danzig complete mint or used but for one stamp (#44), including #47-48 never hinged
and signed; Memel complete mint or used; Poland Offices in Gdansk & Danzig complete mint or used; Saar complete
mint or used through 1934, Very Fine overall, fully imaged online.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

244 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
Germany, Post World War II Collection, Mint & Used, 1948-1951. Many hundreds of mint & used stamps
mounted in a springback album, better includes 636a, 641a, 651a, 654a, 657a plus plate block of four, 636 diamond
perforation, 641 imperf, 648 imperf pair, block of four & part perf pairs, 651 retouched towers, 657 part perf pairs, imperf
pairs, plus many other varieties, a true labor of love, inspection invited, F.-V.F., ex-Richard Ruppel.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
HH/H/m (photo on web
site).

245 HH/H/m
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246 HH

Germany, Mint Collection, 1945-49. Presented in a slipcased Davo hingeless album; comprises French
Zone, Bizone and Soviet Zone issues; virtually complete with all but a handful never hinged; bright and fresh throughout,
with French Zone souvenir sheets (both perforated and imperforate), all three AMG printings complete, Bizone roller and
net overprints and Buildings (basic set complete, perf 14 set to 1M—no spaces provided for the higher values), Soviet
Zone includes Berlin Bears, Thüringen 1945 souvenir sheet of three (#16N7a, a left margin example), “3/Berlin 4” and
“Sowjetische/Besatzungs/Zone” overprints complete, and much, much more, Very Fine on the whole, a lovely holding of
popular material; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH (photo on web site).
Germany, Post WWII Soviet Zone Local Issues and DDR Collection, 1945-1987. Mounted in four Scott
Specialty albums, highly complete with many complete sets followed by the occasional cover, with the first volume containing
emergency Locals and Russian Zone issues, with 50+ covers, many sets of various Hitler head issues and 1945-1946 local
designs, second to fourth album containing DDR from inception to 1987, with notable items that include: DDR 54-57A,
82-84, 144a Marx perf souvenir sheet, 146a Marx perf and imperf souvenir sheets, 10NB11, 12NB10-12 mixed franking
with Strausberg stamps on registered Strausberg cover to Hamburg, 12NB10-12 souvenir card and scarce 15N1 mint 12pf
Pochta issue, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 1,500

247 H/m/)

/m/) (photo on web site).
Germany, Post World War II Collection, Mint & Used 1948-1951 Part 2. Scores of sheets and part sheets
from 634-657 in a sheet folder, includes half page double print 657, full sheet 634 (2), 635 (3), 637 (4), 638, 639 (3), 644,
642, 641 no printing bottom row, 647 (2), 650 (2), 656, enormous catalog value, review is urged, F.-V.F., ex-Richard
Ruppel.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

248 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
Germany: Federal Republic, Extensive Collection, 1970-2015. Filling four various albums and a stockbook,
nearly complete Bund collection of singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, and panes with only a small handful of items missing
but many extras present, many issues of 2000s mint as margin singles plus parallel mint and used sections, with Deutsch
Post cancelled items (some postally used), many complete unexploded booklets, mint and occasional used booklet panes,
self-adhesive stamp strips of five (in addition to the singles), excellent booklets back to Michel Berlin #MH1 (exploded),
several still in original auction house/dealer glassines, P.O. fresh throughout, with much of the modern issues needed in
many collections, overall Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

249 H/m

H/m (photo on web site).

Greece

250 HH/H/m

Greece, Mega Stock Selection, 1887-2011. All on cards identified by Scott and ready to add to your inventory;
begins with #5-6 used, with nice holding of Hermes Heads, a few Olympics, etc., the holding strengthening around the 1922
period with solid coverage thereafter including 1940 Scouts with good Airs, Occupations and Mt. Athos; overwhelmingly
mint with much never hinged; useful duplication with some sets parallel mint and used; small binder of stockpages holds
recent singles, booklets and souvenir sheets, F.-V.F. with much better, a fresh and extensive offering.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
HH/H/m (photo on
web site).

Hungary

251 H/m/)

Hungary, Extensive Collection with many Imperfs, 1871-1960. Housed in two Schaubek springback
albums; largely complete to 1960, with pages (and a few stamps) continuing to 1965, with vast majority mint from 1916;
note lithographed first issue to 15k (used), solid Crowns, near-complete tabbed issues, 1918-19 inverted overprints, nice
Madonna & Child issues, souvenir sheets, much 1950s and on material present both as issued and imperforate, SemiPostals, Airs, Special Deliveries and Dues; extensive, near-complete Occupations, and much, much more, F.-V.F. with
better, a satisfying collection; dig in.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
m/) (photo on web site).
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252 HH/H

Hungary, Collection, 1871-1970. In Scott Specialty album, with a high level of completion throughout with
many of the better early long sets (without separation of the early perf varieties), mostly mint, with only a tiny minority of used
issues, with better highlights that include: 9-10, 34, 41, several Franz Josef I higher values of various watermarks, 415-17,
462-65, 486, 871-84, 1035 perf and imperf souvenir sheets, several imperf issues, Malaria souvenir sheet, B1-17, B18-34,
B94, B103-7, B148a-50a, B202-3 sheets of four, C24-25, C26-34, C95, CB1D, CB2, CB13-14 as well as a strong section of
the higher value occupation issues, overall condition appears better than usual, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H (photo on web site).
Hungary, The Hussars Collection, 1871-1990. In two Scott Specialty albums, mainly mint, some parallel
mint and used, largely complete through 1978 and from 1985-90; from 1950s apparently never hinged; highlights include
used #2, 5, 12, 450-456, B1-B17, B80-B87, B94, B97, C31-C33, 2N20, 2N21; mint #4, 64, 311-330, 657-698, 700-707,
871-884, B1-B14, B80-B87, B97, C1-C2, C12-C23, C35-C44, 2N20, 2N21, 3N1-3N34, 3NB1-3NB7, 3NJ1-3NJ5, 5N20a,
5N20b; and never hinged #487-491, scarce 1949 UPU unexploded booklet which includes #859a and 860a, #1461a
imperforate sheet with control number, B188-B198, B202, C123-C128, CB1-CB1C, CB1D, CB2; also many key Topicals
such as Space, Olympics, Sports, Animals and Flowers, including some scarce imperforate sets; and almost complete
Postage Dues, Officials, Parcel Posts and Occupations, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

253 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).

Italian Area
254 H/m/)

Italian Area, Old Time Accumulation 1873-2010. Valuable vintage accumulation on old dealer counterpanes
(Stampazine etc), glassines, etc., includes better covers, first day covers, souvenir sheets, premium sets & singles, with San
Marino & Vatican, some better includes San Marino C62a, C75a, Rhodes E1-E2 blocks of four, every glassine and page
must be reviewed, enormous catalogue value, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
/m/) (photo on web site).

Papal/Roman States
255 H/m/)

Italian States: Papal/Roman States, Fountainous Mint and Used Collection with Postal History, 182070. Commencing with 11 pre-philatelic official folded letters from 1820-52 showing Pontifical cachets from various offices
and many also with town straightline handstamps or c.d.s.’s; stamps include 1852 imperf 50b deep blue, slightly worn
impression, four margins, cancelled by grill, and 1sc rose unused; 1867 glazed paper 3c black on gray unused (no gum)
and 80c used, along with nine franked covers including 1868 envelope from Rome to London bearing imperf 5c and 40c
with perf 13 10c; 1868 envelope from Rome to London bearing imperf 80c with perf 13 10c and 20c, signed Alberto Diena;
and 1870 envelope from Rome to Warsaw via Berlin bearing perf 13 5c, 10c (defects) and 40c showing Italian and German
“insufficiently franked” handstamps adjacent; some faults as to be expected, nevertheless a fine “old-time” collection with
most items having been acquired in the 1950s, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/) (photo on web site).
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Sardinia
256 H/m)

Sardinia,
Comprehensive
Collection
of
Cavallini
Letter
Sheets,
1819-49.
The “Cavallini” have acquired both a mythical and romantic aura in the annals of postal history and are considered to be one
of the precursors of worldwide postal stationery. In actual fact, the Cavallini letter sheets were introduced in the Kingdom of
Sardinia as a fiscal rather than postal measure. In the early nineteen century, there were three forms of transmission of
domestic mail within Sardinia. These consisted of official or government mail, usually indicated by free frank markings, mail
sent through the state postal service, with the fees usually paid by the recipient, and private mail carried by messenger or
courier service. Although this last method of communication provided a quicker or more efficient service, it was cumbersome
for the public, since fees had to be paid both at the post office and to the courier or messenger service. The sale of the
stamped Cavallini letter sheets simplified this process, while also protecting the state’s monopoly on revenue for written
communication through the collection of fees for their sale to the public.The Cavallini letter sheets were made readily
available to the public, having been sold not only at the post office, but also at local tobacco shops throughout the island.
This letter paper had three handstamped (first issue) or embossed (second issue) denominations, based on the distance of
sending of the letter. The motif of the stamped design consisted of a cherub with a posthorn riding a striding “Giara” pony, a
wild horse breed native to the island of Sardinia. All communications sent by private or messenger service were required to
be sent on these letter sheets, which consisted of the double size of a simple sheet of paper, and, therefore, could be
conveniently folded for mailing, with one sheet to be used as the message portion and the other for the outer (addresscovering.
The following official printed documents relating to the issue of the Cavallini and published by the Royal Printing Bureau are
included in the collection, and the Italian versions are represented by numerous copies. The official French version, which
is
quite
rare,
was
published
for
the
inhabitants
of
Savoy
and
the
Comté
de
Nice.
•Regie Patenti Con cui S.M. aggiunge alcune facilità a quelle accordate coll’ Editto delli 12 agosto scorso, pel trasporto delle
corrispondenze del Pubblico per mezzi estranei alla Posta; stabilisce l’uso di una Carta denominate “Carta Postale-Bollata”,
e dà alter provvidenze relative.In data delli 7 novembre 1818. Torino, dalla Stamperia Reale.
This patent established the issuance of stamped paper to replace post office handstamps applied to mail transmitted
privately, the three denominations to be used, their purpose/rates, and the regulations applying to this system.
Three original published copies.•Lettres-Patentes par lesquelles S.M. accorde quelques facilités, outres celles portées par
son Edit du 12 août dernier, pour le transports des letters du public par des voies étrangères à la Poste; établit l’usage d’un
papier timbre, et donne quelques autres dispositions à cet égard.En date du 7 novembre 1818. Chambéry, Imprimeur dRoi.
One original published copy.The French version of the “Regie Patenti…”•Manifesto Camerale Portante notificanza che la
Carta Postale-bollata, stabilata colle Regie Patenti delle 7 dello scorso novembre, sarà provvisionalmente posta in corso
non filigranata; della dimensione ordinaria della Carta cosi detta da Lettere, e munita dei bolli relativi alle tre qualità della
medesima pienamente conformi agli impronti ivi delineati.In data delli 3 dicembre 1818. Torino, dalla Stamperia Reale.This
notice confirmed the issue of three letter sheets of different values, provisionally on regular unwatermarked paper, and then
later on special watermarked paper.Seven original published copies.The back page of each copy contains original
impressions of the three stamped values in blue (“Modelli de’ Bolli”). •Manifeste de la Royale Chambre des Comptes par
lequel elle notifie au Public que le papier timbre de Poste établi par les Royales Patentes du 7 novembre dernier sera
provisoirement mis en usage sans filigrane, de la dimension ordinaire du papier dit à lettres, et revêtu des timbres rélatifs
aux trios qualités de papier absolument conformesaux empreintes, qui y sont figurées.En date du 3 décembre 1818. Turin,
de l’Imprimerie Royale. One original published copy.The back page contains original impressions of the three stamped
values in blue (“Modèles des Timbres”). The French version of the “Manifesto Camerale…”•Manifesto Camerale Portante
notificanza che la distribuzione dell’attuale Carta Postale bollata provvisionale cesserà con tutto dicembre prossimo; e che
comincierà Alberto Diena aver luogo dal primo gennajo 1820 la distribuzione della Carta postale filigranata bollata a secco,
con alcune provvidenzerelative. In data delli 13 novembre 1819. Torino, dalla Stamperia Reale.This notice called for the
cessation of the 1819 first handstamped (provisional) issue and provided an extended usage date and the method of
exchanging these for the new embossed (definitive) issue on special watermarked paper. It confirmed the three new
definitive values to be issued on January 1, 1820. Six original published copies.The fourth page of each copy contains
original impressions of the three colorless embossed values (“Modelli de’ Bolli”).1819 (1 January - 31 December) Cavallini
Provisional Handstamps in BlueAlthough this provisional issue was only to be valid for a year, its use was tolerated until
the end of January 1820. It was then withdrawn and superseded by the definitive embossed stamped letter sheets. After the
end of the provisional period, the letter sheets could be exchanged for the definitive embossed issue. However, these letter
sheets were used into 1836. The Cavallini horseman designs were printed on double sheets (approximately 385 x 245 mm).
Most of the surviving unused letter sheets are on single or slightly larger (1½ times) sheets, unless otherwise stated.
The collection contains the following letter sheets :•15 centesimi Unused - 2 letter sheets.  Used within proper period -
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1819 (Sept.) entire letter (380 x 245 mm, double letter sheet) from Turin to Pont San Martino, splitting along joins, signed
Alberto Diena an G. Bolaffi.  Wrong (misdated) or impossible date - 1818 (Mar. 9) entire letter from Tuggia to Triore, on
watermarked paper.  
Late dates of use - 1829-49 entires or entire letters (4), two are on watermarked paper.
•25 centesimi  
Unused - 6 letter sheets, one signed Alberto Diena, some of doubtful status.
  Late date of use - 1820 (July 13) entire letter (382 x 250 mm, double letter sheet) from Turin to Salzo, with 1972 Giulio
Bolaffi certificate. Late date of use - 1823 (Oct. 7) printed prices current and message on entire letter (double letter sheet)
from London to Vgevano via Calais and Milan, thin paper with “W Weatherley/1822” watermark, status doubtful.
 Later
dates
of
use
1824-49
entires
or
entire
letters
(4).
Reference - 1819 (Dec. 19) entire letter from Diano to Paris, forged Cavallini 25c handstamp.
•50 centesimi  Unused - 8 letter sheets, one signed E(milio) Diena, four are on watermarked paper (all expertized: one
signed AlbertoDiena, one with 1999 Newiger certificate, and the other two with 2005 Sismondo certificates).Used within
proper period - 1819 (Feb. 4) entire letter (405 x 263 mm, double letter sheet) from Genova to San Stefano, not expertized.
  Remainder usages - 1820 (May 20) folded official letter sheet (393 x 260 mm) with printed “Amministrazione delle Regie
Poste” of Genova, message and 50c stamped impression on inside, from Genova to Loano, signed ED (Emilio Diena).
  Remainder usages - 1823 (c.) folded official letter sheet (1+ page) with printed “Amministrazione delle Regie Poste” of
Genova
and
50c
stamp.ed
impression
on
inside,
from
Turin
to
Strambino.
  Later dates of use - 1828-45 entires or entire letters (3).  Reference - 1819 (Dec. 19) entire letter from Diano to Paris,
forged Cavallini 50c handstamp.1820 (Jan. 1) Cavallini Definitive Issue with Colorless Embossing
These letter sheets were again issued as double sheets on watermarked paper to be folded in the form of covers. The paper
has the watermark of the Arms of Savoy and the inscription of authorization of the Directorate General of the Posts. Most of
the surviving unused letter sheets contain only half sheets.This issue remained in use through the end of 1837, though the
Postal Decree of March 30, 1836 detailed the cessation of the Cavallini and the handling of private mails, mail matter where
there was no post office, and local mail sent within the district of the same town. In future, these privileges would not be
taxed by the government, thereby ending the state monopoly over collecting revenue from such communications. As such,
there was no longer a need for the Cavallini. The subsequent Postal Circular of June 2, 1836, laid out the instructions for
the return of any unused letter sheets, which the general public could return at the end of the month and receive full
reimbursement.The
collection
contains
the
following
letter
sheets
:•15
centesimi
  Unused - 4 half or 1½ (page) letter sheets, one signed Alberto Diena.  Used - 1820 (Feb. 23) entire letter (397 x 270 mm,
double letter sheet) from Zoagli to Genoa, early usage. Used - 1820 (May 17) entire letter (double letter sheet) from
Pomparato to Genoa, first year usage, part of address crossed out, signed Alberto Diena. Used - 1822 (Sept. 11) entire
letter (397 x 270 mm, double letter sheet) from Siniscola to Turin, with A. Bolaffi handstampguarantee.
 Used - 1822-29 entires or entire letters (5), one signed Alberto Diena.  
Reference - Unused double letter sheet,
embossingpartly applied over watermark, status unknown. Reference - Unused double letter sheet, embossing applied
over watermark, and six pointed star in watermark, forgery.   Reference - 2 unused single letter sheets, small and large six
pointed star in watermark, forgery. •25 centesimi  Unused - 18 (approximately) half letter sheets, one signed ED (Emilio
Diena) and another signed Alberto Diena with 2005Sismondo certificate, a number may be of doubtful status.  Used - 1822
(June 22) entire letter (394 x 258 mm, double letter sheet) from Revello to Bene, signed Alberto Diena and with 2018 Helmut
Avi certificate. Used - 1832 (July 3) entire letter (395 x 255 mm, double letter sheet) from Carmagnola to Turin, signed
Alberto Diena.  Used - 1825 (Oct. 12) entire letter (397 x 260 mm, double letter sheet) from Ovada to Genova, signed
Alberto Diena.  Reference - 2 unused single or half letter sheets, both with small six pointed star in watermark, forgery.
•50 centesimi  Unused - 8 half letter sheets, one signed Alberto Diena and with 2005 Sismondo certificate, some may be
of doubtful status.  Used - 1828 (Dec. 29) entire (single letter sheet) from Spezia to Turin, also showing “Spezia” handstamp
+ “Dice 29” datestamp, both in red, signed Alberto Diena.  Remainder usages - 1838 (Sept. 17) folded double letter sheet
(395 x 255 mm) with printed “Amministrazione delle Regie Poste” of Genova and written message on inside, embossed
impression of Cavallini 50c and “Genova/17 Set” unframed datestamp adjacent, with manuscript tax marking.
  Reference - 2 unused half letter sheets, small and large six pointed star in watermark, forgery.   
Reference Unuseddoubleletter sheet, large six pointed star in watermark, forgery. •CollateralIncluded are various cut-outs, reprints,
forgeries and some presumed genuine, a couple of articles and an F.R. Ferryman (New York) auction catalogue of Jan.
26-27, 1954.There is also a correspondence of folded letters (half sheets) addressed to the Minister of the Interior in Turin
showing embossed 15c, 25c and 50c, all with “Finale” handstamps, three have small or large star in watermark and the
other has embossing applied over the Arms
.Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
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Italy
257 HH

Italy, Superlative All-Mint Collection, 1862-2010. In six Lindner hingeless albums, each with slipcase; an
absolutely remarkable collection, near-complete mint, with all never hinged (or appearing to be); far too many highlights to
list them all, but we note lovely embossed issues, Humbert series to the 5L, Fascist Oath issue, all of the commemorative
issues less Manzoni, Zeppelins, I-GIOR triptychs, well-paid Dues, extensive Parcel Posts, rarely encountered Association
stamps, Express and Pneumatic Post issues, WWII slogan tabs, a nice array of 1924-25 Publicity Tabs, Italian Social
Republic…plus post-war Republic essentially complete; fresh and sound throughout; this is the Italy collection you’ve been
waiting for, Very Fine overall, come, see, and bid high to conquer.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

HH. Scott $50,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Italy, Choice Retail Stock, 1860-1998. Very extensive holding in two stockbooks with later issues generally
never hinged; includes used #26-27, 29-33, 51, 117-118, 518, 538-539, C7; mint #58-63, 85, 114, 115-116, 117-118,
165-170, 174A-174G, 268-279, 288-289, 324-328, 349-354, 415-434, 495-506, 533-534, 538-539, 574-576, B30-B33, C4,
C6-C9, C23-C26, C35-C39, C73-C85, C79-C83, CE1-CE2, E9, E26, O1-O8, Q1-Q4; and never hinged #535-536, C48,
C73-C78, C127-C128, Q49-Q60; very high catalogue value, Very Fine, all online for your review.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
HH/H/m (photo on web
site).
259 HH/H/m
Italy, Galilean Galleon Specialized Collection, 1900-55. Mostly mint or never hinged in three albums; all
kinds of specialist material including watermark, color, shade, die and type varieties; also pairs, strips, gutter strips, blocks,
imprint and corner blocks, imperforate or part-perforate items, and much, much more; a lot to digest, Very Fine, imaged
in full online; bring your telescope and pizza.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

258 HH/H/m

HH/H/m. Sassone €150,000+ ($168,150) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Italy, Air Mail Collection, 1934-38, (#C52-C105, #CB1-CB3, #CE1//CE9, #E14-E17). On immaculate Scott
Specialty pages, very extraordinary choice items with nice cancels, from meticulous old-time collector, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, scarce.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

260 m

m. Scott $8,500 (photo on web site).
Italy, Definitive & Commemorative Collection, 1901-27, (#76-174F, 175-191). On immaculate Scott
Specialty pages, very extraordinary choice items with nice cancels, from meticulous old-time collector, F.-V.F., including
scarce material.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

261 m

. Scott $10,600 (photo on web site).
Italy, Air Mail Collection, 1933, (#C42-C49). On immaculate Scott Specialty page, very extraordinary choice
items with nice cancels, from meticulous old-time collector, Extremely Fine, very scarce, the key to Italy!
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
m. Scott $6,700
(photo on web site).
263 m
Italy, The Fascisti Feat, Complete Definitive & Commemorative Collection, 1927-40, (#193-412). On
immaculate Scott Specialty pages, very extraordinary choice items with nice cancels, from meticulous old-time collector,
overall Very Fine, includimng much scarce material.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

262 m

m. Scott $10,725 (photo on web site).
Italy, Air Mail Collection, 1917-32, (#C1-C39). On immaculate Scott Specialty pages, very extraordinary
choice items with nice cancels, from meticulous old-time collector, overall Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

264 m

m. Scott $5,800 (photo on web site).
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265 HH/H

Italian Liberation Local Issues, Specialized Collection, 1943-45. On white glassine stockpages in
alphabetical order; as cities and towns in northern Italy were freed from the Italian Socialist Republic and Nazi occupation,
stamps were locally overprinted, many under the auspices of the Comitati di Liberazione Nazionale (C.L.N.); includes: Ariano,
Barge, Bassano, Cuvio, Domodossola, Imperia, Maccagno, Mantova, Partigiani, Piacenza, Ponte Chiasso, Roma, and
others; also includes some propaganda labels and emissions, incredibly scarce material; many unpriced in any catalogue,
due to their scarcity, with some cities having total print quantities of 25-50, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity; see it all on our
website.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
HH/H (photo on web site).
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Jaw-Dropping Collection, 1940-44. Amazing collection on album
pages, all apparently used on piece, with many pairs, etc.; includes Occupation overprints on islands of Cefaloni, Ithaca,
Corfu, Zante, etc., along with some Greek Occupation of Albania; various stamps signed, with insanely expensive stamps
present; the collector’s Sassone catalogue value (if everything is real) is over €1,900,000 (yes, you read that right: almost 2
million Euros!), Very Fine, imaged in full online.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

266 s

s (photo on web site).

Italian Post Offices Abroad
267 H/m

Italian Post Offices Abroad, Virtually Complete Collection, 1874-1923. Mainly mint, on Schaubek pages;
featuring General Issues, Crete, Albania, Durazzo, Scutari, Valona, Janini, Jerusalem, Salonika, Smyrna and Constantinople;
some hard-to-find material, generally Very Fine, imaged in full online; Constantinople #J5-J6 signed Diena.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H/m. Sassone
€23,500+ ($26,340) (photo on web site).
268 m
Italian Post Offices Abroad, Well-filled Used Collection, 1874-1923. On album pages; mostly General
Issues and various Levant issues, but with Albania, Crete, Bengasi, Tripoli and Saseno as well; General Issues complete
by Scott major numbers; Offices in Turkish Empire #6-9 & 18 (each signed); Crete (Canea) #1, 3-13 (#6 and 13 signed);
Durazzo #7; Janina #5-12; Salonika #8, etc., with numerous 5L stamps present, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
m.
Sassone €26,400+ ($29,590) (photo on web site).
269 H
Italian Offices in China, Outstanding Used Collection, 1917-19. On four black Lighthouse-style stockpages,
complete except for the rarities; Peking #1-5, 12-21, 22-28, 30, 32, E1-E2, J1-J4, J6; Tientsin #1-2, 5-14, 15-21, 23, E1-E2,
J1-J4, J6-J8, F.-V.F. or better, scarce material, imaged in full on website.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Italian Colonies

H. Scott $11,000+. Sassone €18,000 ($20,180 on

270 HH/H/m

Italian Colonies, Extensive and Valuable Collection, 1893-1941. Neatly presented in a Marini album; better
includes Italian East Africa #21-26 (never hinged), 27-33 & 34-40 (hinged), C1-C11 (mixed hinged/never hinged) and
C18, plus unissued 1942 Dues (hinged/never hinged); Cyrenaica #43-51 (used), 59-64 (mint), B13-B16 & B21-B24 (used),
B29-B33 mint (#B33 used), C6-C11 (used), C18-C19 (never hinged); Eritrea #1-10, 19-27, 30-33 (all used), 50b (mint), 47
(no gum), 75-78 (used), 99-100 (never hinged), 106 (mint), 107-107A (used), 175-180 (mint), B25-B28 (used), C1-C6 (mint),
C7-C16 (used), J9, J11, J12-J13 (all used), Q5 (mint); Libya #14 & 15 (used), 19 (mint, signed Diena), 20-31 (mint, less
used #27 & 29), Q17a (used); Oltre Giuba #J1-J10 mint (#J9 & J10 each never hinged and signed); Somalia #1-7 (less #2)
& 10-16 (used), 61-66 mint (#65 missing; #66 signed), B1-B4 (mint), etc., F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
HH/H/m.
Sassone €40,000+ ($44,840) (photo on web site).
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EUROPE & COLONIES: Italian Occupations & Colonies
271 H/m

Italian Colonies, Fascisti Philatelist Collection, 1906-41. On stockpages in a springback album; includes
Italian Africa mainly mint with Bengasi #1-2, Cyrenaica virtually complete, Oltre Giuba apparently complete, Somalia with
most commemorative sets complete from #10, and Italian East Africa #27-40, plus each colony’s Postal Money Order for
Postage Due sets mint; very strong Rhodes collection, mint or used, largely complete; each of the Aegean Islands has
the first issue pretty much complete used (on pieces) with later sets from each mint, F.-V.F. or better, see it all online.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
H/m
(photo on web site).

Italian Occupation—Aegean Islands

272 m

Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Dodecanese Delight Collection, 1912-44. On printed album
pages in a springback binder; begins with the scarce Aegean Islands Autonomous Administration (Sassone #1-3, signed
Diena); Aegean Islands #1-65, C1-C19, C27, C32-C35, C39-C47; Calchi, Calino, Caso, Cos, Lero, Lisso, Nisiro, Patmo,
Scarpanto and Simi each complete with #1-26; Piscopi #1-20, 22-26; Rhodes #1-10, 12-14, 15-72, 74-81, J1-J9, Q1-Q11;
Castellorizo #51-89; plus four German Feldposts, one signed by Diena, Very Fine, imaged in full online.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
m. Sassone
€37,850 ($42,430) (photo on web site).
273 H/m
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Nearly Complete Collection, 1913-34. Fresh and clean collection
on album pages; General Issues appear complete mint (St. Anthony issue used), including key items such as “EGEO”
overprints, Virgil, Dante, Da Vinci, Garibaldi, Soccer, Zeppelin and Transatlantic triptychs; Islands include overprinted Kings
and Garibaldis complete, Ferrucci (ten islands), strong Rhodes, etc., Very Fine, a lovely item; see it all online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m. Sassone
approximately €14,500 ($16,250) (photo on web site).

Cyrenaica

274m

Italian Colonies: Cyrenaica, Virtually Complete Collection, 1923-50. On album pages with nearly every
space filled; features the most sought-after material, including Manzoni (highest value signed), St. Francis, Volta, St.
Anthony, Colonial Exhibition, Monte Cassini, Ferrucci, Zeppelins, Rome-Buenos Aires flight, Air Semi-Postals, etc.; nice
array of British Occupation issues as well (which is where most of the blanks spaces occur—particularly among the Dues);
all appear fresh and sound, Very Fine overall, a lovely collection; see it all on our website.

Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
m. Sassone €16,865 ($18,910)

(photo on web site).

Eritrea
275 m

Italian Colonies: Eritrea, Elephantine Collection, 1893-1951. On specialized printed album pages in a
springback binder; all regular, Semi-Postal and Airmail issues complete, including #80 signed and #92a with Diena certificate;
Postage Dues complete except perforation varieties #J10a-J11a, but includes #J1bc (with inverted numeral and overprint);
missing ten of the Parcel Posts (#Q1-Q3, Q5, Q8, Q19-Q21, Q30-Q31); includes Postal Money Order stamps for Postage
Due (Sassone #1-2, 4-6); concludes with complete British Occupation issues, Very Fine, you’re not likely to find another
collection like this; imaged in full online.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

m. Sassone €49,200+ ($55,150) (photo on web site).
276 m
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, Complete Collection, 1893-1936. On black Lighthouse-style sheets, apparently
complete, including #1-11, 15-18, B1-B37, C1-C16, CB1-CB10, E1-E8, J1-J27, Q1-Q31, scarce Postal Money Order Stamps
used for Postage Due (Sassone #1-6), and Italian East Africa #1-7; extremely difficult material to find used, F.-V.F. or better,
see it all online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
m. Sassone €17,700+ ($19,840) (photo on web site).
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Libya
277 m

Italian Colonies: Libya, Dazzling Once-in-a-Lifetime Used Collection, 1912-55. On printed album pages
in a springback album, with Libya complete except for eight of the seldom-encountered Parcel Posts (#Q10-Q13, Q17,
Q19, Q23-Q24); Tripolitania includes #16 signed and #19a; missing only #C27-C28 but with Postal Money Order stamps
for Postage Due (Sassone #1-6); complete British Occupation except for #J1-J2 &J5, Very Fine, imaged in full online.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
m.
Sassone €42,500+ ($47,640) (photo on web site).
278 m
Italian Colonies: Libya, Major Collection, 1912-40, (#2//76, #B1//B53, #C3//C36, #CE1-CE2, #E). On
immaculate Scott Specialty pages, very attractive choice items, most with nice, beautiful cancels, from meticulous old-time
collector, overall Very Fine, #62 (Sassone #145) superb used with Dienna Photo Certificate.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Somalia

m. Scott $5,750 (photo on we

279 m

Italian Colonies: Somalia, Near-Complete Used Collection, 1903-59. On album pages in a springback
binder, in which much better material such as the early Lion and Elephant issues, Fascisti issue, Manzoni (top value signed),
Victor Emmanuels, #83-96, 100-103, 138-155 and 138a-155a (! #154a signed Diena), C7-C16, plus strong Parcel Posts,
Dues, and Exchange stamps, as well as British Occupation and later issues; clean and fresh, with whopping catalogue
value, Very Fine on the whole, an outstanding opportunity for the astute buyer; imaged in full online.

Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
m. Sassone €48,000+

Tripolitania
280 m

Italian Colonies: Tripolitania, Very Extensive Collection, 1923-34, (#1-15, 17-78, #B1-B58, #C1-C37,
C43-C48). On immaculate Scott Specialty pages, very attractive choice items, most with nice, beautiful cancels, scarce
used and almost complete, from meticulous old-time collector, overall Very Fine, with very scarce 1924 Segnatasse per
Vaglia (Sassone #1-6) Postage Due for Money Order stamps in used consdition.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Luxembourg

m. Scott $7,750 (photo on web site).

281 H/m

Luxembourg, Official Specialized Stock Collection, 1875-1926. A long-time collector’s specialized
accumulation and reference collection, mostly used, with numerous examples of different stamps, including some better
items in quantity; many varieties, including printings, shades, cancellations, perforations, and inverted overprints; also with
important reference material; some mixed quality but also stunning items; Yvert catalogue value of €100,000 (if all genuine),
Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H/m (photo on web site).
Luxembourg, Officials Collection, 1875-1935, (O1//O182). Very extensive, mounted on homemade pages
in a Biella binder; many parallel mint and used; includes varieties, multiples and two on covers, overall Very Fine, a real
eye-popper; see for yourself on our website, where the collection is fully imaged; #O5-O10, O15-O17, O39, and O50 signed.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

282 H/m

H/m (photo on web site).
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Monaco
283 HH

Monaco, Mint Monegasque Mini-Sheets Collection, 2002-2014, (2226//2776). 405 miniature sheets of
mostly six to ten, on pages identified by number, almost complete run for the years, tremendous new issue cost estimated
at around €3,000, about US $3500, extremely useful and clean as a whistle, o.g., never hinged, immaculate and Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
HH. Scott $7,700+ (photo on web site).
Monaco, Outstanding, Mainly Mint Collection, 1885-1979. Nearly complete for the period and 99% mint in
two Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcases; the easiest way to say what’s included is to tell you what’s NOT included:
the only missing stamps of any significance are #6, 10 & B2-18; additionally, the only used major items are #9, C41a, C42a
& J18; there are also a few non-Scott, like J28-38 imperf and the set of eight 1949-50 U.P.U. souvenir sheets. Condition
throughout is clean and F-VF with a large percentage being never hinged, including such better “earlies” as 131-144 & B2650. A marvelous lot. Owner’s value, which includes a 50% reduction for hinged in the never hinged period, is over $12,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

284 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
Monaco, A Make-You-Gasp Monegasque Stock, 1885-1988. Cleanly presented on black cards with full
identification; as expected, early material is largely used (though quite a few First Issue items are present mint as well),
with mid-years to modern mint with much never hinged; note better such as mint #9, 15, 17 (hinge remnant), 123 (never
hinged corner margin with plate/sheet number), 129, 371-390 & C49-C50, 333 (never hinged), B9-B17 (hinge remnants),
B9-B13, B19-B23, B26-B35, B35 (never hinged), B51-B60, B94 var (on bluish paper, mottled gum), C27-C29, C42a (never
hinged), C44a (2, 1 never hinged), CB7-CB10 (2, 1 never hinged), J4 and J16-J18; and used #110-130, C41-C44, J4;
handsome material with much Topical interest and many engraved issues, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
H/m.
Scott $11,000+ (photo on web site).

285 H/m

Montenegro
286 )

Montenegro, Postal History Collection, 1880-1912. Extensive holding in three albums with about 150 items;
covers, postal cards, letter cards, postal stationery, fronts and corners, and mint entires; includes Registered covers, better
cancels and cities, varied frankings and some scarce and interesting usages; partially sent by the dealers Otto Bickel and
Leonie Berger, Very Fine, seldom seen, imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Netherlands Colonies: Surinam

287 HH

Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, Specimen Collection, 1945. In black mounts on quadrille pages in
album, the Queen Wilhelmina/Local Sites issue (#184-186, 189-199, 201, 203-207) and Postage Dues (#J33-J35) with Specimen overprint and punched, as per the American Banknote Company, with multiples (strips, pairs, blocks of 4) including many
marginals, some with markings or notes; Guilder-values and Dues complete for this issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, rare and
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
seldom seen; imaged in full online. SHH. NVPH €84,500 ($94,720)

288 HH/H/m

Portuguese Colonies

Portuguese Colonies, Impressive Collection, ca. 1868-1980. From Angola to Zambesia, in three Scott
Specialty albums; solid completion across the board, with Angola, Cape Verde, etc., continuing into the independence
period (with some pages running up to 2000); Crowns and Kings with strong representation, good “Provisio” and “Republica”
overprints, strong Cérès and commemorative sets (some complete), etc.; a well-stocked Back-of-the-Book component as
well, with broader than usual Postal Tax and Postage Dues in addition to Airs, etc.; this collection has much to commend it,
including a Nyassa #26-38 set complete mint with centers inverted, F.-V.F. or better, seldom encountered this nice and with
so much, a pretty collection with plenty of room for expansion.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
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Romania

289 H/m

Romania, Collection and Backup, 19th / 20th Century. In three albums and pages plus three bulging oldschool Elbe stockbooks (which have become a sought-after commodity in their own rights), includes better items throughout,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m (photo on web site).

290 H/m/)

Russia

Russia, Virtually Complete Mint Collection, 1858-1917. Handsomely arrayed on homemade pages in a
Safe binder; nearly every stamp of the Empire is here, starting with a used #1, but from #2 all but a handful of stamps are
mint with numerous never hinged; in addition to the basic collection, several varieties are here (e.g., a 3k Coat-of-Arms
with “V” background—used on the 5k value—error), along with a number of complete sheets; a nice selection of covers,
variously franked and with a range of destinations, postmarks and auxiliary markings, round out the collection, Very Fine as
a whole, imaged in full online; be sure to view.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

H/m/) (photo on web site).
291 H/m
Russia, Extensive and Valuable Offices and States Collection, 1880-1920. All on fully identified and priced
#102 cards neatly arranged on stockpages in a Safe binder; singles, pairs, strips, blocks, gutter pairs and blocks, they’re all
here, mint and/or used, with a wealth of cancel types and locales—and even more when it comes to varieties; note Offices in
China and the Turkish Empire, plus States including Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Siberia, South Russia and Tannu Tuva;
overprints inverted and doubled, background color inverted, offsets, imperforate and part-perf varieties, even a few sheets;
approximately retail value of $14,500, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a world of fun; imaged in full online.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
H/m (photo on
web site).
292 HH/H/m
Russia, Magnificent Mostly Mint Collection, 1922-48. A superb and highly comprehensive collection of
hundreds, with most mint never hinged, assembled on old album pages; although this collection was assembled decades
ago, the owner was careful to buy mostly marginal examples and hinge them marginally, with the result being dozens of
premium never hinged sets from the single most popular era of Russian philately; highlights include hinged #298-301,
330-335, 336-341, 375-381, 402-405, 411-412, 470-471, 472-478, 485-486, 487-488, 489-509, 540-545 (5k & 30k never
hinged), 546-550 (10l & 35k never hinged), 551-554, 693-697, 698-705, 784-788, 789-793, 845-849, 857-858, 860-866,
B48-B53; and never hinged #294-297, 479, 519-523 (less the 20k, hinged), 524-528, 529-530, 536-539, 559-568, 583-588,
590-595, 606-609, 647-658, 643-646, 659-665, 666-677, 687-692, 706-712, 721-723, 724-733, 760-762, 794-810, 824831A, 859, and much, much more, F.-V.F. with much better, a clean and exceptional lot of popular material.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m. Scott
approximately $12,000 (photo on web site).
293 H/m
Russia, Voluminous Zemstvo Collection. On Scott quadrille pages, ready for your album; about 425 different
stamps from approximately 150 districts are represented, from Akhtyrka to Zolotonosha; mostly singles, though a few pairs
(nicely showing off their full cancels) or blocks; if your vision of Locals is as monochromatic, poorly printed things, you’re in
for a treat; vibrant colors and beautiful designs abound; some items in condition as usual for this material, but the majority
is fresh and bright, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, an impressive holding; see it all online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m (photo on web site).
Russia, Enticing Collection of Philatelic Exchange Tax Stamps. Used for the import and export of stamps
in the nascent Soviet Union; the collection here presents a wide array of values, overprints, types and plate varieties, and
includes singles, multiplesand part-sheets; mint and used, with eight covers showing the stamps’ use, F.-V.F. with much
better, all available to view online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

294 H/m/)

H/m/) (photo on web site).
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EUROPE & COLONIES: Russia - Scandinavia
295 m/)

Russia, Numeral Dot & Geometric Cancels Collection. Neatly arranged on stockpages in a 2½-inch binder,
consisting of (per the consignor) 73 covers and 2175 stamps; an interesting and pretty look at early Russian postal history,
with Moscow geometrics running between #1 and 31; the covers are equally interesting, with usages and destinations to
spark further study; plus the sheer number of stamps included offer a wealth of opportunities for the fly-specker, F.-V.F. with
better throughout, see the full collection online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
m/) (photo on web site).
Russia, Civil War (1918-1921), Collection and Stock Offering. The collection, of Army of the Northwest
issues, on homemade quadrille pages in a like-new slipcased Marini album; the stock, covering Army of the North, Siberia
and South Russia, in a solid—and filled— 15-page (30-side) stockbook; collection showcases Scott #1-14, along with
footnoted items, mint, used and on piece or on cover, noting shades, overprint shifts, offsets, etc., finishing with a nice
three-page study of cancels; the stockbook offers a wealth of material with singles, blocks or multiples, gutters, marginal
inscriptions, etc., with two lovely Army of the North covers, F.-V.F. with much better, dealer and collector alike will benefit.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

296 H/m/)

H/m/) (photo on web site).
Russia, Ready-Made Mint Collection Stock, 1963-99. Housed in seven Lighthouse or Schaubek stockbooks;
appears highly complete, comprising most issues as single examples, though there are some in blocks or lightly duplicated;
the occasional used item, but 99.9% never hinged; note several shade varieties, imperforate pairs (many marginal), têtebêche blocks of four, several part-sheets, souvenir and miniature sheets, plus a number of First Day- or commemorativecancelled covers, including a 1963 Cosmonauts Day cover and 1964 maximum card, both autographed by Yuri Gagarin;
vibrant color and fresh paper throughout; if you’re a collector, you just need an album; if you’re a dealer, show these to your
customers, Very Fine, well worth review.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

297 HH

HH (photo on web site).
Russian Offices & Republics, Extensive Stock. Arranged in a nicely filled 32-page (64-side) Lighthouse
stockbook; begins with a page of poster/charity stamps from around WWI (plus some RSFSR-inscribed stamps), and
moves on to lovely Offices in Turkey and in China, as well as China #479 with Russian Philatelic Society overprints (2,
1 never hinged, 1 used); good Civil War material, with South Russia, Western Army in Latvia, General Denikin, Siberia
and Wenden issues; Czech Army in Siberia Military Post items; extensive Ukraine; Carpatho-Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Batum,
Transcaucasian Federation, plus Russia used in Finland, etc.; all identified by Michel number, with useful duplication on
some, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a pretty holding; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

298 H/m

H/m (photo on web site).

299 HH/H/m

San Marino

San Marino, Scintillating Select Stock. Fully identified by Scott, presented on black cards on stockpages
that fill a binder to its limits; starts with #1 (3, 1 each never hinged, hinged and used), with highlights including used #7, 10
(3), 13 (2), 15, 17, 23 (2), 159-160 (#159 on piece), C11-C16, and mint #13, 15 (hinge remnant and 2013 APS certificate),
17, 23 (never hinged), 29-31 (2), 50 (a beauty), 83 (never hinged), 89-92 (2), 111-114 (2), 134-138, 139-142, 143-150,
169-180, 308-319 & C80 (2), 293 (never hinged), 304a (never hinged), 411 (never hinged), 490a (2 never hinged), B3-B11,
B12-B17, C63-C71 (3), C77, C78, C91, J10-J18, J30, J50, J55 (2), J60 (2, 1 never hinged), etc., etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better,
a magnificent lot; imaged online in full.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
HH/H/m (photo on web site).

300 HH/H/m

Scandinavia

Scandinavia, Circumpolar Stock Selection. No Iceland, but a nice array of material from the remaining
Nordic nations; Denmark includes #164a-175a used on pieces, C1-C5 (2, 1 hinged, 1 used), #C1 var (“stone under plough”)
used, plus Caravels, Andersen (2 sets), Ribe mint, etc.; Denmark and Faroes Christmas Seal sheets; Finland #7, 7b, 8,
12 (2) and 12a all used; Thule issue in lovely bottom right corner margin blocks of four; early Norway Posthorns; Sweden
starts with a nice #2 used, with mint Posthorns, a selection of UPU Congress issues used, Postal Tercentenary mint, #479483 sheetlets never hinged, plus some Back-of-the-Book, F.-V.F. with better, well worth inspection.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H/m. Scott $7,700
(photo on web site).
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301 m

Scandinavia: Denmark, Remarkable and Valuable Target Cancel Collection, 1851-58. Nearly 100
stamps (97 by our count) neatly arrayed on two stockpages, all #2 through #7, duplicated, with a lovely array of targets;
half the holding—49 stamps—are #2’s (with minor numbers noted), with cancels ranging from a mute target and from
“1” (Copenhagen) to “163” (Bandholm), with premium items including Christiansfeld, Rendsburg, Ribe and Tonder; most
cancels solidly and/or complete struck, with the stamps themselves in surprising condition with many fully four-margined;
printings noted with a couple Facit numbers thrown in—and plenty of room for shade studies; includes two mint (#3 and #6),
F.-V.F. with better, massive catalogue value; see them all online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
m (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Finland, Fabulous Specialist’s Working Stock. A fantastic and valuable, mostly all-used
stock of many hundreds, very specialized and annotated, housed on three two-sided stocksheets; the holding begins with
approximately 150 serpentine roulette examples which, if all were “full teeth” examples, would catalogue over $20,000 in
Scott; among the quantities are some stellar exmples, plus various types, better cancels, etc.; from that point, the holding
continues onto wonderful Coat-of-Arms issues with cancels, shades, etc.; the group rounds out with the Russian Imperial
Arms issue, and finally there are First Issues, including #1 (2 examples, one cut to shape), plus four examples of #2 with
various cancelling options; condition ranges on some as normal, bulk F.-V.F., a super old-time lot. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

302 m

m (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Finland, Excellent Primarily Used Specialized Collection, 1848-1970s. An outstanding and
clean, keenly assembled and well-annotated collection of many hundreds, housed on homemade pages and identified
by Scott and Facit numbers; begins with a selected-for-interest offering of stampless covers, including a couple “Feather
Meander” Special Delivery Official mail examples, then onto (used) #2 (2), extensive serpentine roulettes by type with
numerous premium cancels noted; from there, we note strong specialized Coat-of-Arms issues with plate flaws, shades
and cancels; excellent Imperial Arms of Russia definitives with specialized examples, and highly representative from the
Republic/Helsinki issue on, including Back-of-the-Book, mostly F.-V.F., a super lot with good specialist appeal.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m/) (photo
on web site).
304 m
Scandinavia: Iceland, Useful Used Collection, 1873-2013. An old time used collection housed in a
Lighthouse hingeless album and a binder, includes 1-5, 9, 11, 13-14, 17-20, 23, 34-44B, 71-85, 86-91, 152-166, 213-216,
C1-C2, C4-C8, C9-C11, fresh and attractive, great material, check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

303 H/m/)

m (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Iceland, Excellent Stock of Mint and Used. An exciting and valuable assemblage, on black
cards and a small stack of stockpages, all identified and ready for your inventory; classics to modern, with many sought-after
sets and items including (used) #34-44B, 108-128, 176-187, and mint #152-166, 257-268, B5 and B6, etc.; Numerals from
#10, Í Gildi overprints, Two Kings issues, and much, much more; minor but useful duplication; with immense cumulative
catalogue value, this lot will keep your customers happy for some time to come, F.-V.F. with much better.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m. Scott
$23,000+ (photo on web site).
306 H/m
Scandinavia: Iceland, Powerful and Clean Semi-Specialized Collection to 1990. An excellent, mostly
used, well-assembled and annotated collection of hundreds, housed on a combination of Scott pages and interspersed
stockpages to accommodate the specialized issues (which are identified by both Scott and Facit numbers); begins with a
nice selection of specialized Numeral issues and their Í Gildi surcharges, then onto runs of better used items such as Scott
#71-85, 86-91, 92-98, 102-128, 130-138, 240-245 and runs of sets from there; we also note used Officials like #O4-O9,
O31-O38, O50-O51 and O69-O71, plus some mint premium such as #152-166, C4-C8, and much, much more, F.-V.F. or
better, a substantial and enjoyable collection.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

305 HH/H/m

H/m (photo on web site).
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EUROPE & COLONIES: Scandinavia
307 m

Scandinavia: Norway, Used Stock, 1855-1945. On stock pages, strong in Classics, with duplication
throughout, beginning with #1 (6!), Oscars (8 or more of each), and continuing with all the Coats-of-Arms, Posthorns (except
#41; seven examples of #28); many shades, varieties and cancellations; unchecked for Types; huge catalogue value of this
popular, saleable material, F.-V.F. or better, see it all online.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
m (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Norway, Extensive One-Volume Highly Specialized Collection, 1855-1980. A fantastic and
valuable predominantly used, well-annotated collection of many, many hundreds, neatly assembled on homemade pages
by Scott and Facit numbers; begins with #1 (3) plus 1914 and 1924 reprints, and continues through the subsequent sets
(i.e., Scott #2-5, 6-10, all Numeral issues, etc.) with great specialization as respects shades, paper and watermark types,
perforations, cancels, etc.; a couple dozen or so nice covers accent the lot from the stampless era through Official usages,
F.-V.F., a lovely, detailed lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

308 H/m/)

H/m/) (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Sweden, Sensational Used Officials Collection, 1881-96. Neatly hinged on quadrille pages
with full annotation, housed in two springback albums; a simply jaw-dropping holding, with thousands (we kid you not) of the
perf 13 Officials with a Sweden-wide range of cancels; the stamps themselves are identified by shade, with plate flaws and
varieties pointed out—we noted one 10öre with six plate flaws indicated; remarkably, given this issue’s penchant for slipping
off the paper, the majority of those here are wonderfully if not exquisitely centered; and while the colors are enough to feast
your eyes on, but the cancels will keep you coming back for more, with most solidly struck and complete, just the kind of
socked-on-the-nose examples that would please the most discerning collector, with most identified by Facit page number
and (ancient, we’re sure) catalogue value; mostly singles, but note pairs and a few blocks; a few mint sprinkled in as well;
a remarkable achievement, Very Fine, clearly a lifetime’s labor of love, virtually impossible to duplicate today; a must-see.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

309 m

m (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Sweden, Definitive & Commemorative Collection, 1911-40, (#95//315). On immaculate Scott
Specialty pages, choice items from meticulous old-time collector, luxurious material with great cancels (many circular date
stamps), with shades, etc., includes #202a and #218a, complete except for very rare #189A, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
includes rare #189.
Estimate $1,600 - 2,200

310 m

m. Scott $4,250 (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Sweden, The Ice Palace, 1858-1994. Jam-packed in a bulging Scott Specialty album; mainly
used (often two examples) in 19th and early 20th century (often mint and used), then becoming eventually almost all mint,
many appearing to be never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts; a sampling includes (used unless noted): #6-12,
13-14, 16, 17-27, 66 mint and used, 197-209, 212, 213-225; also very strong Back-of-the-Book, such as #J9-J11, O2,
etc.; a major highlight is the extremely extensive (appears to be several hundred) selection of booklets and booklet panes,
including some scarcer ones, F.-V.F. with much better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

311 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).
Scandinavia: Sweden, Sumptuous Semi-Specialized Stock Collection, 1855-1980s. Presented on a
variety of stockpages and homemade album pages in a large three-ring binder; mostly used, this is a veritable smörgåsbord
of Swedish philately, offering up such delectations as an 1820 (1810?) Feather Letter (“Ordres”) sent to Nås with dark
feather remnant on reverse and crown coil (kronoslinga) on face, a 1976 postcard home from a soldier with the Swedish
UN Battalion in the Middle East with “Emergency Forces” cancel; a solid offering of Ring Numeral issues, most chosen
for their cancels but with shades, paper varieties, etc., including a half-complete collection of 1858 12ö matrix varieties;
extensive Oscars, lovely 1920-34 Standing Lion issues (not all of which were checked for watermark, paper, etc.), a nice
array of Posthorns, including a group of rarely encountered line pairs; a selection of 1855 Arms issues (Facit-numbered),
nice quality Lying Lions of 1862-66, good Wasas, a couple Locals, plus later issues including the 5Kr Post Office (#66, six
of them), the first UPU set mint to the 2Kr value (with an additional 2Kr mint), Postal Tercentenary issue duplicated, some
1930s-40s coils mint, and much, much more, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a treasure trove no matter your interests.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

312 m

m (photo on web site).
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EUROPE & COLONIES: Serbia - Switzerland & Liechtenstein
Serbia
313 H/m/)

Serbia, Specialized Collection, 1880-1921. On handmade pages, a real old-timer where the ultimate goal
was to collect each stamp and any varieties mint, used (with different cancels/cities) and on cover, and accomplished with
varying degrees of completion; many color, shade, paper, type, impression and overprint varieties with, of special note, mint
imperforate blocks of #59, 62, 83, 111-112, 116, 122 and 157-164; never hinged #64 and #80 center cross-gutter blocks
of 16; mint #92 major color/impression single and block of four; #119 mint card proof; #J11 different trial color proofs, and
much, much more, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/m/) (photo on web site).

Soviet Republics
314 H/m

Soviet Republics, A Raucous Caucasus Stock, 1919-96. Comprising Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia
(with Transcaucasian Republic), each in its own stockbook; unpicked and presented as received; overwhelmingly mint
(some interesting used sprinkled throughout), fresh and sound, with useful duplication providing shades and the possibility
of fly-specking; numerous blocks and partial sheets included; each Republic appears virtually complete, making this the
restocking lot you’ve been waiting for; with the exception of Georgia, a small holding of post-Soviet independent issues; a
lovely compilation—with the Armenia particularly nice, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Spain & Colonies

H/m (photo on web site).

315 H/m/)

Spain, Specialist’s Dream, 1852-1900. On blank pages in four albums or binders; dozens and dozens of
covers with early issues such as #19, 50, 62, 68, 82, 181 and others; followed by a major specialized collection of multiples
of 19th-century issues, including many pairs, strips, blocks and a couple larger multiples; almost all used, and almost all with
scarcer postal cancellations (only a couple manuscript or bar cancels); some varieties; includes an almost complete pane
(96 of 100) of #56 o.g., plus a dramatic shift and double impression on a block of six #244 o. g., Very Fine overall, imaged
in full online.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
H/m/) (photo on web site).
Spain & Colonies, The Matador’s Out of Luck Collection, 1850-1991. ‘cause there’s no bull here, just a
truly impressive mostly mint (with much never hinged) collection in two Scott Specialty albums; volume one is Spain proper,
starting with three used examples of #1 with a nice selection of Isabellas; unused items begin as early as 1862, with the
majority of stamps post-1929 mint and effectively complete; note #92 pair (no gum) with 1981 APS certificate, Columbus
and Goya sets complete, souvenir sheets including 1958 Philatelic Expo and Velasquez, etc.; near-full First Issue Francos
(mixed mint and used); Semis and Airs, plus “regular” Back-of-the-Book through Postal Tax issues, plus a neat array of
Carlist and Revolutionary issues, Exposition stamps, pro-Franco/Beneficence stamps, Locals, some Revenues and Giros,
plus Offices including Tangier Telegraphs (several used!); volume two is a highly complete holding of Colonies: Andorra,
Cape Juby; Elobey, Annabon & Corisco; Fernando Po, Ifni, Rio de Oro, Rio Muni, Spanish Guinea (including 1926 Red
Cross overprints), Spanish West Africa and Spanish (Western) Sahara; pages for Spain and Andorra continue to 2000; a
fresh and clean collection, F.-V.F. with much better.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

316 HH/H/m

HH/H/m (photo on web site).

Switzerland & Liechtenstein

317 H/m

Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Solid and Valuable Dealers Stock, 1850-1959. Filling about 2/3 of a fulllength black glassines box, all presented on black cards with Scott (or, for specialized, Michel) number; Switzerland begins
with a used #8 and continues with a nice selection of mint and used Seated Helvetias (some very prettily centered), Kneeling
Helvetias and Tells mostly mint, #181-185 mint, 183 never hinged, 200-203 never hinged, 200b-202b never hinged, 206
never hinged, 209 (2, 1 never hinged, 1 hinged), Pax complete never hinged, Semi-Postal forerunners (Michel #I-III) mint
plus strong early issues mint and used, plus Airs and Officials; Liechtenstein a strong run from #1 onwards, nearly all mint,
with better including #94-107, 108-110; 108 & 110 never hinged; 157-159 used, B11-B13 never hinged, C1-C6 (3, 2 hinged,
1 used), C7 never hinged, C8 (3 hinged), C15-C16 (2, 1 never hinged, 1 hinged), etc., etc., F.-V.F. or better, a handsome lot
with much to offer.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
H/m. Scott $26,000 ++ (photo on web site).
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EUROPE & COLONIES: Area Collections
318 H/m

Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Useful Dealers Stock. Presented on Vario stockpages in a binder; all items
fresh and mostly sound, identified by Scott, gum condition and priced (!); souvenir and miniature sheets dominate the
holding, in quantities ranging from one to maybe a dozen or so, but we also note Switzerland #3O1-3O26 used; huge
cumulative catalogue value, and all desirable and sought-after items, Very Fine, imaged in full on our website.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
H/m. Scott
$26,000+ (photo on web site).

Vatican
319 H/m/)

Vatican, Triangular Collection, 1929-76. If “parallel” is mint and used, what else is a collection to be called
that has mint, used and First Day Covers?; eight volumes in all, two mint and apparently complete (including #35-40,
accompanied by 1956 A. Diena certificate, along with the receipt for the items and the certificate (an additional
$5!)); two volumes used which, while not complete, have made a strong start; and four volumes of covers, the vast majority
of which are First Days (again, incomplete, but a valiant effort), including for early Airmail issues, 1950 Holy Year Semis,
even a First Issue complete on cover (not a First Day); we’d say the collection’s immaculate, but that might be sacrilegious;
additional material includes duplicates and several older Bolaffi Vatican catalogues, F.-V.F. or better, a must-See.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/)
(photo on web site).

Yugoslavia

320 HH/H/m

Yugoslavia, The Zastava Collection, 1918-78. In a Scott Specialty album, fairly extensive, mint and used,
earlies are used and many mint later in black Showguard-style mounts; highlights include, mint o.g.: #355-357, 452-460,
B25-B31, B32-B37, N1-N17, NB1-NB4, NB5-NB6, NC11-NC17; mint never hinged: #206-210, 290-293, 359-364, 398-409,
461-468, 497-505, 582-584, 615, 627-645, 663-671, 918-923, B126-B127, C61; includes many attractive topicals such as
Plants, Sports and Animals, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H/m (photo on web site).

Europe and Colonies Area Collections
321 HH/H/m

Benelux, “Molto Bene” Luxurious Dealer Stock. In wondrously fresh condition throughout, housed in two
binders containing various souvenir, miniature and small-format sheets, plus two full-length black boxes of black dealer
cards; all identified by Scott number with gum condition, making this the easiest addition to your stock for some time;
material ranges from the early issues to the modern for each country, plus a nice selection of Belgian and Dutch colonies;
as expected, earliest issues are used, mid-range are mint hinged (for the most part), with more recent never hinged, F.-V.F.
with much better throughout, much salable material with massive catalogue value; dealers particularly take note.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
HH/H/m.
Scott $67,000+ (photo on web site).
322 H/m/)
Europe, Spectacular Classics Collection, 1850-1930s. Presented on old Yvert album pages; when we say
this is “old-time,” we mean it: last catalogued using the 1942 edition of Yvert & Tellier, with a total catalogue value at the
time of 130,436FFr; from German States to Czechoslovakia (remember your spelling rules: the album’s French), a nearly
continent-wide review of the first 80 years or so of philately; no France or Great Britain, but what is here is simply stunning,
with fullest coverage among the early issues, some duplicated presenting shades, types, etc.; interesting and eye-catching
material throughout, including covers that enliven the collection; among the highlights (far too many to list in full) are
German States covers, a German South America Flight Zeppelin cover, German Offices in China (both overprint angles),
lovely Belgium with two #1, three #2, an unused #9 (no gum), strong Semis and tabs issues, etc.; Austria #C1-C3 on cover
(plus #168) all tied by bilingual Lemberg/Lwow cancels; Spain from Isabellas to Carlist issues (mint and used); Greece with
a mass of Hermes Heads showing shades plus a full set of 1896 Olympics (drachma-values mint or unused); Luxembourg
#62a mint; Netherlands Indies Java and Buiten Bezit overprints mint and used; grand Russia with strong Coat-of-Arms
and Romanovs used plus Civil War and city-specific Offices issues; nice Scandinavia and Switzerland (the latter including
a couple mint blocks of Seated Helvetias plus a top margin block of six re-engraved 5c UPU), and much, much more
including Back-of-the-Book and material not often encountered, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a simply gorgeous collection
that must be seen to be fully appreciated.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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323 HH/H/m

Europe (Western), Collection of Better, 1870-1956. Put aside years ago as a future investment, on black
Lighthouse-style stockpages; better mint and/or used sets and singles with nice cancels, some souvenir sheets; mainly from
Italy, Luxembourg, and West Germany (with some Canada sprinkled in as a surprise bonus); includes material like Italy
mint #37 and used #72 (VF with c.d.s.), 115-122, B17-B19, J2, J13-J20, J21-J24, O7-O8, Q21-Q26, scarce Postal Money
Order Stamps used for Postage Due set (Sassone #1-6); Luxembourg used #1, 1a, 2, 2a, 8, nice Semi-Postal sets mint
and/or used from late 1920s onwards, including #B55-B59, B60-B65, B67-B72; Germany used #B310-B313, B316-B317,
B318-B319, B327-B330, B338-B341, etc.; Canada used #217-230, F.-V.F. with better throughout, imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m. Michel €11,200+ ($12,560) (photo on web site).

Asia Country Collections
China

324 H/m

China, Quirky Stock Selection, 1897-1960s. All on identified black cards, with materials running from a ½c
on 3c Dowager overprint with partial Large Dollar Dater in blue, to a 20c CIP “Specimen” overprint, several private “Republic”
overprints on CIP issues, a multitude of internal surcharge Sun Yat-sens from singles to a block of ten; full offsets on reverse,
part-perforated items, surcharge varieties and plate flaws; a Manchuria ½c Junk Postage Due Provisional, a 1949 Watlam
Silver issue, even Liberated Areas (#4L26-4L28 and variety) and a PRC #953, F.-V.F. with better, an interesting mix with a
consignor-provided retail value of $6000.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
H/m (photo on web site).
China (People’s Republic), Mint Collection, 1980-2011. Exceptional lot mounted in three binders, with
souvenir sheets, booklets, presentation packs, gold overprints and strips;better includes #1618-1625, 1765-1772, 17921797, 1810, 2120a, 2188, 2315a complete booklet, 2568a, 2775, 3051a; collection appears fairly complete for the period;
should bring a juicy bid, what was checked were o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

325 HH

Indonesia

HH. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).

326 H/m

Indonesia, Accumulation / Stock, 1945-70’s. With a nice early stock in #10 envelopes with issues starting
with early 1945 forerunners, sorted by Stanley Gibbons numbers with some sets you don’t see often, proceeding to a few
better souvenir sheets of 1949 souvenir sheets with and without Jakarta Liberation overprints, in addition there is a small
box of large blocks and sheets from the mid 1960’s and a box full of glassines and what appears to be envelopes inscribed
1000 (possibly 1,000 different stamps), generally F.-V.F., Indonesia has been a great emerging market over the last couple
decades with approximately 5% annual GDP growth. This might be a good lot to buy and hold to wait for demand to pick up
as the middle class continues to develop.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
H/m (photo on web site).

Israel

327 H/m/)

Israel, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-2005. Massive & substantial collection mounted in 9 Lindner albums
and a stockbook, the collection is an attempt at a parallel mint & used collections, the highlights are numerous, starts off
with mint tabbed 1-6, 10-14, 16, 35-36,46-47,55, 48-50, C7-C8, with an admirable effort at the used collection, also includes
booklets, postal history, gutter pairs, the depth & breadth of the collection is peerless, be sure to scope this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m/) (photo on web site).
Israel, Extensive First Day Collection, 1960s-2000s. Which arrived to us in 13 boxes of various sizes; over
5000 covers (! and yes, they were counted), most appearing to be from the 1960s on; also included are mint sets, many
with tabs, that catalogue nearly $7700—many still in the original Philatelic Agency envelopes they were mailed in (plus
the actual covers, many franked with tabbed stamps); some stationery and souvenir leaves noted as well; clean and fresh
throughout, this is the restocking opportunity you’ve been waiting for, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

328 )
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ASIA: Japan - Turkey
Japan

329 H/m/)

Japan, Valuable Mint and Used Collection with Postal Stationery, 1875-2010. Terrific holding with two
shoeboxes and several envelopes (as provided to us) of mint stationery, nine binders of mint pairs and blocks with enormous
face value of approximately 160,000¥, over 80 First Day Covers in an album, one stockbook of used; full sheets, binder of
New Year blocks, well worth our low estimate, F.-V.F., a great lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
H/m/) (photo on web site).

Korea (South)

330 HH/H/m

Korea, Exceptional Collection, 1884-2000. Housed in five like-new slipcased Palo hingeless albums; begins
with a reasonable mint and used Kingdom holding which is followed by a very strong, all mint, Republic, with the majority
never hinged; an excellent range of premium items including #58a, 80-84, 85-86, 107, 132-173, 187-187C, 196-199, 212F
complete booklet of five panes, 227-228, 265a-267a, 285a, 286a, 287a-289a, 290a, 298a-300a, 353a-355a & 353b-355b
as well as “POSTAG” complete; #360-374A, 385-396, 432-433a, 439a-443a, 579a, 582-584, 616-623, 635-653, 664a-683a,
713a, 718a-720a perforated (2), C1a, C23-C26, C27-C30 and C32-C34 as well as a useful group of Presentation Sheets
comprising #121, 132-173 complete (including Italy without crown), 122-124, 126, 197, 203E, 213-215, 221-222, 232-234,
243-244 and C17-C19; a remarkable and exceptionally clean collection, rarely offered in such quality and depth, Very Fine
on the whole, careful inspection invited.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
HH/H/m. Scott approximately $40,000 (photo on web site).

331 )

Korea (South), Horde of Domestically Used Covers Franked With Commemorative Issues, 1960s-90s.
Massive, organized specialist’s accumulation of over 3000 covers, all domestically used and franked, in nearly all cases,
with a single commemorative stamp; includes a tremendous range of different stamp issues, cancels, etc., F.-V.F., highly
unusual holding to be sure; examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
) (photo on web site).

332 H/m/)

Mongolia

Mongolia, Vast Accumulation of Stamps and Covers, 1943-2000. Including 1932 Pictorials 1m to 10t mint
with many additional values to 10t, and 20m and 25m blocks of 25 never hinged; 1951 30th Anniversary of Independence 1t
mint; 1955 35th Anniversary of Independence 30m to 1t mint; plus a few earlier issues and a page of Russian Empire used
in Mongolia; while the covers—over 500 of them—which are basically recent modern, also include 1955 35th Anniversary
of Independence 30m strip of five from Ulanbator to China and 1956 Arms issue on two covers to Peking, as well as a few
covers bearing PRC used in Inner Mongolia, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/) (photo on web site).

Thailand

333 HH

Thailand, Large Wholesale Booklet Stock, 1972-99. Post office fresh stock of booklets, containing: 608
(25), 922 (125), 925 (100), 929 (125), 930 (100), 951 (100), 954 (25), 955 (90), 958 (25), 970 (75), 976 (25), 981 (75), 982
(575), 984 (100), 994 (60), 998 (50, 25 of which are first day cancelled), 1847 (30), 1848 (30), 1849 (30), 1850 (30), 1880
(30), 1851 (30), 1860 (30), 1869 (30), 1870 (23), 1880 (30), 1901 (30) and 1903 (30), Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
HH. Scott $26,844 (photo
on web site).

Turkey

334 HH/H/m

Turkey, The Dardanelles Dandy, 1863-1990. Wide-ranging in Scott Specialty album; mainly mint with early
stamps used and/or mint condition, 20th century mainly mint, such as (mint o.g.) #271-276, 758-764, with most apparently
never hinged from late 1940s onwards; really solid in better post-war sets such as (mint never hinged): #805-810, 811-816,
829-832, 842-845, 855-858, and then #933, 1127-1129, 1130-1133; strong Back-of-the-Book (such as #M1-M5 mint o.g.);
looks like Hatay is here complete mint, many never hinged; also with Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus on Minkus pages,
including the key items, such as (mint never hinged): #127, 181, 270a, 273-276, F.-V.F. or better, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
HH/H/m
(photo on web site).
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Asia Area Collections
335 HH/H

Asia, Better Quality Dealer Stock, 1910’s-90’s. Neatly organized in hundreds of glassines and dealer “104
cards”, consisting of Afghanistan, Ajman, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, China, PRC, Cilicia, Dubai, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Korea, Laos, Macao, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Sharjah and
Dependencies, Thailand, Turkey, Umm Al Qiwain, South Vietnam North Vietnam, Yemen and People Republic of Yemen,
with many great fresh complete sound sets with Scott values generally ranging from $1 to $50, mostly in the $5 to $20 range,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H. 2017 Scott $8,200+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Middle East, Dealer Stock, 1858-1980’s. In five small dealer counter books of better items, overall much
better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear
properly identified, better items include (mint): Abu Dhabi 12-14 (2), Iran 871-75 (6), 933-34 (4), 882 (2 blocks of four), 97074, 985-86, 989, 1015-19, 1331-44 (3), Iraq 188-94, C34-36 (2), O269-70 (2), Israel 1-9 without tabs, 7-9 without tabs, 10-14
with tabs (2), 55 with partial tab, J5-11, Jordan N9-17, Lebanon 434-39, C427-36, Qatar 119B, Ras Al Khaima Michel 72-79,
Sharjah Michel 60-76, Michel 102-8, Michel 229-45A, Saudi Arabia 470, United Arab Emirates 13-24, Yemen (Kingdom)
Michel 114-21B, Michael 200-4B, Michel Block 2 (2), Yemen Arab Republic 332-34B, condition is mixed, with substantial
sections of Iran along with the usual fakes and reprints among early Iran issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so
you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to
find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

336 HH/H/m

HH/H/m. Scott $22,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).

Latin America Country Collections
337 m/)

Chile

Chile, Superb, Highly Specialized Imperforate Columbus Head Issues Collection, 1853-65, (1//14). A
magnificent, keenly assembled and well-annotated mounted collection, comprising approximately 140 stamps, plus an
interesting array of First Design reference items, along with a splendid, choice array of 13 select items of postal history;
the stamps, in addition to being chronologically assembled, are nearly all selected for interest as respects shade, printing
houses, several scarce lithograph printings, lovely paper types and watermark varieties, along with several multiples,
retouches, and a fine range of full-margin examples; the postal history offering includes no fewer than five bisect usages
from various printings, a lovely 5c cover from the Jagerschmidt correspondence, plus much more; a beautiful, well-conceived
collection, generally F.-V.F.+, be sure to see the entire collection imaged online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

338HH

Cuba

m/) (photo on web site).

Cuba, Havana Wonderful Time Collection, 1960-85. In three Schaubek hingeless albums, with pages
through 1994; complete less about 13 items, with our spot check turning up only never hinged; all regular issues are here,
including souvenir and miniature sheets, se-tenant blocks, 1960s Christmas issues with labels adjacent, etc., plus much of
Topical interest; the most complete post-Castro collection we’ve seen, Very Fine on the whole, you’ll wish you were here.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
HH (photo on web site).

339 H/m/)

Ecuador

Ecuador, Butterflies Issue Specialized Collection, 1970, (789//C464). Presented on stockpages housed
in a vibrantly colored binder, this is a simply jaw-dropping study of one issue, Scott #789-796, C461-C462 and 797-804,
C463-C464; begins with the full mint set, which is followed by pages of covers and post cards (70 in total) showing the
stamps in use with a variety of cancels, destinations, frankings, etc.; then comes the heart of the collection—33 sides of
errors: colors shifted, inverted or missing; printing on reverse only; printing on both sides; perforation shifts, imperforates,
part-perforates, etc., etc.; many of the errors are in multiples or blocks, with many of these position pieces; there are even a
few errors used on piece or on cover, Very Fine, an exhibit in the rough, and a remarkable collection; inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/) (photo
on web site).
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LATIN AMERICA: Galapagos Islands- Mexico

340 H/m/)

Galapagos Islands

Ecuador: Galapagos Islands, Sensational Collection, 1853 onward. Stamps and postal history galore,
housed in 10 binders, two of stamps, the rest covers, plus two plastic tubs (as received by us) of additional material to
sort and organize; stamps include Ecuadoran issues related to the Islands and Darwin, plus additional worldwide material
celebrating the naturalist; covers and postal history dominate (we count over 360 general covers plus, in separate minicollections, an additional 30 Barrel Mail, 130 US Military and 70 FDCs); much recent material (vast majority commercial or
tourist), though the earliest cover is an 1853 folded letter sheet to Massachusetts; we note a 1929 cover to the Norwegian
Consul in Guayaquil, a 1930 cover “mailed at whaling station P.O. in Galapagos” with “collect postage” manuscript notation
at upper right; a great array of Barrel Mail cachets, Galapagos seal handstamps, covers mailed in the Galapagos with Tahiti
cancels, Certified usages, US Navy covers, multi-country frankings, and much, much more of interest, including stampless
covers (some assessed postage due, some not), etc.; an additional binder with the start of an Easter Island collection
included as a bonus, Very Fine, you’re unlikely to find another collection so extensive.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

H/m/) (photo on web site).
341 H/m/)
Ecuador: Galapagos Islands, Postal History and Philately Exhibit Collection. As remarkable as the
Islands themselves, this exhibition (we count 54 pages) presents the geography, history and fauna of the islands through
stamps and covers; each of Ecuador’s Islands- or Darwin-themed issues are here, including the 1922 “unissued” set, with
several denominations used, as well as overprints, Airmail issues, and Galapagos “Provincial” issues; covers featured
include commercial mail, a First Day Cover or two, US Naval covers (including WWII-era APO 622 covers), along with
Floreana’s answer to the Tin Can—items sent from the Mail Barrel there; accompanied by Louipex Silver Award ribbon, Very
Fine, a pretty exhibit ready for repurposing—and a wealth of material not easily found.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

342 HH/H/m

Haiti

H/m/) (photo on web site).

Haiti & Puerto Rico, Mostly Mint Collection of the Islands, 1876-1981. The Latin West Indies in a single
Scott Specialty album; Haiti begins with #4, mint stamps starting with the 1887 issue; strong 1902-19 surcharges and
overprints (some used), and highly complete post WWI; includes blocks, full panes, se-tenants, souvenir sheets, plus SemiPostals, Airs, Officials and Postal Tax issues; Puerto Rico begins with the 1876 “initialed” series, with the 1880s and ‘90s
highly complete, and running to the 1900 “Puerto Rico”-overprinted US issues; all fresh and clean, and better-filled than
most such collections, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
HH/H/m (photo on web site).

343 HH/H/m

Mexico

Mexico, Magisterial Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1999. Housed in two Scott Specialty albums, numerous
items with MEPSI certificates (noted below “MEPSI”); many issues complete, including 1856 Hidalgo ½, 4r and 8r (without
district overprint) unused; 1861 Hidalgo ½r unused (MEPSI) and 4r (both colors) and 8r (both colors) used; 1864-66 Eagle
1r ultramarine pair used; 1867 Hidalgo 8r black on red brown used (MEPSI) and on thin gray blue paper ½r to 8r used; 1868
Hidalgo thin figures 100c black on brown used (2, both imperforate and perforated) and thick figures 50c unused and 100c
used; 1868 “Anotado” overprint imperforate 12c Postal Forgery (MEPSI) and perforated 12c unused (MEPSI); 1872 Hidalgo
profile watermarked imperforate 12c and 25c used; 1875-80 watermarked 5c to 25c unused; 1881 unwatermarked 4c to
100c unused; 1882 unwatermarked 1c to 100c set of 15 unused; 1884 Hidalgo Medallion 1c to 2p unused; 1886-87 perf
12 Numerals 1c to 25c set of 16 unused; 1887 perf 6 x 12 Numerals 1c, 2c, 5c 10c lilac (MEPSI) and 10c scarlet unused,
paper with ruled lines perf 12 2c (MEPSI), 5c and 10c unused, perf 6 1c to 10c brown unused, perf 6 x 12 2c brown carmine
unused (MEPSI, 3mm closed tear); 1896-97 Mulita watermarked “R.M.” 1c to 15c unused; 1897-98 Mulita watermarked
Eagle and “R.M.” 15c unused (wide straight edge at left); 1898 Mulita unwatermarked 10c used (straight edge); 1913-16
Revolutionary issues with 1913 Sonora typeset with colorless embossing 1c to 3c and 10c unused; 1914 “Victoria de
Torreon” overprint on 1c never hinged (MEPSI); 1915 “Villa" & “Caranza” overprints; 1916 “Corbata” overprints on issue of
1903 and on “Constitucionalista” 5p carmine and black mint (MEPSI) and on issue of 1903 5c orange with “Villa” overprint
never hinged (MEPSI); 1931 “Habilitado/1931” overprints 4c to 1p mint; and issues after 1934 basically complete with more
modern never hinged; Airmails basically complete after 1935 (missing 1953-56 50c); Airmail Officials Porte de Mar; and
exceptional Officials with 1895 1c to 1p (MEPSI) unused, 1896-97 watermarked “R.M.” 1c to 15c unused (the 12c and 15c
with MEPSI), 1911 1c to 5p mint, 1916 50c with Corbata overprint mint (MEPSI), and 1927-28 “Oficial” overprint on 5p mint;
overall condition is fresh and Fine to Very Fine, reflecting the collector’s keen eye for quality.
Estimate $3,750 - 4,500
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
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344 HH/H/m

Mexico, Lovely Largely Mint Collection, 1856-1991. With much never hinged, in a Scott Specialty album;
19th century issues surprisingly well-filled, from First Issues on, mixed mint and used and sporting an interesting array of
cancels; solid mix of early 20th century overprints, decent 1913-14 Revolutionary issues, etc.; highly complete from 1940
on, with souvenir sheets, some Exports (mint and used), Semi-Postals, pretty early Airs, Special Delivery, Insured Letter,
Parcel Post and Postal Tax stamps, even a few black Porte de Mar issues; no great rarities, but a solid collection with space
to grow, as pages continue to 2000, F.-V.F. with better throughout.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

345 HH/H/m

Panama

HH/H/m (photo on web site).

Panama, Semi-Specialized Collection, 1887-1911. Comprising a general collection on hand-made pages in
an Yvert album, surrounding an impressive exhibition-level mainly mint specialized study (written up in great detail) of the
1904-06 surcharges with every conceivable kind of variety, including types, plating, errors, mis-feeds, etc.; some complete
sheets, Canal Zone, etc., as well, Very Fine overall, a lovely holding; see it online in full.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m (photo on web site).

Venezuela
346 H/m

Venezuela, Lovely Semi-Specialized Collection, 1859-1958. A beautifully assembled and well-annotated
collection of many hundreds, mint or used, including blocks of four, varieties, Specimens, approximately 15 nice covers,
and more, assembled on pages in a three-ring binder; this collection is the parent lot of many fine individual lots in our
Flagship sales, yet still much value remains, beginning with #3, 4-6 (three examples of #6), 7-8, 11 (2), good mint and
used overprint types on Arms and Bolivar issues, #92-95, 137-141, and good runs from about 1911 on; we also note strong
Airmails, extensive reference items with Fornier types, #AR1-AR16, AR27-AR67, excellent and extensive Revenues, #O1O28, cancellations, and more, F.-V.F. or better, a super lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m (photo on web site).

Latin America Area Collections
347 E

Latin America, Collection of Essays, Imperforate Proofs & “Specimen” overprints, 1888-1952. Including
Argentina (320+) 1881-1910 imperforate proofs with numerous blocks; Brazil (16); Colombia (25) with American Bank
Note Coat-of-Arms 5c to 2p corner blocks of four overprinted “Specimen” and with small security punch hole; Costa Rica
(8); Ecuador (38) with 1939 unissued surcharges on regulars and Airmails (36), replete with varieties; Guatemala (2);
Honduras; Nicaragua (59) with various 1937-40 Airmail issues overprinted “Specimen” in red with security punch holes
and similar for Revenues; Panama Revenue with “Canal Zone” surcharge in red “10” on B/0.10 and “Specimen” overprint;
Paraguay (29) with 1942 4th Centenary of City of Asuncion master die proof (for 7p) in black with value tablets blank on
thin wove paper (87 x 88 mm) mounted on sunken card; Peru (11); Salvador (38); and Uruguay (13) with 1909 Opening
of Port of Montevideo 2c and 5c (3) imperforate proofs in unissued colors on cards, F.-V.F., a most interesting ensemble.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

348 HH/H/m

Latin America, Fantastic Collection. Loaded with premium sets, varieties, souvenir sheets, etc., on old
dealer counter pages, black stockcards, etc.; includes strong Argentina, Chile Airmails, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Peru,
Uruguay, and others; also includes a lovely range of ca. 1940s Specimen, overprint and part-perf varieties, etc., F.-V.F. or
better, a fun and useful grab-bag.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H/m (photo on web site).
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WORLDWIDE: General Collections
349 HH/H/m

South America (Paraguay / Peru / Uruguay), The Generalissimo Collection, 1856-1977. In a bulging
Scott Specialty album, extensive, deep and wide ranging; earlies are mainly used, but many are both mint AND used,
later stamps in black Showguard-style mounts and apparently mint never hinged; highlights include, Paraguay, mint o.g.:
1, 5, 146-155, 244b (scarce center inverted), 245-252, 330-337, 674-683 (also with regular souvenir sheets and trial color
proofs imperforate), C1C3, C4-C6, C7-CC12, C19&C24, C54-C55, C74-C78, C79-C82, C84-C87, C93-C97, C98-C109,
C113-C121, C122-C123, C124-C126, C147-C153, C158-C162, C211a, C215a, C216-C220, C246-C251, C277a mint never
hinged, etc.; includes many souvenir sheets, extensive Back-of-the-Book and with many of the hard-to-find Zeppelin Airmails
from 1930s; Peru, including used #1 (with APS Certificate), also, mint o.g.: #20, 134-140, 141-153, 160, 173-175, 230231, 375-384, C3-C5, C6-C12, C49-C61, C78-C81; mint never hinged: #533a, 582-593, C81a (also example with scarce
“Melbourne” overprint), C94-C102, C164a, C336-C340, C372-C381; Uruguay, used: #13, 18, 37-38, 43A, 330a-332a, 388390, C9, C105; mint o.g.: #1, 64-70, 124, 217-222, 225-234, 274-276, 282-284, C1-C3, C4-C6, C10-C13, C182-C192; mint
never hinged: 330a-332a, 388-390, 410a-413a, 430-440, 454-461, C398, C418a with imperforate proof souvenir sheet; also
includes Back-of-the-Book, many souvenir sheets and other specialized material; an interesting area is that is extremely
under-valued! generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m (photo on web site).

Worldwide

General Collections
350 m

Worldwide, Old Time Collection, 1840-1924. That appears to be virginal and this might be the first time
this collection has been touched in many decades. Collection is housed in old time bound Stanley Gibbons, starting with
great British Commonwealth section and moving into great classical worldwide and finally United States, containing better
items and areas that include: Antigua some better Chalon heads, Canada 14, 17 (2), 18, 22, 24, 26, 28-30, small Queens
to 10c, 46-47, 58-59, 73, 99-100, 103, Great Britain 1, 5, shilling values including Victoria to 10/-, £1 Violet Victoria (faulty)
and Edward to 10/-, offices, Hong Kong with 7 better Victoria Surcharge overprints, some good early New South Wales
Victorias, New Zealand - 12 early Chalon heads and some decent Victorias, good Queensland Chalon heads, good South
Australia early Victorias and good early Victoria official overprints, Tasmania - 11 early Chalon heads, Germany better
early Baden, Bavaria and Thurn and Taxis, 3 good early Tuscany, Italy 58-63, Japan 7 early small Dragons, good Imperial
Crest selection, early cancels, strong early Persia, good Siam, Norway 3-5, 8-9, 11-15, good numerals and coat of arms,
Switzerland good representation of perforated seated Helvetia issues, early Turkey, United States: 92, 149, 151, 153, 23038, 294-99, 24 Interesting Newspaper Facsimiles and Confederate States 1. Usual mixed condition as one would expect to
see with stamps of this age, many of the stamps have been in the album for so long that they are stuck to the page. In all,
this is an impressive old time collection with a tremendous Scott value, V.G.-Fine appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
m. Scott approximately
$100,000+ (Owner’s).
351 H/m
Worldwide, Valuable Old-Time Collection, 1840s-1940. In three different albums, each with a slightly different
strength, but combined a remarkable holding; while US is present (mainly Bank Notes/early Bureaus on), the real power is in
the foreign, with strong British Commonwealth, solid Europe, surprising China, lovely Latin America and good Egypt, Japan,
Turkey, etc.; note China Large Dragons used, 1¢ and Small 2¢ on 3¢ Red Revenues no gum (1¢ corner crease), two Coiling
Dragons with straightline “Republic.” private overprints, Junks of different printings to $5, etc.; Japan with a couple lovely
bota cancels; Turkey with early mint/unused; several Cape of Good Hope Triangles, solid Canadian Provinces, with Canada
itself offering used $4 and $5 Jubilees and pristine mint Bluenose and Parliament, nice Scandinavia and decent Russia…
the list goes on and on; some faults or condition issues as to be expected, but a great opportunity to restock or—with a new
album and time to pull and combine—a great basis for a worldwide collection, with enough duplicates to trade or sell, F.-V.F.
with better throughout, a truly lovely collection; we’ve imaged one volume in full online.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H/m (photo on web site).
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353

Worldwide, The Retirement Fund Collection, 1870-1950. Stockpages of only better issues; includes
Switzerland Semi-Postals and Airs, such as mint or never hinged #226, C1-C2, C27-C34 and used #B206, C1-C2 (3),
C16-C18, C19-C25; mint and used #242, B105, B131, B143, C3-C12, C13-C15; plus four different choice used imperforate
Seated Helvetias and many League of Nations Officials, including #2O65-2O67; some nice early used Japan plus many
National Parks and items such as #C9-C13 used and mint #279 (2) and 588a; also some Japanese Occupation of Brunei,
Kedah and North Borneo; plus some key Belgium Semi-Postals, including used #B114-B122, B144-B150 and mint #B106,
B123-B124, B125-B131, B132-B143, etc., F.-V.F. with better throughout, imaged in its entirety on our website.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m.
Michel approximately €25,000 ($28,020) (photo on web site).
P
Worldwide, Safety Deposit Box, Representative Collection of Proofs and Specimens. With many
countries represented, including Liberia 1952 Ashburn Seal of Liberia and Maps regular and Airmail issues, comprising
seven imperforate proofs with vignettes blank on gummed paper, a die proof of 3¢ Harper purple and green sunk on thick
wove surfaced paper (106 x 136 mm), and issued set of eight with additional 1¢ (4) in different colors overprinted “Specimen”,
never hinged; Surinam 1945 1½c and 3c die proofs in issued colors on thin wove paper (88 x 75 mm) mounted on sunken
cards and die proof for 5c blue on card (83 x 75 mm); various France and Colonies épreuves de luxe; Australia 1924
£1 gray overprinted “Specimen” mint; British Guiana 1938 KGVI 1¢ to $1 perforated “Specimen” mint; British Honduras
1891 25¢ to $2 overprinted “Specimen” mint; Straits Settlements Postage Dues 1924-26 1¢, 2¢ and 8¢ to 12¢ overprinted
“Specimen” mint; Malta 1922 £1 overprinted “Specimen” mint; Northern Rhodesia 1937 Coronation 1½d to 3d perforated
“Specimen” mint; and nine items of postal stationery of various countries overprinted “Specimen” or “Muestra”, F.-V.F. P
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

354 HH/H/m

Worldwide, Philatelic Oddments, 1935-1945. Housed in a Scott International Part 3 album, better includes
mint Bulgaria 237-243, Canada 157-158, 174-176, 203, Denmark C6-C10, Gabon J23-J33, Iceland 157, Latvia B56-B65,
Libya B48-B54, Liechtenstein C7-C8, Mongolia 62-74, New Zealand B3-B4, C1, C3, Spain 357, C12-C17, Upper Volta 4365, lots of pickings available, please evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

HH/H/m. Scott $9,500 (photo on web site).
Worldwide, Old-Time Family Affair Collection, 1840s-1948. Housed in a remarkably sound 1939 Scott
Junior album (love the opening maps); started by the consignor’s family members in the 1940s and ‘50s, and built on over
the years, and you get a sense of it through the areas and periods covered; Europe’s major powers are well represented
(including surprisingly nice German States and General Issue French Colonies), Persia, strong Latin America (Mexico with
Porte de Mar stamps, several countries including cut squares) and Scandinavia (including a four-margined Denmark #2
used), good Egypt, plus decent selections of China, Japan and Turkey; strongest in First/Second Issues through about
1920, with the US (not surprisingly) continued to 1948; generally clean and sound, though expect the occasional condition
issue; no great rarities spotted in our review, but a solid and handsome holding on which to build, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m (photo on
web site).
356 H/m
Worldwide, Balance Collection, 19th Century to 1980’s. 30 albums and stock books plus several cigar
boxes and small boxes (and some of the albums) of unsorted worldwide new issues new issues from the 1970’s and early
1980’s, mostly Africa (without European colonies), Middle East, three volumes of Asia including some China, Japan and
Korea and five volumes of Latin and South America. Early condition is rough with many stamps chosen to only fill in spaces,
that being said, there are also many high Scott value items that quickly add up to very high Scott value that should bring
decent resale value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

355 H/m

H/m (photo on web site).
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WORLDWIDE: General Collections - Accumulations
357 HH/H/m

Worldwide, Collection of Better, 1849-1960. Arrayed on over 30 stockpages, with Switzerland Officials
and Semi-Postals (from #B96-B99) in mint blocks of four, and Airmails from #C19-C25; UN #38 (3); Japan post-war
Semi-Postals; mainly used classic to early modern Portugal; used Great Britain with Victoria 5sh, Edward 10sh and two
Seahorses; Belgium with mint #B1-B8, B17-24, mint and used #B28-B30, used B31-B33, mint 5Fr Helmet (#136); scarce
Japanese Occupation of Malayan States mint; France classics (used #1, 7, 9, 10, 13, 20, 21, 38-41) and later mint
including Airmail; many better German States used, beginning with Baden #1-4, and continuing with Bremen, Bergedorf,
Brunswick, Hanover, Hamburg, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m. Michel €28,000+ ($31,390)
(photo on web site).
358 H/m
Worldwide, High-end Tail-end of a Substantial Consignment. Not your usual caboose lot, but multiple
sets of album pages with better Classics throughout; a true world-wide amalgamation, with coverage varying, but with
particularly strong Australian States, German States, Cape of Good Hope Triangles, Latin America (including some beautiful
Honduran cut squares, Brazilian black Numerals, etc.), wonderful Ceylon with Cameo Heads, Azad Hind mint perforated
and imperforate, Polish Government in Exile Forces in Italy mint, nice early Belgium and Italy, Romania Bull’s Heads, pretty
Japan including a colorful Tourist Sheet, multiple sets of Turkey offering some interesting cancels, and on and on it goes;
expect some mixed condition, but an immense wealth of material; hours of fun and enjoyment to be had, F.-V.F., a must-see.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m (photo on web site).
Worldwide, Philatelic Aggregation, 1875-2010. Thousands of stamps plus postal history in eight stockbooks,
two albums and assorted boxes and pages; better has Penny Black on August 1840 cover, 54¢ of Prexies added to cover,
U.S. pair of #C18 on cover to Paraguay, eight Teddy Bear picture postcards; mint Canada #51-52, 54, 56, 58, 97-193, 225226 (block of four), E1, E2, E3 (3); Finland #52 (5); box of worldwide souvenir sheets & booklets; Paraguay #C54-C55; large
1988 Olympic Games Tribute album, World Banknote Collection, and so much more; a tremendous lot for the internet or
bourse dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

359 H/m/)

H/m/) (photo on web site).
Worldwide, High-Flying Airmail Collection, 1920s-40s. Mint and never hinged collection, mostly in blocks
of four, of various countries’ Airs on album pages in folder; the blocks consist generally of two hinged, two never hinged
stamps; a few items with some rust, but also various better material present like Greece #C38-C47 o.g., Netherlands Antilles
#CB1-CB8 in blocks of four, many French Colonies issues, etc., generally Very Fine, imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
HH/H (photo on
web site).

360 HH/H

Accumulations

361 HH

Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1960-2010. Hundreds of mint worldwide material with better such as St.
Vincent Michael Jackson souvenir sheets, Equatorial Guinea souvenir sheets, Libya sheets, Trucial States, imperforate
Mexico, Korea souvenir sheets, United Nations, Israel stamps and souvenir sheets, etc.; a great addition to your inventory,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH. Scott $10,000 (photo on web site).
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WORLDWIDE: Accumulations - Topical Collections
362 H/m

Worldwide, Classic Accumulation, 1840-1970’s. Massive accumulation of classic stamps with many better
stamps in several old time albums, stockbooks and group of loose album pages, many better items scattered about, with the
meat of the value in the small stockbooks and loose album pages, with the following highlights: a group of Bermuda George
VI high value key plates 2/- to 10/-, Denmark: 3-5, 11-13, good numerals section, 65-69, 82, German States: Baden 1-4,
10-14, 16-17, Bavaria 8, 9-14, 86-90, several better Brunswick, Hamburg and Hanover issues, Lubeck 13, Prussia 1-5, 6-8,
14-20, 21-22, 23-27, Saxony 2, 3-8, 9-14, Thurn and Taxis, many better numerals issues, Wurttemberg 1-5, 9-11, 13-18,
25-27, 34-40 (40 with clipped perfs), Germany 1-11, 12-13, 14-26, 27-28, a few better late 1940’s to early 1950’s regular
issues and semi-postals, B91-92, Saar 139-54, Great Britain 1 (2), 4, many different better Victoria surface print issues, 57,
65, 94-95, 96, 98-107, 108-9, 124, 127-41, a few better Sea Horses, Norway collection on Lighthouse pages, with many
stamps from early classic issues to 1970’s, with 104-10, B1-3, previous owners Scott $4,400+ for this album, Switzerland
a few early Canton issues, imperf seated Helvetia 5r-1Fr., B10-28 used, as with most classics, expect some usual faults,
generally F.-V.F., many better stamps scattered about will add up to substantial Scott value.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m (photo on web site).
Worldwide, Global Grab Bag Assortment. With material presented every way possible: in albums,
stockbooks, in glassines, on original auction cards, etc.; largest single-area holdings are nice Austria and Germany (all
periods) collections and stock; note also an apparently complete British Victory omnibus issue, 1970s Soviet souvenir
sheets plus an artist-signed set of singles, some China (Republic, Taiwan, mostly 1980s PRC), real photos and post cards
from WWII Asia, a 1928 Shanghai $100 banknote, plus huge amount of Topical interest, including Trains, Wildlife, Christmas,
miniature sheets, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, an interesting compilation worth a look.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

363 H/m/)

H/m/) (photo on web site).
Worldwide, Philatelic Gallimaufry, 1870-2010. An enormous amount of material—many thousands of
stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, with better such as Hawaii used; mint New Brunswick; Nova Scotia, Cameroun; French
Guiana and Guinea blocks of four; French Sudan, Martinique, Niger, Mexico; U.S. First Day Covers, 1922-28 Ireland, North
Borneo; mint & used Australian States; Sarawak, Lebanon, U.S. postal card collection, worldwide airmail postal history, U.S.
postage, perfin lot, mint and used Japan collection in a Scott album, collection of several hundred private vending machine
coil stamps, plus full uncut sheets of #756, 757,758, 2869, and 3209; a picker’s dream lot, with hundreds of saleable items,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

364 H/m/)

H/m/) (photo on web site).

Topical Collections

365 H/m/)

Worldwide, The Torch-Bearer Olympics Exhibition Collection, 1896-1992. A sensational central collection
with loads of extra material; the exhibit consists of 72 pages running from the 1896 Athens through 1960 Rome games, each
page beautifully annotated…in Russian; highlights include Greece’s 1896 Olympics issue complete mint (some as singles,
some additionally as blocks or strips), plus used through the 5Dr value, plus uses on cover, plus at least one forgery (noted);
Greece’s 1906 issue as proofs (complete less the 30l and 50l values) plus singles and covers, as well as several Postal Tax
surcharges (one apparently unlisted in Scott); a US stationery entire sent from St. Louis during the third games, along with
covers from or during each of the subsequent games, many with Olympics frankings; issues from Belgium, France (including
25c value plate flaws and Lebanon and Syria overprinted issues), Uruguay, Czechoslovakia, Netherlands, Uruguay, the US,
Germany (including souvenir sheets and two Hindenburg Olympics Flight covers), Finland, a Nazi-censored 1939 Latvia
cover, Switzerland, Great Britain (plus overprints for Offices in Morocco, Tangier, Bahrain, Kuwait and Muscat), Norway,
Italy, Australia…even—amazingly—a number of 1944 Concentration Camp Olympics items with Woldenberg and GrossBorn cancels (!); Olympics-themed stationery (much surrounding the 1980 Moscow games), Trory’s A Philatelic History of
the Olympic Games (giving technical details on stamp issues and cancels), seals/poster stamps, and much, much more,
including numerous participation/award “diplomas” from the USSR, France, Thailand, etc., Very Fine, start training now for
the expected spirited bidding.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
H/m/) (photo on web site).
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WORLDWIDE: Topical Collections - Postal History Collections
366 HH/H/m

Worldwide, “Error in Design” Collection, 1885-2010. Mounted in 60 binders, on home made pages,
thousands of stamps & souvenir sheets with errors in the issue or design of the issue, some with errors and corrected on
same page, better mint with French Congo 47-48, Monaco 209-213, DDR 634, People’s Republic of Congo C107-C110, Italy
133-135, 168, Iran 1609-1612, Gibraltar 1, 25, 25, Ethiopia 190-199, Ivory Coast 440-444, Ascension 11, 13, Newfoundland
241-244, Liechtenstein C1, C3, Bulgaria 23-24, fascinating subject, with proper annotation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H/m (photo on web
site).
367 H/m
Worldwide, Competitive Olympics Collection. A comprehensive holding, running from the early 1900s to
the 1980s, neatly mounted on album pages (themselves in sheet protectors) which have been removed from their original
binders; many complete sets throughout, with singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, imperforates, and more to be found; over
100 countries are represented from every corner of the globe; note extensive Hungary and Eastern Europe, as well as
surprisingly strong PRC and Taiwan; fresh and sound, F.-V.F. with much better, a must-view.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Postal History Collections

H/m (photo on web site).

368 )

Worldwide, The Fascinating & Diverse Klotzbach “Philatelic Stories” Collection. A supremely interesting
and wide-ranging collection, profusely annotated and touching on dozens of philatelic subjects, housed in 14 three-ring
binders; many of the covers are addressed to Klotzbach, and many have superb, full annotations on subjects such as
Lindbergh, soldiers’ and military letters, many ship and seapost covers, Naval and Polar items; a 1909 cover from Longboat,
Bahamas, to the U.S.; various Philatelic Exhibition items, including an Australia #93a sheet and cover and a France
Strasbourg sheet; disinfected mail, Feldpost and Red Cross items; a scarce 1891 British East Africa cover, Mombasa to
Germany with French seapost markings via Zanzibar, a lovely 1846 Mexican War cover, and so much more; as mentioned,
many excellent write-ups are included from this golden era of philately adding up to a substantial value, F.-V.F. or better, ex
Klotzbach.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
) (photo on web site).
Worldwide, Aerogram Collection, 1940s-70s. Extensive, somewhat specialized, mostly mint (folded and/
or unfolded) collection of 1150 different aerograms from around the globe, on homemade pages (with hand-drawn maps)
in eight albums; used include a variety of frankings, destinations, etc.; includes Specimens and other scarce items, overall
Very Fine, some extremely elusive material; see it all online.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

369 )

) (photo on web site).
Worldwide, Soldiers’ and Censored Covers, WWI and WWII. Presented (in need of reorganization) in
two binders, a nice mix of over 225 soldiers’ letters and censored covers from the nineteen-teens and ‘40s; WWI items
include numerous AEF, AFA and Red Cross items, including two Red Cross “Soldiers Mail” postcards, but also feature
French, British and Austrian items as well—even a cover with a Swiss Internment Camp cancel; WWII-era items are mostly
Censored covers, arranged roughly in alphabetical order by country, including uncommon material such as a Nigerian
tombstone censor marking, plus an array of handstamps, tapes and other markings; several “Puerto Rico”- or “Cuba”overprinted cancels and well centered stamps. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

370 )

End of Sale - Thank You
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